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Although lying at the trading crossroads of Europe
and south-east Asia, being endowed with valuable
physical and human resources and having a rich,
common cultural and political heritage, Central
Asia has yet to attract its share of private and
foreign investments. Nor has it been able to foster
economic alliances and unleash its comparative
advantage or exploit effectively the gains of
international trade. Nonetheless, the Asian 
Development Bank (ADB) and the European Bank
for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) have
been development partners in Kazakhstan, the
Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and
Uzbekistan for the past decade. Together they
have helped improve the lives of the region’s
people by strengthening governance, economic
management and transformation and introducing
market orientation and competition.

The ADB’s primary goal is to reduce poverty
through socially and economically sustainable
development strategies and high standards of
corporate governance. The ADB has provided
loans and technical assistance for a broad range
of development activities and instigated policy,
legal and regulatory reform to create a favourable
investment climate for the private sector. 

Among other things, the ADB has launched a
comprehensive regional economic cooperation
programme aimed at (i) developing effective 
transport corridors, (ii) encouraging rational
use of vital resources, particularly energy, and
(iii) promoting market integration both within
the region and with the outside world.

The EBRD, which facilitates transition to open
market-oriented economies and promotes private
and entrepreneurial initiatives, has employed
similar methods of operations, although its
focus has primarily been on the private sector. 

For both the ADB and the EBRD, promoting legal
reform and ensuring its effective enforcement is
an important element of their activities. Over
the past decade, Central Asia has emerged as
a natural zone of collaboration for these two inter-
national financial institutions. Cooperation between
the ADB and the EBRD has taken many different
forms, from financing joint investment projects,
such as the Almaty-Bishkek road, to participating in
complementary technical assistance efforts, such
as the proposed reform of the telecommunications
sector in Uzbekistan. In a number of other areas,
such as microfinance and small and medium-sized
enterprise development, both institutions are
working side by side. The two have been proactive
in financial and enterprise restructuring and have
paved the way for equity investments from foreign
investors and the private sector.

However, the countries themselves need to
make greater strides in attracting private sector
investment from abroad and stimulating entre-
preneurial activity within. Key to this will be a
demonstrated and sustained commitment to
open markets and governmental accountability.
In addition, high standards of state conduct will
be imperative to instil confidence in current and
potential investors and ensure the contracts that
they enter into are upheld and enforced by inde-
pendent courts, particularly against publicly owned
parties. The countries of Central Asia must strive
to build on their best legal traditions and discard
what is no longer useful for a modern economy and
progressive society, thereby entrenching respect
for the rule of law. 

As legal reform is pursued in the countries of
Central Asia, it is important to learn from past
experiences. Law reform must be part of larger
sector policies and complement other sector
reforms. The ADB’s experience in east Asia 

has shown that market-oriented laws can lay
dormant for years until economic reforms
create incentive for their use and produce
further demand for improvements.1

Institutional capacity must also go hand-in-hand
with law reform and take account of the broader
governance setting in which new laws and policies
must operate. If the process of law making is not
inclusive and new laws are implemented by the
executive without citizens’ recourse to independent
judicial institutions, the very objectives of law
reform will fail. Linkage of law reforms to broader
governance reforms, such as the law making
process and judicial reform, cannot be ignored.

This issue of Law in transition highlights the
economic progress in Central Asia, identifies
challenges as well as opportunities, and seeks to
encourage further reform, particularly in the legal
sphere. It should be of particular interest to all
those who make or influence sound legal reform
policy, which is key to sustainable and equitable
economic growth and a core component of viable
democratic institutions. 
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Arthur Mitchell, General Counsel, Asian Development Bank

Fostering legal reform 
in Central Asia 

1 Pistor and Wellons, “Role of Law and Asian Legal Institutions”, in Asian Economic Development 1960-1995, p. 41 (1998).



Introducing international
standards to central 
and eastern Europe: the 
role of model international
trade contracts
The emergence of universal standard contracts
is a recent trend facilitating cross-border
trade for the benefit of small and medium-
sized enterprises (SMEs). Legal practice in the
transition countries of central and eastern
Europe can directly benefit from this process.
The International Trade Centre’s new models
for joint venture contracts are a good example
of harmonisation in trade practices.

Jean-François Bourque, Senior Legal Adviser, International Trade Centre UNCTAD/WTO (ITC) and
Jean-Sébastien Roure, Associate Legal Expert, International Trade Centre UNCTAD/WTO (ITC)*
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The use of model contracts by small and
medium-sized enterprises in central and eastern
Europe is relatively widespread. 
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1 The International Trade Centre (ITC) is
the technical cooperation agency of the
United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development (UNCTAD) and the
World Trade Organization (WTO), for
operational, enterprise-orientated
aspects of trade. 

2 See The Office of Trade and Economic
Analysis, Export America, “Small and
medium-sized enterprises play an import-
ant role”, p. 26 (September 2001). 

3 See Small and Medium Business Admin-
istration, “The status of Korean SMEs”,
12 December 2002, www.smba.gov.kr.

4 See Agnes, R. Yaptenco, “SME financing
in eastern Europe”, World Bank Group,
November 2002.

5 For the purpose of the survey the
following countries were included in the
category “Central and eastern Europe”:
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Cyprus, Croatia,
Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia,
Lithuania, Malta, FYR Macedonia,
Moldova, Romania, Russian Federation,
Serbia and Montenegro, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Turkey, Ukraine.

A new generation of international model contracts
is setting standards for contractual relations. For
the past five years, the International Trade Centre
(ITC)1 has been developing model contracts for
SMEs. The first part of this article analyses the
emerging trends in international contracts. The
second part describes the development of new
ITC models for joint venture contracts, due for
release in 2003.

Model international contracts, dealing with a large
spectrum of activities, often go unnoticed by SMEs.
This is unfortunate, considering that SMEs con-
stitute the more dynamic sector of economies.
There is no universal definition of an SME, but they
are often referred to as having fewer than 250
full time employees. SMEs comprise generally
younger and faster growing firms and are a source
of employment and innovation. In the United
States, nearly 97 per cent of all exporting com-
panies are small and medium-sized.2 They
represent 99.2 per cent of all Korean manufac-
turing companies3 and a similar percentage in the
European Union. Less thorough data for eastern
Europe shows that these firms represent a
significant sector of the economy.4

Model contracts may be less vital for large com-
panies able to pay in-house legal counsel or
outsource required legal assistance. Yet larger
firms do use models too (if not their own).

The need for standard contracts 
in central and eastern Europe: 
an ITC survey

In 1998, the ITC conducted a survey on why com-
panies needed and used standard contracts.
Respondents to the survey comprised 247 trade
promotion organisations, such as exporters’
associations, industry associations and chambers
of commerce from 115 countries belonging to
developing economies or economies in transition.

The extent of the survey provided a truly global
picture. The first question was whether participat-
ing organisations, or their members (in particular
SMEs), already used model contracts in the course
of international commercial dealings. Only 31.6
per cent of respondents answered this question
positively. More than two-thirds of all enterprises
were entering into international commerce without
having access to model contract forms. This
confirms the fact that in their contractual dealings,
SMEs are at a disadvantage. The legal basis of
their international business dealings often consist
of contracts that have either been drafted without
any professional legal support, or that have been
imposed by the other party.

Concerning the types of contracts requested,
the highest demand was observed for sales and
purchase contracts (88.3 per cent of all respon-
dents) followed by joint venture agreements (78.1
per cent). Contracts with intermediaries (76.1
per cent) and contracts for representation (71.3
per cent) were also in high demand. Results for
countries from central and eastern Europe5 were
all within a 5 per cent range of these figures.

Central and eastern Europe rank among those
regions where the use of model contracts by
SMEs is relatively widespread. However, still
61.8 per cent of all respondents stated that they
do not use model contracts. Those who do use
them named sales/purchase contracts, as well
as agency and distribution contracts, as their
legal tools. Furthermore, various International
Chamber of Commerce (ICC) model contracts
and leasing contracts issued by different university
faculties are part of the existing legal support
for SMEs in central and eastern Europe.

The overwhelming majority of all central and
eastern European enterprises demanded guide-
lines on drafting international contracts (94.1
per cent). The request for legal support – model
contracts, guides or training – was significantly
above the global average.



I. Contract standardisation: 
an empirical process

Model contracts are part of a much larger process
of harmonising international trade rules and
practices, a process that is still evolving and
gaining momentum. What is striking, and seem-
ingly paradoxical, is the diversity of channels
through which this harmonisation is taking place
and the links between trade usage, model
contracts, treaties, model laws and regional har-
monisation of laws. An important feature of this
harmonisation process is its non-systematic and
rather empirical character. Although the length
of this article is not suited for detailed analysis,
the links that have a bearing on the content of
a new generation of standardised contracts are
mentioned briefly.

From “laws” to “rules” 

Consistent with the gradual evolution of inter-
national thinking on this subject, international
contracts tend to incorporate, or refer to, a number
of internationally recognised trade rules and trade
usage. They also tend to lean, to a much lesser
extent, on national law.

The landmark Article 17 (1) of the 1998 ICC
Arbitration Rules6 reflects this by stating that in
the absence of any agreement, the arbitral tribunal
shall apply “the rules of law” which it determines
to be appropriate. This provision is interpreted
as meaning first, that arbitrators, when deciding
on the merits of a case, are not required to apply
national legal rules to determine the applicable
law. Second, the arbitral tribunal is authorised to
choose rules pertaining to transnational law.

Most model international sales contracts refer
to two important trade rule codifications: the
Incoterms (International Commercial Terms) and
the Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary
Credits (UCP). Both of these codes have been
developed by the International Chamber of Com-
merce. First published in 1936, the Incoterms set
out what is included in the sales price, by allocating
transport costs and risks, as well as determining
responsibility for insurance and customs. The
current valid version for the 13 existing Incoterms
(such as free on board and cost, insurance, freight) 

is Incoterms 2000. The next revision will probably
not appear before 2010. Concerning payment
terms, international letters of credit are standard-
ised through the UCP. The current valid version
was released in 1993 (UCP 500).

The 1991 Uniform Rules for Demand Guarantees
(URDG), also issued by the ICC, is yet another
set of rules widely referred to in model forms.
This applies to demand guarantees and counter-
guarantees and was developed to bridge cultural
gaps in practice.

Less specialised transnational commercial
rules were justifiably defined as uncertain or
even mythical until the UNIDROIT Principles of
International Commercial Contracts7 were intro-
duced in 1994. There is now evidence that the
UNIDROIT Principles are increasingly used in
international contracts.8

The present authors do not wish to imply that
contracting parties should refer to an elusive
transnational law. Current practice seems to
indicate that parties still refer to a single national
law in their contracts. However, because they are
not dependent on any peculiarity of national law,
the appeal of transnational principles is certain.
This is especially true when these principles are
codified, such as the UNIDROIT Principles, and
when they can be articulated with national law.

For example, the ITC Model Contract for the Inter-
national Sale of Perishable Goods (1999) has
the following “Applicable Rules of Law” provision
in Article 14:

“In so far as any matters are not covered by
the foregoing provisions, this Contract is
governed by the following, in descending order
of precedence:

■ The United Nations Convention on Contracts
for the International Sale of Goods,

■ The UNIDROIT Principles of International
Commercial Contracts, and

■ For matters not dealt with in the above-
mentioned texts, the national law applicable
or, in the absence of a choice of law, the law
applicable at the Seller’s place of business
through which this Contract is to be
performed.”

As can be seen in Article 14, the contractual
provision specifies the rules which govern the
parties’ agreement and their order of precedence.
The national law fades in last position and is
referred to only if the preceding rules do not
provide an answer.

The provision refers, in first position, to an inter-
national treaty, which is also a feature of some
model contracts. Treaties provide a substantive
common ground. It is not uncommon to see refer-
ences to their provisions in standard contracts.

Influence of regional laws on 
model contracts

Another significant factor shaping model inter-
national contracts is the regional integration of
business law, as witnessed in the European
Union and more recently in west Africa among
16 member countries of OHADA (Organisation
for the Harmonisation in Africa of International
Business Law).

An example is the International Union of Commer-
cial Agents and Brokers (IUCAB), an organisation
consisting of 17 national associations of inde-
pendent commercial agents throughout the
European Union and the United States, which
offers a short-form model agency contract.9 The
contract incorporates an EEC-Council Directive
of 18 December 1986 related to self-employed
agents. Agency firms typically handle a portfolio
of products under a contractual arrangement
within a defined geographic territory and on an
exclusive basis. 

For agents working in Europe who are looking for
a model agency contract, the IUCAB contract
probably fits their needs best. For agents working
on an inter-continental basis, the ICC’s Model
Agency Contract is better suited to them. This is
because it represents “uniform contractual rules”
which are not based on any specific national law
but which incorporate the prevailing practice in inter-
national trade, as well as the principles generally
recognised by the domestic laws on agency.

4 Law in transition

Model contracts are part of a much larger
process of harmonising international trade
rules and practices, a process that is still
evolving and gaining momentum.
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Trend-setters in model contracts drafting

The classic generation

From the early 1900s until 1990 most model
contracts have had a rather limited focus.

The first group of standard contracts were pro-
duced in relation to specific sectors of the econ-
omy. These sector-specific contracts exist today
in all the main branches of commodities (coffee,
cocoa, cereals, sugar, etc.). Among them, the
renowned Grain and Feed Trade Association
(GAFTA) contracts – some 90 different standard
contracts for the sale of wheat, rice, soybeans,
pulses, peas and fish dishes – stand out as some
of the most widely used.

The second group of contracts produced were
intended for specific categories of users (e.g.
buyers, agents, distributors, manufacturers).
Their use requires special care, as they tend to
provide the best possible contractual solutions
for the party for which they are drafted. A great
number of such organisations have created
contractual standards in their own specific
sector and will continue to do so. ITC’s Juris
International database (www.jurisint.org)
contains many such model contracts. 

There is perhaps one notable exception in the
engineering and construction sector with the
FIDIC (International Federation of Consulting
Engineers) producing standard forms of contract
for use between employers and contractors on
international construction projects. The 1999
new set of four standard forms of contract ranging
from the Construction for Building and Engineering
Works to Engineering, Procurement and Construc-
tion Turnkey Projects are just the latest of a long
series of carefully balanced specialised construc-
tion contracts developed by this organisation
dating back to 1913.

The East-West generation

Political barriers between the East and West,
and the difficulty of achieving significant harmon-
isation of business laws, produced very fruitful
results on the contractual side, especially between
1950 and 1980, under the influence of the United
Nations Economic Community of Europe. Starting
in 1953, a series of model contracts for the supply
or erection of plant and machinery were success-
fully developed by a multicultural team of lawyers.

These included General Conditions for the Supply
of Plant and Machinery for Export (1953); General
Conditions for the Supply and Erection of Plant
and Machinery for Import and Export (1957);
General Conditions for the Erection of Plant and
Machinery Abroad (1963); General Conditions of
the Sale for the Import and Export of Durable
Consumer Goods and of other Engineering Stock
Articles (1961).10 These contracts were widely
circulated and had considerable impact on trade
practices, including in the countries of central
and eastern Europe.

The Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
(CMEA) published general conditions for the supply
of goods between organisations of the CMEA
member countries. The CMEA also drew up general
conditions for the erection and performance of
other technical services related to the supply of
machinery and equipment between organisations
of the member countries of the CMEA.

When envisaging more complex contracts in the
fields of intellectual property or joint cooperation
projects between companies, the divergence of
views has impeded the drafting of standard
contracts. Between 1972 and 1980, drafting
guides were developed by the EEC Commission.
The following were published: Guide for Drawing
up Contracts for Large Industrial Works; Guide
for Drawing up International Contracts on Industrial
Cooperation; Guide for Drawing up International
Contracts between Parties Associated for the
Purpose of Executing a Specific Project; and
Guide for Use in Drawing up Contracts Relating
to the International Transfer of Know-how in the
Engineering Industry.11

These contracts generally provided for longer and
more diversified relations than the usual contracts
for the supply of plant and machinery. The guides
listed the various contractual procedures that could
be used for such works, indicating the problems
and consequences of their adoption. However, the
guides did not provide advice on which procedures
to adopt or which contractual provisions to apply.
Their purpose was essentially descriptive. With
regard to the clauses commonly used for the
supply and erection of industrial plant and for
the construction of buildings or civil engineering
work, it merely referred to the above-mentioned
existing forms.

6 Y. Derains and E. Schwartz, A guide to
the new ICC rules of arbitration, pp. 217
et seq. (1998)

7 See UNIDROIT website www.unidroit.org,
in particular M. J. Bonell, “The UNIDROIT
Principles and transnational law”, posted
on 29 August 2000; see also the UNILEX
database, www.unilex.info, containing
over 70 court and arbitration decisions
on the UNIDROIT principles.

8 Two issues of the ICC International court
of arbitration bulletin quote contracts
referring to the UNIDROIT principles.
See F. Marrella & F. Gélinas “The
UNIDROIT principles of international
commercial contracts”, ICC Arbitration,
Vol. 10 (2), p. 26 (1999); idem, Vol. 12
(2), p. 49 (2001).

9 The IUCAB Agency Contract can be
found on ITC’s Juris International
website: www.jurisint.org

10 Full text of these contracts can be
found on the Juris International 
website www.jurisint.org 

11 Full text of these guides can be 
found on the Juris International
website: www.jurisint.org.



12 F. Bortolotti, “ICC Model Contracts for
International Distribution”, International
Trade Centre Forum, Vol. 4, (2002).

13 Full text of these contracts can be
found on the Juris International
website www.jurisint.org

14 ICC Publication No. 556.
15 Full text and users’ guide can be

accessed at www.jurisint.org.
16 Eurostudy Centre, International joint

ventures: the legal and tax issues, p. 267
(1991); United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development Secretariat
(UNCTAD), The role of international 
collaboration arrangements in developing
countries’ export of manufacturers, 
p. 41 (1990); United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe (UNECE), East-
West joint venture contracts, p. 224
(1989); International Chamber of Com-
merce, Guide to joint ventures in the
USSR, p. 279 (1989); International Trade
Centre, export-oriented joint ventures,
selected issues and perspectives for
developing countries, p.133 (1989);
Centre for the Development of Industry,
ACP/EU Guide to partnerships in industry,
p. 23 (1988); United Nations Centre on
Transnational Corporations (UNCTC),
Joint ventures as a form of international
economic cooperation, p. 210 (1988);
UNCTC, Arrangements between joint
venture partners in developing countries,
p. 43 (1987); United Nations Industrial
Development Organisation (UNIDO),
Guidelines for the establishment of
industrial joint ventures in developing
countries, p. 280 (1982); UNIDO,
Manual on the establishment of industrial
joint-venture agreements in developing
countries, p. 78 (1971) 
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The new generation

From the 1990s more and more standard forms
of general and universal use have been developed,
under the initiative of the ICC, followed by the World
Bank, ITC and a few other institutions. One of the
initiators of the new generation of model contracts
developed by the ICC, Fabio Bortolotti, has recently
described the thinking and challenges in drafting
these contracts: 

“The International Chamber of Commerce has
a different approach as it represents all those
involved in trade: principals and agents, suppliers
and distributors, sellers and buyers. Consequently,
a model contract issued by the ICC must take
into account the interests of all parties involved,
without favouring any of them. Naturally, it is not
easy to decide which solutions will be considered
fair to both parties. Parties tend to consider as
fair the solutions that are more favourable for
them (and which they would like to incorporate
into their contracts) and to forget the clauses
they may have been forced to accept when
their position was weaker. This is why a really
“balanced” contract will often be criticised by
each party as favouring the other.”12

These contracts should nevertheless reflect current
trade usage, or else they are bound to fall into
disuse. This requirement creates a natural limit
to harmonisation. When the ITC devised model
contractual agreements at the request of the
publishing and printing industries,13 it was faced
with major differences of approach in the civil law
and common law countries regarding the rights
and duties of publishers vis-à-vis authors. For the
model publisher-author agreement only (and not
for the other seven harmonised model agreements
between publishers-suppliers and joint-publishers),
the drafters finally decided to offer a civil law
model and a common law model, although every
effort has been made to narrow the gap between
the two versions. The World Bank, in certain
instances, also issues civil law and common law
standard forms in the procurement sector.

Business people, and even their legal counsel, are
often not fully informed of the extent and meaning
of the new generation of model contracts. For
international sales, the ICC published in 1997 its 

Model International Sale Contract for Manufac-
tured Goods intended for Resale.14 The ITC pub-
lished on its part in 1999 a Model Contract for
the International Commercial Sale of Perishable
Goods.15 Concerning contracts with intermediaries,
the ICC’s role has been extensive. Model contracts
achieved until now in the field of distribution are:

■ ICC Model Commercial Agency Contract, 
2nd edition, ICC Publication No. 644;

■ ICC Model Distributorship Contract, 
2nd edition, ICC Publication No. 646; 

■ ICC Model Occasional Intermediary Contract
(Non-circumvention and non-disclosure
agreement), ICC Publication No. 619;

■ ICC Model International Franchising Contract,
ICC Publication No. 557; and

■ ICC Short Form Model Contracts International
Commercial Agency and International Distrib-
utorship, ICC Publication No. 634.

At present, several working parties established
within the Commission on International Commer-
cial Practice of the ICC are drafting new model
forms. These include a model international merger
and acquisition agreement; two models of turnkey
contracts: one for the sale of a plant or production
line to be erected within an existing factory and
the other for larger turnkey projects; and a model
selective distribution contract.

II. ITC’s recent experience in drafting
model joint venture agreements

As previously mentioned, an ITC survey concluded
that joint venture agreements are the second most
popular category of model contracts worldwide.
On this basis, the ITC decided to coordinate the
preparation of model contracts for international
joint ventures. In the past, no attempt had been
made to draft universal standard joint venture
agreements. Several organisations have, however,
published guides highlighting some of the primary
elements that should be included in a joint venture
agreement or presented examples of joint venture
contracts that can be used in a specific national
legal framework.16
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This section will focus on the basic options that
were chosen for the preparation of the model
joint venture agreements. The model agreements,
together with users’ guides, are scheduled for
publication in June 2003.

Taking into consideration economies 
in transition

The first decisions that were made related to
how the drafting exercise would be organised.
Because the models are intended for universal
use, and in light of long-standing complaints
made by representatives from emerging economies
and economies in transition that their views are
not adequately represented, the ITC chose to set
as a priority the principle of legal, cultural and
economic neutrality. 

This was reflected in the organisational aspects
of the drafting exercise. As a result, a culturally
and geographically diversified pro-bono commit-
tee,17 composed of selected experienced lawyers
and legal experts, was set up. All continents were
represented. Several international institutions also
participated actively, including the African Develop-
ment Bank, the Organisation of the Black Sea
Economic Cooperation (BSEC), the Common
Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA),
the Commonwealth Secretariat, the European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(EBRD), the International Federation of Consulting
Engineers (FIDIC), the Association of European
Development Finance Institutions (EDFI), and
the Union Economique et Monétaire Ouest
Africaine (UEMOA). 

Additionally before each working session, a
steering committee, composed of the drafting
team,18 ITC personnel and experts from Algeria,
Cameroon, Colombia, Estonia, India, Tunisia and
the Philippines, ensured that all issues of concern
would be given full consideration in the agenda
of the pro-bono committee sessions.

Two sessions of the pro-bono committee were
held in January and September 2002. During the
first, the main options and principles that the
drafting team ought to retain were defined, and
the aim of making the models acceptable under
each national legal framework was confirmed. 

During the second meeting, discussions were
concerned with the wording or basic principles
of particular provisions. A further more restricted
fine-tuning session was held to draft a limited
number of clauses.

Scope of the model contracts

Decisions as to the objective, scope and poten-
tial users of the contracts were important ones,
as they subsequently influenced the whole
drafting process. 

As to the objective of the models, it was agreed
that they should be used to establish international
joint ventures in which parties wish to establish
long-term cooperation. Joint ventures for one-off,
single contracts were not considered. It was also
agreed that the model contracts would need to
suit a wide spectrum of commercial, as well as
industrial, activities where joint venture contracts
are used in practice. SMEs were identified as
the main potential users of these models. No
limitation was envisaged concerning their geo-
graphical scope.

Two basic model contracts

At the outset, a distinction derived from practice
was made concerning the legal nature of
cooperation between the parties. This led to the
preparation of two types of joint venture contracts:

■ Incorporated joint venture contract: defined as
a joint venture contract for the creation of one
or more joint venture companies, which are
legal entities established to carry out a common
activity. The joint venture agreement is a prepar-
atory vehicle leading to its incorporation into a
company of a specific country. In addition to
the joint venture agreement, the cooperation
of the parties requires further legal instruments,
usually articles of incorporation of the company,
by-laws and a shareholders’ agreement. 

■ Contractual joint venture contract: defined as
a joint venture contract regulating the coopera-
tion of the parties. A legal entity is not created.
Therefore, only one legal instrument is usually
necessary: the joint venture agreement.

17 Olten Abreu (Brazil), Koffi Denis
Akhandauh (Union Economique et
Monétaire Ouest Africaine), Eva-Marie
Andersson (Association of European
Development Finance Institutions),
Homayoon Arfazadeh (Iran), Ben
Beaumont (China), James Bertram
(China), Anthony Borgese (Australia),
Klaus Brisch (Germany), José Mario
Bunag (Philippines), Geoffrey P. Burgess
(USA), Trevor Carmichael (Barbados),
Carlos Carrera (Switzerland), Mohammed
Chemloul (Algeria), Nayla Comair-Obeid
(Lebanon), Seward Cooper (African
Development Bank), Andrew Corlett
(British Isles), Felipe Cuberos (Columbia),
Irma Cué Sarquís (Mexico), Kofi Date-
Bah (Commonwealth Secretariat),
Gaston Kenfack Douajni (Cameroon),
Olivier Philippe Dunant (Switzerland),
Abdelwahab El Bahi (Tunisia), Hani el
Sharkawi (Egypt), Alexander Guy Facey
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This fundamental distinction was unanimously
agreed during the discussions at the committee
sessions. Discussions pertaining to local practices
led to the conclusion that establishing joint
ventures cannot be categorised by the classic
common law/civil law divisions.

For instance, in South America and India joint
ventures are often regulated first by a contractual
agreement between the parties, whereas in other
countries or regions like the United Kingdom,
Russia, eastern Europe, China or Kenya, it is
common practice to embody the joint venture
in an incorporated company.

Some important drafting options

■ Both contracts are accompanied by a users’
guide. The purpose of the users’ guide has a
dual function. The first is to provide guidelines,
comments and warnings in order to help SMEs
put the models to better use. The second
purpose is to limit the contents of each contract
to what is essential for a joint venture to stand
by itself. A distinction was thus drawn between
the “preferred” options (i.e. the minimum provi-
sions/wording required to suit all joint ventures)
that should be included in all contracts and the
other options (or “what would be nice to have”
options), which would be included in the users’
guide. The number of options should neverthe-
less be limited since the more options, the more
complicated the use of the model contracts
will be. 

Even though specific provisions relating to the
organisation and establishment of a joint ven-
ture company are, in some countries, already
covered by national supplementary rules, they
should still be included in the contracts since 

parties often speak and write different
languages. In addition, those establishing a
joint venture company will not always be in a
position to check the local foreign applicable
law, codes or practices to understand their
respective rights. Therefore, the contracts
need to be relatively comprehensive.

Further, the principle of liability for a breach
in obligation to legally contribute property is
included in the body of the contracts. Examples
of consequences/problems that may arise from
such breaches are included in the users’ guide.

■ Another balance that the model contracts
needed to reflect is that the provisions must
comply with different legal systems, such as
common law, civil law and other systems. To
illustrate this point a number of areas need to
be considered: the incorporation of a general
clause of good faith in the contracts; choice of
a suitable decision-making process (unanimity
or majority); the issue of whether any legal
systems require a specific voting cast for the
adoption of specific decisions; the non use of
the common law concept “partnership” because
of its implied legal consequences; and the
repartition of prerogatives between the Meeting
of the Shareholders and the Board of Directors
(for an incorporated joint venture).

■ The draft models were developed simultane-
ously in English and French with the intention
of having stand-alone versions in several lan-
guages in the future. The idea of having a mere
translation of the contracts with a prevailing
version was rejected. In practice, parties will
rarely use two official versions but will rely on
the one they understand. As a result, it was
decided to ensure that in all languages, the
corresponding concepts are used. This issue
arose in particular as regards terminology for
identifying the managing/operating bodies of
the joint ventures.

■ Contracts ought to preserve the friendly nature
of joint ventures. Some of the issues considered
were the necessity to include a general clause
of good faith or a clause imposing penalties to
the party in breach of its obligations; and the
option to leave the issue of protection of min-
ority shareholders in the users’ guide and not
in the body of the contract. Also considered
were provisions dealing with changes in the
composition of a joint venture and changes in
the control of the parties; the exclusion of a party
following a breach of its obligations and the
choice of a smooth deadlock-breaking procedure.

Conclusion

With the expansion of cross-border trade, the need
for more standard contracts which are universally
acceptable will continue to grow. The emergence
of a body of contractual standards is a welcome
development. The law profession itself is moving
quite rapidly, in business sectors, from court
specialists to contracts specialists. However,
because there cannot be a lawyer behind every
contract, the availability of reliable standard
models can be regarded as a reasonable expec-
tation on the part of business people. In central
and eastern Europe, a culture of using model
contracts has existed for decades and the
emergence of new internationally-accepted
model contracts can be expected to have a
significant impact. 
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With the expansion of cross-border trade, the
need for more standard contracts which are
universally acceptable will continue to grow. 



Lending in roubles – 
a look at the EBRD’s first 
local currency loans in Russia
In November 2001, the EBRD made its
first Russian rouble-denominated loan,
followed in June 2002 by a second rouble
financing. This article examines the
background to these transactions and
explains how they were structured.

Diana Michaliova, Associate, Office of the General Counsel, EBRD*
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Demand for long-term rouble financing

Recent years have seen an increasing demand
for long-term local currency financing from
both Russian public and private sector entities.
Currently, however, this demand cannot be
satisfied from domestic sources because of
the limitations of the emerging Russian financial
markets. Russian borrowers are, therefore, looking
to international financial institutions (IFIs) to fill
this gap. It is in this context that the EBRD is
now seeking to develop long-term rouble-
denominated loans for its Russian clients.

The primary causes of the increased demand for
long-term rouble financing lie, first, in the changes
to the regulations governing the borrowing capacity
of Russian state and municipal entities and,
second, in the nascent state of the Russian
capital markets.

In the 1990s, Russian state and municipal entities
were permitted to borrow in foreign currencies and,
during this period, IFIs and Western governments
granted hard currency loans to such entities.
However, in 2000, amendments to the Russian
Budget Code1 prohibited Russian municipalities
from incurring debt in foreign currency, thereby
restricting them to borrowing in roubles. In addi-
tion, the amended Budget Code limited the ability
of sub-federal level entities, the so-called “subjects
of the Russian Federation”, to borrow in hard
currency. Thus, although the republics, territories,
regions, federal cities, autonomous regions and
autonomous areas2 are still authorised to take
hard currency loans, this is only permitted in order
to refinance existing hard currency debt which
these bodies had on their books in August 2000.3

As a result of these changes, financing which state
entities might previously have secured by way of
foreign currency loans now must be denominated
in roubles.

Parallel to the legal developments described
above, the practical limitations of the evolving
Russian capital markets have made the demand
for new sources of long-term rouble financing
even more acute.

Decades of under-investment have resulted in a
need for substantial capital expenditure in both
the Russian public and private sectors. Public
infrastructure and utilities are in urgent need of
repair or upgrading and the industrial plant also
requires renewal. To meet this need, activity in
the Russian capital markets has increased
dramatically in recent years. In April 2002, ING
reported that during the past two years the size
of the Russian corporate bond market had grown
from RUR 20 billion to RUR 76 billion and monthly
turnover had increased from RUR 60 million to
RUR 4.2 billion.4 As of August 2002, the out-
standing volume of the corporate bond market
was at RUR 83.8 billion and monthly turnover
reached RUR 5.7 billion.5

Although the development of the Russian bond
market has been impressive, the financing options
available to borrowers (both in the public and
private sectors) are still limited to short-term
debt, since short-term issues (with three to six-
month maturities) are the most popular on the
bond market.6 The maximum maturity of bonds
issued to date is three years. Most of such
bonds, however, have embedded annual put
options (bondholder’s right to redeem a bond
before maturity),7 which effectively make them
12-month paper. In turn, banks are reluctant to
lend long-term since they are themselves dep-
endent on the short-term markets to fund their
lending operations and would face a refinancing
risk if they were to make longer-term loans.
Additionally, most banks have insufficient
customer deposits to back long-term lending.

In the medium to longer-term, it is expected that
a decline in investment risk, more predictable
exchange rates and emerging institutional
investors, such as insurance companies and
non-governmental pension funds, will lead to the
development of a domestic market for longer
term finance.8 However, at present the Russian
public and corporate sectors have no access to
long-term financing in roubles.

1 The Budget Code of the Russian
Federation No. 145-FZ of 31 July 1998,
in force from 1 January 2000, amended
on 31 December 1999, 5 August 2000,
27 December 2000, 8 August 2001,
30 December 2001, 29 May 2002,
10 July 2002 and 24 July 2002.

2 Under Article 5 of the Constitution of
the Russian Federation of 12 December
1993, all these entities have the status
of “subject of the Russian Federation”.

3 Article 2 of the Law No. 116-F3 of the
Russian Federation on amendments to
the budget code of the Russian Feder-
ation of 5 August 2000 provides that
any such entities which had hard currency
debt on the date of entry into force of
this federal law may continue to borrow
hard currency provided that the amount
of such debt during the then current
financial year does not exceed the
principal amount of existing hard
currency debt repayable by such entities
during that financial year. Further,
according to Article 2, the above
limitation on the amount of new hard
currency debt shall not apply if debt is
incurred to reduce the total outstanding
amount of hard currency debt, reduce
the cost of servicing of such debt or
postpone its repayment terms.

4 “Russian Local Corporate Bonds.
Sustained Boom?”, ING, 18 April 2002,
www.ing.ru.

5 “New Local Corporate/Municipal Bond
Issues. Credit Quality Matters”, ING, 26
September 2002, www.ing.ru. 

6 “Russian Local Corporate Bonds.
Sustained Boom?”, ING, 18 April 2002,
www.ing.ru.

7 “New Local Corporate/Municipal Bond
Issues. Credit Quality Matters”, ING, 
26 September 2002, www.ing.ru.

8 “Russian Local Corporate Bonds.
Sustained Boom?”, ING, 18 April 2002,
www.ing.ru.
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EBRD initiatives

In the absence of a developed local capital market
in Russia, IFIs have been reluctant to step in to
provide long-term rouble-denominated loans, since
these institutions would face the same refinancing
risk that deters local banks from making long-
term rouble commitments. However, in response
to demand from local clients for long-term rouble
loans, and in light of its special mandate to
promote transition in the countries where it
operates, including to assist in the development
of capital markets, the EBRD has taken the lead in
providing long-term rouble financing.

The EBRD’s first rouble-denominated loan was to
the City of St Petersburg in November 2001. This
transaction was a US$ 16 million rouble equivalent
partial conversion of the City’s outstanding US
dollar debt, due to mature at the end of 2003. In
June 2002, a second rouble loan agreement was
signed, this time with the City of Surgut, providing
a ten-year loan of €45 million rouble equivalent,
with a three-year availability period9 and a seven-
year repayment schedule.

The funding mechanism

One method for an IFI to secure funds to on-lend
to borrowers is to use its high credit rating to raise
funds on local bond markets. In the case of
Russia, however, this option is not yet available
to IFIs since the current regulatory regime govern-
ing the securities market has been established
mainly with domestic bond issuers in mind and
does not adequately address the particular
circumstances of foreign issuers. The Bank is
currently working closely with the Federal Com-
mission for the Securities Market of the Russian
Federation (FCSM) to reform Russian securities
laws.10 Legislation on this subject is expected to
come into force in early 2003. Pending the adoption
of such legislation and development of detailed
implementing regulations, however, an alternative
way of raising rouble funds had to be found.

For the purposes of the EBRD’s first rouble loan
to the City of St Petersburg, the necessary funds
were raised through the utilisation of short-term
promissory notes, veksels. Although, as discussed
below, this funding mechanism has its drawbacks
(and is intended only as a provisional measure
until other funding sources are available), the use
of the promissory notes to raise rouble funds has
enabled the EBRD to begin granting rouble loans
to its clients while awaiting completion of the
securities law reform referred to above.

The legal regime applicable to promissory notes
in Russia was established by the Geneva Conven-
tion of 1930 (the “Convention”)11 to which the
Russian Federation succeeded after the collapse
of the USSR.12 The Convention defines a promis-
sory note as an instrument under which the issuer
undertakes, unconditionally, to pay a specified
party a given sum of money at a pre-determined
time and place.13 As a general rule, veksels (prom-
issory notes) do not bear interest – instead, to
provide a return to investors, veksels are issued
at a discount to their face value.

All veksels issued by the Bank to date have had a
maturity of three months (since short-term maturi-
ties are most in demand by investors). Accordingly,
new veksels are issued every three months. To
mitigate the risk caused by the need to issue
promissory notes at such frequent intervals, the
EBRD has also put in place arrangements for it
to access alternative sources of rouble funding
when appropriate, for example, where the Bank
is unable to secure funding through the veksel
market, either because of difficult market con-
ditions (i.e., circumstances in which new veksels
cannot be issued to replace maturing ones) or
due to a mismatch between the borrower’s
payment date under the loan agreement and the
maturity date of the Bank’s veksels. Besides the
refinancing risk, such arrangements also enable
the Bank to avoid a foreign exchange risk. If new
veksels cannot be sold to redeem maturing ones,
in the absence of any alternative arrangements
securing access to rouble funds the Bank would
be obliged to borrow in hard currency and exchange

9 The period during which the borrower
can draw on the loan.

10 The EBRD’s legal transition project
aimed at Russian securities law reform
is discussed below. See p. 13 of this
edition of Law in Transition.

11 Convention Providing a Uniform Law for
Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes
(Geneva, 1930), League of Nations,
Treaty Series, Vol. 143, p. 257. Countries
that have acceded to the Convention
include all the members of the European
Union (except the UK and Ireland),
Switzerland, Norway, Turkey, Japan,
Brazil, Columbia, Ecuador, Peru, Poland,
and Hungary.

12 In the USSR the Convention was
implemented by the Decision of the
Central Executive Committee and the
Council of People’s Commissars of
the USSR No. 104/1341 “On Putting
into Operation the Provisions on Bills
of Exchange and Promissory Notes”, 
7 August 1937. The validity of this
decision in the Russian Federation was
confirmed by the Federal Law No. 48-FZ
“On Bills of Exchange and Promissory
Notes”, 11 March 1997.

13 Article 75 of the Geneva Convention.

Although the development of the Russian bond market has been impressive,
the financing options available to borrowers (both in the public and private
sectors) are still limited to short-term debt, since short-term issues (with
three to six-month maturities) are the most popular on the bond market.



it for roubles to repay its rouble debt. Under this
scenario, the Bank would incur a hard currency
liability to fund its rouble-denominated assets
and would therefore be subject to a foreign
exchange risk.14 With such alternative arrange-
ments in place, however, the Bank is in a position
to continue funding its rouble loans in roubles,
thereby avoiding such risk. In most cases, the
Bank’s borrowing from such alternative sources
would be for short-term maturity periods (the
precise maturity periods would depend on the
Bank’s funding needs at the time and market
circumstances).

Specific features of rouble-
denominated loan agreements

The special funding mechanism used by the Bank
to finance its rouble loans has made it necessary
to incorporate specific provisions for rouble lending
within the loan agreements. Most of these are
needed to minimise exposure to risk arising from
having to refinance rouble loans on a three-month
basis (using the promissory note mechanism
described above). The provisions in question
(which could be adapted for use by other lenders
utilising a similar funding mechanism) are
summarised below.

In the near future, however, new sources of rouble
capital may become available to foreign lenders. In
particular, it is expected that the pending changes
to current securities legislation will, once imple-
mented, make it viable for foreign institutions,
including the EBRD, to issue rouble-denominated
bonds. Once such new, potentially longer-term,
sources of rouble funding are available, they
should supplement or gradually replace the use of
veksels as a funding mechanism. In this event,
certain provisions described below would either no
longer be relevant or require amendment.

All-in-Cost

There is no established rouble benchmark interest
rate comparable, for example, to LIBOR.15 Instead
of being defined by reference to the relevant
interbank offered rate,16 the cost to the Bank of
funding the rouble loan during a given interest
period is calculated on the basis of the totality of 

the Bank’s actual costs (determined by the Bank
and expressed as an annual rate) incurred in fund-
ing the loan during the relevant interest period (the
“All-in-Cost”). The All-in-Cost, to which the Bank’s
margin is added, is used as the basis for calcu-
lating interest payments due from the borrower.

When new rouble funding instruments become
available to the Bank and/or the Bank’s rouble
loan portfolio expands, the method of calculating
the All-in-Cost might change. Instead of being
funded “back-to-back”,17 the Bank’s rouble loans
will most likely be financed from rouble funds
pooled by the Bank from a variety of sources,
such as bond and veksel issues, arrangements
with other rouble fund providers and derivatives
market (the “currency pool” funding approach).
In contrast to a typical loan funded on a back-to-
back basis, where the All-in-Cost precisely mirrors
the actual cost of funding the particular loan,
the All-in-Cost of a rouble loan financed out of a
currency pool would reflect the blended cost of
the Bank’s rouble funds as a whole.

Interest period and interest 
determination date

As noted above, to date the Bank has sold veksels
with a maturity of three months. To match the
maturities of the Bank’s funding and lending
arrangements, the Bank’s rouble loan agreements
currently provide for a three-month interest period.
In the event that investor demand with respect to
the maturity period of veksels changes, the Bank
could consider issuing veksels with different
maturities. Any resultant saving in funding cost
could be passed on to the borrower. To address
this issue, the Bank’s rouble loan agreements
provide for the possibility of altering the duration
of the interest period and for a corresponding
rescheduling of loan repayment dates. These can
be applied in the event that investor demand
changes on the veksel market.

In contrast to market practice for floating rate
loans, where the interest determination date
in respect of the majority of currencies is two
business days prior to the first day of each interest
period, the interest rate for rouble loans can usually
be determined (and notified to the borrower) only
on the first day of the interest period.

Market disruption risk

To guard against liquidity shortfalls affecting the
Bank’s ability to fund its rouble loans via the veksel
market, the Bank has incorporated a “fall-back”
mechanism within its rouble loan agreements
that will operate in circumstances where the
Bank is unable to raise funds through veksels.

In the event that rouble liquidity on the market is
limited such that veksels cannot be rolled over
(circumstances of market disruption), the EBRD
could borrow from the pre-arranged alternative
sources of rouble funding referred to above. In an
extreme scenario, where the maturity of such
borrowings is as short as one day, the EBRD’s
loans would effectively be funded on an overnight
basis at an overnight rate, which would most likely
result in an increased All-in-Cost to be borne by
the borrower. In these circumstances, the EBRD’s
rouble loan agreements provide for the possibil-
ity of adjusting the length of the interest period
by bringing it closer to the maturity of the Bank’s
funding arrangements at the times of liquidity crisis.

An additional element of such “fall-back” arrange-
ment is that the borrower has the right to cancel
or pre-pay any part of the loan when, according
to the estimates of the Bank, the All-in-Cost of
funding such part of the loan during the succeed-
ing interest period would exceed a certain pre-
agreed level.

Timing of payments

Since veksels issued by the Bank mature on the
same date as the borrower’s payment to the Bank
is due (every interest payment date), for the EBRD
to meet its own payment obligations in time it
should receive the borrower’s payment reasonably
early in the day. Accordingly, the EBRD’s rouble
loan agreements provide that the amount payable
by the borrower shall reach the Bank no later than
noon Moscow time on the due date. If the amount
payable is received on the due date but later than
noon Moscow time, the borrower is liable to pay
to the EBRD the All-in-Cost of funding such an
amount overnight.
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The EBRD, through its Legal Transition Programme, is undertaking a legal and
regulatory reform project aimed at assisting the FCSM establish a clear
regulatory regime under which foreign issuers with sound financial standing
would be able to issue rouble-denominated bonds in a cost-efficient way.



14 For example, if the rouble depreciates
against the hard currency in which the
Bank borrowed to fund its rouble com-
mitments, the amount repayable by the
borrower in roubles would be insufficient
to cover the Bank’s hard currency
obligations.

15 London Interbank Offered Rate.
16 As in the case of hard currency loans.
17 “Back-to-back” funding involves match-

ing the amount and maturity of a bank’s
funding arrangements to the amount of
a loan outstanding during a specific
interest period and the duration of such
interest period respectively. The Bank
currently uses this method while funding
its rouble loans through veksel issues.

18 The Federal Law on the Securities
Market No. 39-FZ of 22 April 1996
with amendments of 26 November
1998, 8 July 1999, 7 August 2001
and 29 November 2002.

19 Privileged status of the IFIs as the issuers
of securities is not unusual. The EBRD
like many other IFIs enjoys such status
in several countries, including the US,
the UK, Japan and Luxembourg.
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The future – securities market reform 

As previously discussed, there are significant
disadvantages to the use of veksels as a mechan-
ism to fund rouble-denominated loans, particularly
the need to continuously re-finance on a short-
term basis. Ideally, rather than issuing veksels
foreign lenders would be able to tap the Russian
bond market to raise rouble capital by issuing
longer-term rouble-denominated securities. As
noted, however, the present Russian securities
law regime is not designed with the particular
needs of foreign issuers in mind.

For this reason, the EBRD, through its Legal
Transition Programme, is undertaking a legal and
regulatory reform project aimed at assisting the
FCSM to establish a clear regulatory regime under
which foreign issuers with sound financial standing
would be able to issue rouble-denominated bonds
in a cost-efficient way. It is intended that this
reform be implemented principally through amend-
ments to the existing Law on the Securities Market
(the “Law”)18 and adoption of supplemental reg-
ulations. The amended Law would allow the
FCSM to establish a specific legal regime appli-
cable to non-Russian institutions by issuing
regulations under the aegis of the Law. The legal
regime to be established would particularly take
into account the special needs of IFIs.19 At the
time of writing this article, the amendments to
the Law are expected to come into force in early
2003. The preparation of regulations to be issued
under the amended Law is underway.

The successful conclusion of these reforms could
potentially provide foreign issuers, including the
EBRD, with access to longer-term financing instru-
ments, which would allow the Bank to expand its
rouble financing operations and encourage other
foreign institutions to start lending in roubles.
Further, if foreign issuers are able to issue bonds
on the Russian capital market their active presence
on the bond market should enhance the develop-
ment of the market itself.

Conclusion

The EBRD’s ability to offer long-term rouble-
denominated loans seeks to help fill a critical
gap in the market for Russian borrowers. At
present, the EBRD is the only IFI providing long-term
rouble finance. Whilst other IFIs continue to lend
only in hard currency and Russian banks and
securities markets, at least at present, can only
provide short-term finance, the EBRD is able to
offer Russian state entities and private com-
panies long-term financing free from foreign
exchange risk. At the same time, the EBRD’s
promotion of reforms to the Russian securities
laws regime aims to create the conditions under
which other potential providers of long-term rouble
finance will become active in the market for
rouble lending. 
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Focus on Central Asia

Following many years of relative isolation under Soviet
central planning, the five independent states of Central
Asia (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan
and Uzbekistan) have found themselves back “on the map”
over the past decade. The region’s rich natural resources
and its strategic position at the crossroads of major trading
routes from East to West and from north to south, as well
as its rich cultural history, have re-ignited the interest of
the outside world. Yet, despite renewed attention, Central
Asia lags behind the countries of eastern Europe and many
other parts of the Commonwealth of Independent States
(CIS) in its willingness to adopt open markets and embrace
pluralist democracy. In all countries of the region, the
state retains a comparatively larger role in production than
elsewhere and foreign direct investment outside the natural
resources sector remains low. Central Asia will only realise
its aspirations of economic development and strengthened
independence if it expands the foundations for private sector
development. The increasing international attention and
assistance that the region is receiving provide a unique
opportunity for the countries of Central Asia to demonstrate
their commitment to economic and political reform. Moreover,
by adopting a common position of openness and increasing
regional cooperation, the five republics have an opportunity
to greatly enhance their attractiveness to both indigenous
and foreign investors and traders.

The focus section of this issue of Law in transition draws
together views and experiences from a number of perspec-
tives on law and policy issues affecting Central Asia. The
first article, co-written by Martin Raiser and Masaru Honma
of the EBRD, explores the development of the private sector
in Central Asia over the past decade and looks closely at
the progress in privatisation, capital flows and foreign
direct investment. The authors argue that the main chal-
lenges for private sector development are the improvement
of business environment awareness, better access to
finance for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs),
enforcement of the rule of law and the fostering of regional
trade development. The article proposes how international
financial institutions can best contribute to the transition
process in Central Asia. 

In the second article, Alexei Zverev, EBRD Counsel, explains
how laws and supporting institutions as well as the legal
culture have evolved since the countries of Central Asia
achieved their independence. Drawing on the EBRD’s survey
of lawyers working in or familiar with the region, he identifies
the areas where legal reform efforts need to be targeted. The
legal assistance provided by the EBRD is also described.

Sergei Mironov, Chairman of the CIS Inter-Parliamentary
Assembly and EBRD President, Jean Lemierre are inter-
viewed in this issue. Both individuals address the main
political, economic and legal aspects of the relationship
between the Central Asian countries and their respective
organisations. Together they call for the countries to
strengthen their efforts to integrate their economies more
closely with those of their CIS neighbours and the wider
world. The next article takes a comparative look at public
private partnerships, based on contributions from law firms
in the countries of Central Asia. They discuss the status and
legal framework of public private partnerships, placing
particular emphasis on the concession law regime and
impediments in the law and the way in which it is imple-
mented. The article also shares lessons learnt from
making use of concessions in Central Asia and offers
suggestions for potential improvements. 

The last three articles take a close look at Uzbekistan. First,
James Campbell and Jenny Afia of Jones Day Gouldens and
Ilkhom Azizov of the Azizov Partnership provide an overview
of recent developments in law and legal institutions in
Uzbekistan. This is followed by an article written by Professor
Kazutaka Sugiura of Nagoya University which describes the
recent reform of the Uzbek law on the legal profession,
including the status of lawyers, the organisation of the local
bar and provision of legal services. Finally, Professor
Yasunobu Sato and Akobir Rashidov of Nagoya University
have co-authored an article dealing with arbitration in
Uzbekistan, which considers the influence of the former
Soviet system, Islamic culture and UNCITRAL models on the
evolution of arbitration law and practice in the country.



Private sector 
development and the 
EBRD in Central Asia – 
lessons from the 
past ten years
The five republics of Central Asia have
experienced three years of solid economic
growth since 1999. Nevertheless, private sector
development in the region is still lagging
behind other countries in eastern Europe and
the Commonwealth of Independent States
(CIS).This article charts the progress made in
economic reform and private sector develop-
ment in Central Asia since these countries
gained independence more than a decade ago
in 1991. It also examines the main obstacles
and challenges and highlights the role of
the international community in assisting
Central Asia in building the foundations
for sustainable investment and growth in the
private sector.

Masaru Honma, Central Asia Director, EBRD and Martin Raiser, Director for 
Country Strategy and Analysis, EBRD with Levent Aydinoglu, Associate Banker, 
EBRD and Toshiaki Sakatsume, Economist, EBRD*
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Central Asia: from transition 
to development

In 1991, the five Central Asian republics were ill
prepared for independence and the break-up of
the Soviet Union. For decades, the region had
been treated as a Soviet outpost, providing cheap
raw materials in exchange for generous fiscal
transfers. With the start of transition, Central
Asia’s political elite were faced with the triple
challenge of learning to live without transfers
from Moscow, building new nation states within
territorial boundaries little related to ethnic settle-
ments, and reforming the economy as the central
plan withered away.1 Whilst the Soviet Union did
invest heavily in the region’s infrastructure, Central
Asia is geographically isolated from established
market economies and thus remained closely
tied to Russia for several years after the break-
up of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
(CMEA). Against these enormous tasks stood a
number of important assets, such as rich energy
and mineral resources, a highly-educated labour
force and an important geo-strategic position.

The initial years of transition were characterised
by great macroeconomic instability, significant
reduction in output and relatively limited progress
in economic reform. Since the mid-1990s,
economic reforms have progressed more rapidly,
although with significant variation across countries.
Kazakhstan and the Kyrgyz Republic have been
among the front-runners in reform in the CIS,
whilst Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan are among
the region’s slowest reformers. Tajikistan started
late due to its civil war, but has made good
progress in recent years. Since the Russian
crisis of 1998, economic performance has
also recovered. However, three of the region’s
economies – the Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan – are still among the poorest in the
world with per capita incomes below US$ 700.
After a decade of transition, the reform agenda
remains long and difficult. It is no longer simply a
question of transition but is also increasingly
becoming a question of economic development.

The key area linking transition and development
is the development of the private sector. A vibrant
private sector is the key to a successful market
economy. It distinguishes success cases so far,
such as Estonia, Hungary or Poland, from those
countries still struggling to achieve sustainable
growth. The private sector is also the engine of
growth in developing countries such as India,
Mexico, Mauritius and in China and Vietnam.2

The key objective of the EBRD is the creation of
market economies based on private investment.
It has pursued this objective since 1991, and
in Central Asia since the five republics became
members of the Bank during 1992-93. The
EBRD signed its first private sector operation in
Central Asia in 1993 and opened its first resident
office in the region in the same year. Through its
investments, the EBRD promotes competition,
privatisation, entrepreneurship, stronger financial
institutions and legal systems, as well as the
development of the infrastructure needed to
support the private sector. This article reviews the
progress made with private sector development
in Central Asia since independence, identifies
the main policy challenges to improving the
investment climate, and outlines the strategic
orientations of the EBRD for the coming years
against this background. 

Private sector development: 
progress to date

Size of the private sector

At the start of transition, virtually all economic
resources were concentrated in the hands of
the state. A summary indicator of private sector
development is, therefore, the extent to which the
private sector has increased its claim on economic
resources, which can be approximated by the
private sector’s share of GDP. Chart 1 shows
that the process of resource reallocation from
the state to the private sector has led to an
increase in the average private sector share in GDP
for transition economies from 11 per cent in 1990
to 62 per cent in 2001. Yet, this progress has
been highly uneven across countries, with Central
Asia lagging behind all other regions by comparison. 

The state currently retains a dominant share in
economic activities in Tajikistan, Turkmenistan
and Uzbekistan and the average private share in
GDP in Central Asia is still just below 50 per cent.

There are two related reasons for the slow pace
of resource reallocation. The first is the slow pace
of privatisation of state-owned assets. The second
is the low level of private sector investment due
to a weak business climate and difficult access
to finance. Privatisation and private investment
are of course related, as privatisation may directly
involve additional investment commitments,
restructuring, or the unbundling of assets, with
non-core activities and assets becoming avail-
able to private entrepreneurs.

Progress in privatisation

Privatisation was the main vehicle for increasing
the role of the private sector during the initial stage
of transition. It is useful to distinguish the transfer
of small-scale units largely to individual entre-
preneurs (small-scale privatisation) and the
privatisation of large enterprises, for which a variety
of methods are available. Chart 2a shows the
progress made in both dimensions as measured
by the EBRD index.3 As in most transition econ-
omies, small-scale privatisation was largely
complete in the Kyrgyz Republic, Kazakhstan
and Tajikistan by the end of 2000. However, in
Turkmenistan and to some extent also in
Uzbekistan a significant number of small-scale
establishments remain state-owned. Large-scale
privatisation and the sale of strategic enterprises
and public utilities has progressed less in Central
Asia than elsewhere in the region, as revealed in 
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1 W. Buiter and S. Fries, “What should
the multilateral development banks do?”
Working Paper No. 74, June 2001,
www.ebrd.com.

2 This is not to deny the importance of
well-functioning state and market support-
ing institutions. Laying the foundations
for private sector development encom-
passes policies directed at improving
economic governance and strengthening
the capacity of the state.

3 The EBRD transition indicator ranges
from 1 to 4+, with 1 indicating little or
no progress and 4+ indicating a standard
similar to advanced market economies
(see EBRD Transition Report, various
issues, for more details).

4 H. P. Lankes and A. Venables, “Foreign
direct investment in economic transition:
the changing pattern of investment”,
Economics in Transition, Vol 4:2 pp 331-
348, Bevan, A.A. and Estrin, S. (2000)
‘The Determinants of Foreign Direct
Investment in Transition Economies’,
Centre for Economic Policy Research 
Discussion Paper DP2638, William
Davidson Institute Working Paper 
No. 342, University of Michigan, and
Centre for New and Emerging Markets
Discussion Paper No. 9, London
Business School.
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Chart 2b. Voucher privatisation led to relatively
rapid early progress in the Kyrgyz Republic, but
the sale of strategic enterprises has lagged behind.
In Kazakhstan, there were numerous early sales
of large enterprises in the mineral and metallur-
gical sectors to foreign investors, but the state
retained minority stakes, which it has so far
continued to hold. Moreover, several strategic
enterprises, including the state-owned oil and
gas company, are not likely to be sold in the
near future. In Tajikistan large scale privatisation
has made steady but slow progress in recent
years, whilst privatisation has largely stagnated
in Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. In the latter
country, plans to revitalise the process exist,
but their implementation will depend in large
measure on the achievement of currency convert-
ibility, an essential precondition for attracting
outside investors.

Capital flows and attraction of 
foreign direct investment

Foreign investment plays a significant role in
private sector development in most transition
economies. Since domestic savings are typically
low, foreign investment is often the only potential
source of new capital, as well as management
know-how and modern technologies. There are
numerous determinants of foreign direct invest-
ment (FDI), including market potential, geographic
(or cultural) proximity to the investor’s home
country, competitive costs, availability of natural
resources, a well-qualified labour force and a
generally stable, predictable and transparent
business environment.4 In transition, progress in
large-scale privatisation is also often associated
with significant inflow of FDI. As with privatisation,
Central Asia has under-performed in attracting
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FDI relative to other regions. While the per capita
cumulative inflow of FDI into Kazakhstan is impres-
sive (US$ 741 billion cumulative from 1989 to
2001), FDI to other Central Asian countries has
been disappointing. Tajikistan, the Kyrgyz Republic
and Uzbekistan are among the least attractive FDI
destinations in the transition economies, with per
capita cumulative inflows of just US$ 24 billion,
US$ 101 billion and US$ 30 billion respectively.
However, despite the impressive amount of FDI
flowing into Kazakhstan, it has mainly been
concentrated in the natural resources sector,
particularly oil and gas. In the Kyrgyz Republic
and Uzbekistan, FDI has been used to develop
gold mining. 

Investment in Central Asia has seen a significant
upturn in recent years, however, with total FDI
increasing to US$ 3.6 billion in 2001 up from
US$ 1.5 billion in 2000. Moreover, as official
flows have been diminishing in recent years, the
relative importance of FDI inflow has increased
(see Chart 3). These developments are largely
due to increasing investment in the Caspian
energy developments in Kazakhstan and
Turkmenistan rather than a general upturn in
the region’s attractiveness to private foreign
investment. In the Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan
and Uzbekistan, the dependence on official
financing remains very high, whilst foreign debt
has reached critical levels. For all five countries,
the challenge is to attract private investment into
areas of the economy such as manufacturing, the
financial sector, construction services and utilities.

To achieve this, significant improvements in the
business climate are necessary, as explained in
more detail on the following pages. It is important
to note at the outset that the required policy
measures apply not just to foreign investors but
would benefit domestic enterprises as well. Central
Asia is lagging in private sector development not
merely because foreign investors have stayed
away from the region. In many ways, domestic
private investment holds an even greater promise
for the region, as does investment from companies
in neighbouring countries because they will typi-
cally be better attuned to its social norms and
thus face lower transactional costs. But for all
investors it is essential that there is: transparent
and predictable legislation and regulations;
access to finance and a functioning payment
system; and open and competitive market
access. The resulting challenges affecting policy
are highlighted in the following section. 

Main challenges for private sector
development in Central Asia

Improving the business environment

The business environment is a broad and poten-
tially unwieldy notion. To make it more precise and
highlight key policy challenges in relation to improv-
ing the business environment in each country, the
EBRD and the World Bank have jointly commis-
sioned two successive Business Environment
and Enterprise Performance Surveys (BEEPS).
The first survey was conducted in 1999, the
second in 2002.5 The surveys were designed to
highlight the main obstacles facing domestic
and foreign enterprises doing business in the
countries surveyed.

Although there are significant differences among
countries, some common themes emerge. The
biggest obstacles to business in the transition
economies are the access and cost of financing
projects as well as tax rates, tax administration,
and macroeconomic instability, and Central Asia
is no exception in this regard (see Transition
Report, 2002, Annex 2.3).6 The importance of
sound legal institutions and the impact of the
rule of law have also been highlighted as decisive
factors. Compared to 1999, the business environ-
ment has improved in Central Asia as elsewhere,
particularly in reducing corruption, suggesting
that the economic revival since the Russian crisis
may have somewhat reduced the burden of
discretionary interventions on enterprises (see
Chart 4a).7 The practice remains widespread 

nonetheless, as BEEPS data on the frequency of
bribe payments suggest. Approximately 32 per
cent of Central Asian firms report that they pay
bribes frequently, compared with 21 per cent in
central Europe and the Baltic states (CEB) and
30 per cent in the remainder of the CIS.

The differences across the Central Asian republics
are also revealing. As Chart 4b illustrates,
Kazakhstan records the lowest obstacles in
access to financing, which in turn are highest in
Tajikistan. Tax rates and tax administration are
a problem common to all countries. The Kyrgyz
Republic and Tajikistan face the biggest obstacles
in the rule of law and the functioning of the judi-
ciary, whilst corruption is perceived as a larger
obstacle by Kyrgyz businesses than by the com-
petitors in other Central Asian countries. 

The BEEPS provides no more than an indication
of where priorities may lie for each country with
respect to improving the business environment.
A few conclusions can, however, safely be drawn.
First, in Uzbekistan the macroeconomic environ-
ment remains a key constraint on businesses.
Without exchange rate convertibility and a clear
policy signal that a market-based system for
allocating foreign exchange will be maintained in
the future, investment will remain lacklustre and
the country will fall further behind Kazakhstan,
Russia and other leading CIS economies. At the
same time, the BEEPS reveals that businesses
hold the government’s administration in relatively
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5 For details see the EBRD’s Transition
Report 1999 and 2002, as well as 
the EBRD’s and World Bank’s 
websites (www.ebrd.com and
http://info.worldbank.org/
governance/beeps/).

6 The cross-country comparison of business
obstacles needs to be handled with
some care, as it appears that the general
macroeconomic environment has a
significant impact on enterprise percep-
tions of obstacles to business. In the
Transition Report 2002, business
environment scores are presented
which are corrected for the influence of
such “business cycle” effects. In this
article, we present the raw data, in part
because the macroeconomic policy
environment is a key distinguishing
feature between Turkmenistan and
Uzbekistan on the one hand, and
Kazakhstan on the other. Moreover, the
business cycle has pointed generally in
the same direction across the region,
with significant recovery since 1999 in
all five countries, making direct compari-
sons easier. The reader should be aware,
however, that controls on macroeconomic
performance could change the relative
ranking on some of the dimensions
presented in Charts 4a and 4b. 

7 Turkmenistan is excluded from the
regional average. Whilst the country
was included in the survey, during
implementation evidence of political
interference emerged and the survey
was therefore halted.
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high regard in most other areas – an advantage
that Uzbekistan should be able to capitalise on if
it were to move towards more market orientated
policies. Second, the Kyrgyz Republic and Tajikistan
face major challenges to strengthen state capa-
city and reduce corruption including in the judicial
system, in public administration and in the tax
system. Third, Kazakhstan is a good example
of how reforms work to improve the business
environment. Kazakhstan is the CIS front-runner
in financial sector reform and consequently this
area is rated relatively high by Kazakh businesses,
as is the macroeconomic environment – another
strong-point of Kazakhstani policy making.

Access to finance and development 
of SMEs

One of the critical obstacles for domestic enter-
prises, as identified by the BEEPS, is access to
finance. Market-based finance was non-existent
at the start of transition, and those commercial
banks that emerged after the start of reform were
usually either tied to old state-owned enterprises
or private-related parties. Small and medium-
sized enterprises (SMEs) have continued to be
largely excluded from bank loans, except for those 

loans provided under the credit lines of interna-
tional financial institutions. Chart 5 documents
the difficulties that businesses in Central Asia
face in accessing long-term banking finance for
investment purposes, drawing again on the 2002
results of the BEEPS. Notably, both small, medium
and large-scale businesses report significant
difficulties in accessing bank loans in Central
Asia, whereas the market seems far more seg-
mented in favour of larger scale businesses in
CEB. The differences across Central Asia are
also large, with around two thirds of enterprises
reporting difficulties in accessing bank loans in
Kazakhstan, but more than 90 per cent facing
such difficulties in Tajikistan.

Given the underdeveloped nature of financial inter-
mediation, most businesses rely predominantly
on retained earnings for investment. Bank loans
are prominent only among larger firms, although
evidence from the BEEPS suggests that Kazakh
firms rely on bank loans about as much as Polish
firms in the same size category. Equity is virtually
non-existent as a source of financing in Central
Asia. The high reliance on internally generated
resources has potential negative implications for
the efficiency of capital allocation and the vulner-
ability of economic activity to fluctuations in 
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earnings and enterprise liquidity. International
financial institutions (IFIs) clearly have a large
role to play in providing access to borrowing in
order to improve liquidity management and finance
long-term investment.

Market access and regional trade

All five Central Asian countries are relatively
small economies. Kazakhstan has the largest
economy in terms of GDP with around US$ 24
billion in 2002. Uzbekistan is largest by population
with 25 million people but a combined GDP of
merely US$ 8 billion at the official exchange rate.
The small size of the domestic market provides
a natural limitation for producers and limits the
extent to which economies of scale might be
exploited. Moreover, Central Asia was highly 

specialised in the production of raw materials
and basic processing facilities and dependent
on imports of food and capital goods. Given this
legacy and the small size of their economies, we
would expect the Central Asian countries to be
more readily open to both export and import.
However, the trade-to-GDP ratio, defined as the
sum of total exports and imports over GDP, is
relatively low in the Kyrgyz Republic, Kazakhstan
and Uzbekistan, at 63 per cent, 78 per cent, and
83 per cent respectively in 2001. The ratios are
high in Tajikistan and Turkmenistan (136 per cent
and 155 per cent respectively), but only because
of the dominance of one particular export – natural
gas in Turkmenistan and aluminium in Tajikistan.
By comparison, the average trade-to-GDP ratio in
CEB is 98 per cent and in east Asia it is 104 per
cent. Central Asia thus remains only weakly
integrated into the world economy. 

One of the reasons for Central Asia’s low level of
trade is to be found in its geography. Kazakhstan
is proudly home to the spot on earth furthest away
from any coastline. The Kyrgyz Republic and
Tajikistan are internally divided into northern and
southern parts by huge mountains. Uzbekistan is
one of the few double land-locked countries in
the world. Turkmenistan, too, faces significant
transportation costs, in particular for its major
exports gas and oil, on which it depends almost
entirely on Russian transit. Geography and the
nature of Soviet transportation infrastructure
have tied Central Asia more closely to Russia
and other CIS countries than has been the case
elsewhere. Since Russia’s economy has not
performed strongly for much of the past decade,
this has limited opportunities for trade. 

Despite the geographic constraints, Central Asia’s
trade has gradually become reorientated towards
the EU (Chart 6). Most Central Asian countries
(except for Tajikistan) now trade more than half
of their exports with non-CIS countries. This
integration with international markets should be
continued, but Central Asia’s exports to countries
in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) will continue to concentrate
on commodities rather than the manufacturing
industry. The reason for this is the enormous
competition from the accession countries and
east Asia for labour intensive, outsourced trade.
Hence, Central Asia’s best hope to expand trade
in manufacturing and exploit potential economies
of scale lies in further regional cooperation,
including re-integration with Russia. In this
respect, current performance is disappointing.
Trade turnover among Central Asian countries only
represents a minor share of their total trade (Chart
6). Moreover, agricultural products, energy and
natural resources dominate trade among the
Central Asian countries, whilst trade in processed
goods remains marginal. It is true that speciali-
sation patterns in Central Asia are not highly
complementary – unlike specialisation patterns
between Central Asia and the OECD – but there
are reasons to believe that there is significant
additional scope for regional trade.

One of the main reasons for this is the existence
of significant tariff and non-tariff trade barriers.
First and foremost among these are the multiple
exchange rate practices and restrictions against
shuttle trade imposed by Turkmenistan and
Uzbekistan. Far from stopping such activities
altogether, the restrictions have forced trade
underground, whilst depriving both governments
of potential customs revenues. But all countries
impose additional barriers to trade, including the
introduction of visa requirements for other CIS 
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citizens, the mining of border areas between
Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and the Kyrgyz Republic,
the extortion of transit fees for motor vehicles
crossing Kazakhstan and generally pernicious
border and customs controls. The reduction of
such barriers is a key challenge in promoting
private sector development and increasing
consumer welfare in Central Asia. 

What can the international community
do? What is the EBRD doing? 

The world has turned with increasing attention
towards Central Asia since the tragic events of
September 11. All Central Asian countries have
pledged their support in the fight against terrorism
and have important roles to play in the ongoing
reconstruction effort in Afghanistan. Moreover,
the region provides a very important potential
alternative source of energy to the Middle East
and has already attracted billions of US dollars
of American and European investment in the oil
and gas sector. Its growing geo-strategic import-
ance and the resulting investment has helped
the region’s remaining transition and economic
development challenges, including the role of
the international financial institutions (IFIs) in
promoting investments and economic policies
conducive to sustainable growth in the region.

Among the IFIs, the EBRD has a particular focus
on promoting private business initiatives. The
Bank’s strategic priorities in each of the Central
Asian countries have been devised to address
the main challenges to private sector development,
as identified above. 

The Bank has maintained a strong focus on SMEs
throughout the region. Central Asia is a key market
for the Bank’s Direct Investment Facility (DIF).
The Bank has also given substantial institutional
support to the financial sectors in the region,
although progress in this area has been uneven.
The Bank has supported commercialisation and
private investment in infrastructure and focused
project conditionality and TC support on regulatory
reforms to improve the business climate. 

The business environment

Improvements in the business climate rely predom-
inantly on government policies, which are difficult
to incorporate into project specific conditionalities.
However, the Bank has at its disposal a wide range
of technical assistance instruments, which it has
used in the past to promote improvements in the
institutional and legal framework. Moreover, the 

Bank is engaged in a number of policy dialogue
initiatives aiming at improving the business environ-
ment. This is most prominent through the Foreign
Investment Council in Kazakhstan, but also through
the participation in policy working groups on
issues regarding SMEs and foreign investment.
The Bank’s Institution Building Initiative for Central
Asia aims to improve the investment climate by
helping enact appropriate legislation and regul-
ations and to build market-supporting institutions,
for instance by setting up independent regulators
and new tariff policies in infrastructure. The ini-
tiative has received financial support from the
government of Japan through a contribution of
€5 million to the Central Asia Institution Building
Cooperation Fund. The Bank will endeavour to
mobilise additional TC funds and examine the
possibility of allocating presently unutilised TC
funds for this purpose.

One of the most important constraints on the
business environment, as noted above, is the
weakness of the legal and judicial system. The
Bank’s Legal Transition Programme is the EBRD’s
initiative to help create an investor-friendly, trans-
parent and predictable business environment in
the region. At present, it focuses on five core com-
mercial legal areas: bankruptcy, capital markets
and corporate governance, concessions, secured
transactions and telecommunications regulatory
reform. To take into account the problems of
implementing legislation in transition countries,
legal reform projects currently now include an
institutional component, for example the training
of judges or practitioners or publicising new leg-
islation and its corresponding institutions. To
date, projects in Central Asia have included work
in the following sectors: secured transactions
(Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan), telecommunications
(Kazakhstan, Tajikistan), bankruptcy (Kyrgyz
Republic, Uzbekistan), leasing (Uzbekistan),
arbitration (Kyrgyz Republic) and taxation
(Turkmenistan). Besides country specific legal
reform projects, the Bank has also developed
measurement tools to assess the state of legal
transition in its countries of operation. These 

include the Legal Indicator Survey, a perception
survey of practitioners in the region, and the Legal
Sector Assessments, reviews of a particular
legal sector throughout the 27 countries within
which the EBRD operates. The conventional
wisdom is that such studies have a direct impact
on the legal reform process of the individual
countries by motivating legislators to rectify the
shortfalls identified. 

The financial sector and SME support

The EBRD, together with other IFIs, has been a
key source of finance for the private sector in
Central Asia. For instance, in Uzbekistan the
Bank has disbursed a total of US$ 148 million in
SME credit lines, constituting approximately 30
per cent of total bank loans to the private sector.
The Bank has played a similar role in Turkmenistan,
until the project was suspended because of
convertibility restrictions, and has ongoing SME
and micro-lending programmes in all Central
Asian countries. 

Together with the provision of funds, the EBRD
has provided very significant technical assis-
tance to partner banks, through the provision of
credit advisers, who have provided credit assess-
ment and monitoring procedures, training of loan
officers, standard loan application software and
management support. In some cases, the EBRD
and its partners have created new financial insti-
tutions, such as the Kyrgyz Industrial Banking
Corporation (KIBC), in this case to provide essen-
tial medium-term financing to larger companies
and revitalise the defunct financial system. Through
such institutional support, the Bank has signifi-
cantly increased the strength of the financial
system and the level of competition among banks,
this in turn has been fed through to enterprises
in the form of lower borrowing costs. A prime
example of the EBRD’s sector-wide impact through
its evolving relationship with local banks is its
Kazakhstan Small Business Programme.

The Kazakhstan Small Business Programme is one of the most successful SME support programmes
of the EBRD in the region, with more than 100 SME finance departments set up across the country.
The programme has so far awarded nearly 40,000 loans with a total value of US$ 230 million. It is
popular with domestic banks, which have started doing SME lending from their own resources using
the newly-implemented credit technology and personnel trained under the programme. The expansion
into micro-finance activities has provided funding to family businesses and new business start-ups,
loans for which would not otherwise be available.

The Kazakhstan Small Business Programme



In addition to lending through the banking sector,
the EBRD also provides equity, both indirectly by
supporting regional venture funds and, directly
through its Direct Investment Facility (DIF). DIF is
a pilot programme for making direct equity invest-
ments in SMEs in all the EBRD’s countries of
operation, with an emphasis on those countries
and regions at an earlier stage of transition.
Central Asia is the primary focus of activity for
the DIF with seven projects signed so far. 

The Bank’s ability to expand its SME and DIF
activities in Central Asia is, however, restricted
by the high level of risk and the weakness of the
capital base of its local partner banks. In order
to mitigate this risk somewhat and allow for the
much-needed expansion of SME funding, the
EBRD is to establish a Central Asia Risk Sharing
Special Fund (CARSSF). The fund, which was
approved in June 2002, will primarily be funded
by Germany and Switzerland (as at the end of
2002). By sharing potential losses on a first loss
basis with this fund, the Bank can take larger
exposure to local banks and accelerate the
disbursement of its DIF in Central Asia.

Trade facilitation, transport and 
regional integration

As mentioned above, trade policy remains seriously
deficient in all Central Asian countries. The
challenge to improve trade policy falls in the remit
of other international organisations, including the
World Trade Organisation (WTO), the International
Monetary Fund, the World Bank and the Interna-
tional Trade Centre. The EBRD strongly supports
WTO accession for all Central Asian economies,
noting, however, that a coordinated entry with
Russia would carry the largest economic benefits.

The EBRD can nonetheless contribute directly to
fostering the further regional and international
integration of the Central Asian republics through
its trade facilitation programmes (TFPs) and
through its support for the development of trans-
port infrastructure. The TFPs are guaranteed
facilities available to local partner banks against
letters of credit issued to exporting or importing
companies. The EBRD’s guarantee makes such
letters of credit acceptable to international banks
and thereby allows trade finance to develop across
borders. Total commitment under the Central
Asian TFPs have reached €127.8 million, of which
65.6 per cent is with Kazakh banks, 33 per cent
with Uzbek banks and 1.4 per cent with Kyrgyz
banks. The TFP, which will be expanded to include
Tajikistan and Turkmenistan, also benefits from
risk sharing under the above-mentioned CARSSF.
Trade facilitation also includes the Bank’s support
for structured trade financing, such as through
the Grain Warehouse Receipts Programme,
providing pre-harvest financing to grain farmers
against warehouse pledge certificates. Similar
facilities could be developed in other areas of cash
crop agriculture, such as cotton. However, in most
of these countries state intervention in this sector,
as well as environmental concerns, have so far
precluded the development of cotton financing.

The EBRD has a leading role in the transport sector
in Central Asia. The Bank is helping to address
physical constraints to trade through its trans-
port investments and has made an important
contribution to modernising essential transport
infrastructure and rebuilding historic transit links
between Central Asia and Europe. By the end of
2002, the total portfolio of transport loans in the
region stood at € 323 million. Projects have includ-
ed the upgrading of major roads, the restructuring
and commercialisation of national railways, the
modernisation of track and rolling stock, the
modernisation of the Caspian Sea ports at
Turkmenbashi and Aktau and support for the air 

navigation systems of major airports in Kazakhstan,
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan. The EBRD has cooper-
ated closely with the Asian Development Bank
(ADB) in this area. ADB has, for instance, provided
co-financing for the modernisation of Uzbek
railways and the rehabilitation of the Almaty-
Bishkek road. In Tajikistan, the EBRD has also
benefited from grant co-financing provided by the
Japanese and Swiss authorities for the rehabili-
tation of the Kuzhand air field and the Dushanbe
air navigation system. 

Key to the Bank’s efforts in the transport sector
has been to ensure a regular source of funding
for maintenance and vital modernisation. This
has involved significant institutional and organis-
ational reforms in the transport sectors, introducing
the separation between Transport Ministries and
major transport enterprises, as well as a review
of tariffs or other funding means. While vital, these
institutional reforms are also difficult to imple-
ment and progress has been slow. However, given
the already high foreign debt levels in a number
of Central Asian countries, there is no alternative
to adopting cost recovery principles in public infra-
structure – a conviction that will remain at the
heart of the Bank’s engagement in this area.

Business development and 
attraction of FDI

The Bank is one of the largest private investors
in Central Asia and has brought some of the most
prominent sponsors to the region, such as in
gold mining with Newmont in Uzbekistan and
Cameco in the Kyrgyz Republic, or in the steel
sector with the LLM Group in Kazakhstan. Despite
these successes, the Bank’s portfolio of financing
with strategic sponsors in various sectors of indus-
try remains relatively small and smaller still if
one excludes the natural resources sector. The
EBRD can, however, offer significant benefits to
strategic investors in addition to scarce long-
term financing in a risky environment, including 
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The EBRD, together with other IFIs, has been 
a key source of finance for the private sector 
in Central Asia.
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the willingness to underwrite large scale privati-
sations with political risk guarantees and provide
funds to ease adjustment costs. The Bank will
work together with other IFIs to promote strategic
investment in Central Asia, recognising that some
of the most promising sources for such investment
will lie outside its traditional sponsor markets
in Europe, North America and Japan. Particular
marketing initiatives will be directed at Russian,
Indian, Chinese and Korean sponsors, who already
have a significant market presence and may have
more need for the Bank’s financing. In addition,
the Bank will support domestic corporates in their
restructuring and expansion efforts if these demon-
strate a clear commitment to best international
business practices in the area of corporate
governance, the environment and financial
transparency. A good recent example of this
latter approach is the Bank’s support for the
Kazakhmys Corporation in Kazakhstan.

Conclusion

As Central Asia heads into the second decade of
transition, it can look back on the achievements
of state building and economic stabilisation with
pride. Yet, the second decade promises to be as
challenging as the first, as the need to promote
sustainable growth based on a vibrant private
sector becomes more and more pressing. Since
1999, strong economic growth has allowed the
region to claw back some of the large output
losses incurred earlier in the decade. Except for
Kazakhstan, this growth is not built on substantial
new investment, but on the recovery of domestic
demand, which has allowed idle capacity to be
brought back into production. To sustain economic
growth and achieve lasting improvements in
living standards, the countries of Central Asia
need to adopt more investor-friendly policies.

This article has highlighted three areas where
improvement is needed. The first is the business
environment, whereby enterprise survey results
suggest a particular focus on the legal system
and the judiciary. The second is the financial sector
to ensure broader access to financing for domestic
businesses. Still only a minority of local firms
have access to bank loans for investment and
working capital, greatly reducing the efficiency
with which scarce capital is allocated. The flip
side of this situation is low trust in banks and
thus under-developed financial intermediation.
The third challenge concerns increased regional
and international integration, to enhance market
opportunities, particularly for domestic and
foreign businesses in the manufacturing and
services sectors.

The International Community has left no doubt
about its fundamental support to Central Asia. The
EBRD has been a partner of the region since its
republics joined the Bank shortly after their inde-
pendence. It is one of the largest private investors
in the region and one of the main sources of fund-
ing for SMEs and local businesses in Central
Asia. The Bank is keen to do more for the region,
to facilitate its economic development and increase
its competitiveness in the world economy. But it
cannot do so alone. The EBRD will respond to
economic policies that enhance the business
environment and it will promote the region among
potential strategic investors. Central Asia is a
land of opportunity. Governments, the IFIs and
private investors must work together to unlock
this potential. 
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Legal and policy aspects 
of the EBRD’s activities in
post-Soviet Central Asia
While the countries of Central Asia have a
common institutional background inherited
from Soviet times, over the past decade each
has developed its own specific legal culture.
This article analyses the state of legal
transition in the region and looks at the
EBRD’s reform efforts in this sector.

Alexei Zverev, Counsel, EBRD*
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Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan shared many
social, cultural, structural and institutional sim-
ilarities at the time of the break-up of the Soviet
Union. These Central Asian states had similar,
and in some cases common, cultural traditions
and shared a common lingua franca – the Russian
language. All five republics had specialists trained
in the same intellectual traditions and bureau-
cracies that were accustomed to working in a
broadly unified style. Their economies specialised
in the production of primary commodities and
depended heavily on an intricate Soviet system
of trade routes and energy pipelines for essential
import and export.1

Although the countries of Central Asia have been
parties to many regional cooperation agreements,
designed to foster “equitable and mutually
beneficial cooperation”,2 a decade after their
independence they appear quite different. The
extent of their economic reforms is extremely
diverse,3 with the different strategies adopted by
the five new governments of Central Asia in the
first years of independence leading to significant
differences in foreign and domestic policies and
resulting in varying levels of achievement.4

Legal environment 

General 

The common background of Central Asian coun-
tries is reflected in their legal infrastructure. Their
coordination efforts have had a significant impact
on the development of their legal systems. There
are, however, some discernible differences
between them. 

In the USSR, legal rules and regulations were for
decades imposed from the centre and extended
across all fields of law within the 15 republics. The
outcome was unified legislation that was arguably
without equal in the 20th century, at least in terms
of geographical scope and timeframe. Given the
unique political and economic environment in the
Soviet Union, it was ultimately more a form of legal
standardisation than unification.5

With the break-up of the Warsaw Pact in the late
1980s and of the Soviet Union in 1991, those in
favour of democracy in Central Asia welcomed
the opportunity to introduce wide-ranging reforms
in the political, economic and legal systems of
the newly-independent states. The template of
the single Soviet model for law and society was
partly broken.

Moreover, unlike most of the countries of central
and eastern Europe (CEE) and the Baltic states,
the Central Asian countries were not subject to
any external pressure to harmonise their legisla-
tion and the internal forces of independence and
sovereignty in most of these countries even
opposed it. 

In the opinion of many foreign investors, if
harmonisation becomes a topic for discussion
in these countries, it is likely that the ultimate
result would once again be centred on Moscow,
and Russian law and policy would probably be
imposed upon the independent states. 

Legal harmonisation and 
coordination efforts

Efforts to coordinate the legal infrastructure in
the Central Asian countries and their outcome,
however, remain significant. A number of parlia-
ments of the Commonwealth of Independent
States (CIS) signed an accord on the formation
of the CIS Inter-Parliamentary Assembly (IPA) on
27 March 1992. By autumn 1992, the ten CIS
IPA council chairpersons issued a statement
entitled “Basic guidelines for rapprochement
between legislation of CIS member states”. This
text highlights the need to provide legal support
for a common economic space in the CIS and, in
particular, for a rapprochement between the
national legislation of CIS countries. In April 1994,
the Council of the Heads of Government of the
CIS established a CIS Scientific-Consultative
Centre for Private Law (CPL). 

Since 1994, a process of harmonising commercial
legislation has started. The single most significant
piece of model legislation developed so far has
been the CIS model civil code. The majority of
the CIS countries have already enacted their own
new generation civil codes based on this model.
In addition, model legislation has been produced
in the following areas of commercial legislation:
bankruptcy law, mortgage law, company law, and
securities markets law (see also the interview
with Sergei Mironov, Chairman of the CIS IPA, in
this issue of Law in transition).6

The model legislation is meant as a guideline only
and to be used as reference material for those
drafting national legislation. It is not intended to
be adopted at national level. 
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Map 1: Local lawyers’ perceptions 
of the quality of commercial law
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Map 3: Local lawyers’ perceptions 
of the quality of concessions law
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† In February 2003 the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia was renamed “Serbia and Montenegro”.
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The process of developing model legislation has
proved to be an effective and result-orientated
one. Following the approval by the CIS IPA of
model legislation, a number of countries have
subsequently adopted national laws on the basis
of the model legislation. For example, the devel-
opment of the CIS model securities market law
approved in 2001, prepared with EBRD technical
assistance, has already resulted in some of its
principles and provisions being adopted by one
Central Asian country, namely Uzbekistan.

The most recent example of the support of the
model legislation initiative by the EBRD is the
decision, at the end of 2002, to extend its tech-
nical assistance to develop model laws on investor
protection and on bank bankruptcy and liquidation. 

This CIS IPA model legislation has been perceived
as a significant step towards preventing the further
disintegration of economic ties among the CIS 

countries. It aims to remove at least one of the
barriers hampering the development of market
economies in the CIS countries – the presence
of a variety of confusing and contradictory civil
and commercial laws. It is also hoped that it will
help boost business relations between neighbour-
ing countries by offering unified legal rules and
procedures and streamlining their application. 

Evaluating commercial law 

In order to accumulate better knowledge of local
legislation and how it works in practice, the EBRD
undertakes an annual Legal Indicator Survey
(LIS). The LIS is based on local lawyers’ perceptions
on the legislation and its effectiveness in each of
the EBRD’s 27 countries of operation. The most
recent LIS results for commercial legislation gen-
erally and more specifically for insolvency, secured
transactions, company and concession laws for
the year 2002 are shown on Maps 1, 2 and 3 and 

Charts A, B and C. Countries are grouped by
category and assessed according to their ratings
for the extensiveness (quality of the legislation)
and effectiveness (actual implementation) of either
a particular sector or a more general area of law.
The countries of operation are evaluated on a
scale from 1 to 5 where 1 represents the lowest
score (“detrimental” legislation) and 5 the highest
(“comprehensive” legislation). It should be
stressed that these scores do not represent
EBRD opinion but merely reflect the perception
of local lawyers practising in a given country. In
2002, no data was received from Turkmenistan
and, therefore, this country could not be included
in the survey results. 

Recent EBRD survey results of lawyers familiar
with Central Asia reveal the perceived status of
legislation and its implementation. For example,
commercial legislation in Kazakhstan is regarded
as “adequate” (Map 1). Such positive views reflect
the effort that has gone into law and policy in
this country over the past decade. Investors are
attracted not only by Kazakhstan’s rich natural
resources, but also by a relatively stable regime
and adequate commercial legislation. New laws
that have been enacted generally correspond to
the principles of a market economy and encourage
private sector participation. Much effort is still
required, however, in the areas of implementation
and law enforcement. In order to adhere efficiently
to ‘rule of law’ principles, Kazakhstan, and the
other Central Asian countries even more so, needs
to target institutional reform to complement the
legal reforms already undertaken.

The laws of the Kyrgyz Republic and Uzbekistan
were viewed as “barely adequate” with regards
commercial legislation. There have been few
success stories in these countries over the past
decade and, overall investors are less likely to
be attracted by the legal systems there than
with the one in Kazakhstan. Legislation in these
two countries fall well short of internationally accept-
ed standards and implementation remains an
issue. Tajikistan’s commercial legislation was
seen as “detrimental”. 

As far as concession laws are concerned, the
results show a somewhat similar trend (Map 3).
Kazakhstan and the Kyrgyz Republic scored 3,
followed by Uzbekistan and Tajikistan both
scoring 2.

The results of the LIS and legal sector assess-
ment demonstrate the considerable and steady
progress in legal transition that has been made
in countries like Kazakhstan, a slower pace of
reform in the Kyrgyz Republic and Uzbekistan,
and stagnation in Tajikistan. Although the pace 
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Chart B: Local lawyers’ perception of Commercial Laws



of progress in legal transition in specific areas
varies from sector to sector and from country to
country, experience tends to show that there is a
definite correlation between the state of legal
transition and economic development. 

As can be seen from comparative Chart B, the level
of development in commercial legislation in the
countries of Central Asia is lower than that of the
rest of the CIS and Russia, but only slightly lower
than in south-eastern Europe. However, there is a
degree of generalisation given the fact that each of
the groups has its high and low performers. But
even for regional frontrunners, there is still a long
way to go to attain the standards of legal devel-
opment and practice that could convince private
investors to enter the market and contribute to
the regional economy.

The EBRD’s work in promoting legal
reform in Central Asia

Since the early 1990s, the EBRD has been an
active market player in Central Asia and its
commitment has increased over the past
decade. It is the single, largest investor in the
region, with the emergence, in recent years, of a
particularly strong portfolio in Kazakhstan.7

The EBRD promotes high standards of business
culture by participating in equity and nominating
board representatives, imposing certain condi-
tions and covenants in its lending operations,
maintaining policy dialogue with the authorities
in all the countries of the region and advising
them on legal developments in key areas of
commercial law. An example of privatisation is
given in Box 1 and examples of loan and equity
projects are given in Box 2.
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Chart C: Local lawyers’ perception of Company Laws

Ispat Karmet Steel Works, Kazakhstan, 1997

This project in Kazakhstan, aimed at restoring production, improving environmental performance
and increasing business efficiency, was launched in December 1997. 

Ispat Karmet produces flat-rolled steel. It is part of the Ispat International Group, a prominent
steel company pursuing a global strategy of acquiring and improving under-performing steel assets.
The EBRD’s participation was equal to €56.5 million.

The project has successfully highlighted the benefits of privatising a large fully-integrated former
monopoly in Kazakhstan. It has introduced environmental awareness in the region, helped to stabilise
employment and has encouraged the establishment of small and medium-sized enterprises.

The Ispat Karmet Project has been evaluated by the EBRD’s Project Evaluation Department and
got a “Highly Successful” performance rating. 

Box 1: Example of privatisation in Central Asia

7 During 2001, the EBRD committed 
€177 million to projects in Kazakhstan.
The cumulative Bank commitment for
projects in Kazakhstan totalled €797
million by the end of 2001 (see the
EBRD Annual report p. 27, 2001). 
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The EBRD develops its investment activities in
Central Asia through various programmes focus-
sing mainly on credit for small (including micro)
and medium-sized enterprises, agricultural
sector development, banking institutions and
key infrastructure.

In its equity operations the EBRD, as a minority
shareholder, is particularly vulnerable to poor
corporate governance practices, which creates a
natural incentive for the Bank to be interested in
improving the standards in this area. In implement-
ing its deals in the region, the EBRD systematically
seeks to test the effectiveness of commercial
legislation and to highlight gaps and bottlenecks
that require further attention by legislators. 

A typical area of the EBRD’s legal reform activities
in the region is the analysis of the state of legal
transition and the provision of assistance with
reviewing and reforming countries’ commercial
and financial laws. Included in this group of act-
ivities are the EBRD’s legal sector assessments,
specific legal reform projects, and the LIS,
discussed on page 27. 

The legal sector assessments benchmark the
development of key commercial or financial laws
in the EBRD’s 27 countries of operations against
international standards and provide an analysis
of the existing legislative framework. The assess-
ments are based on a questionnaire put together
by EBRD specialists with further comments from
external consultants. Such assessments have
so far been undertaken in the areas of secured
transactions law, insolvency law and corporate
governance. An assessment of concessions law,
as well as one for banking law and a further one
for capital markets, are currently underway and
due to be finalised in 2003. The assessment
results assist EBRD bankers and lawyers in
understanding the legal environment while working
on an investment proposal. The results will be
available on the internet and should be very helpful
for any investor in making an investment decision. 

Zarafshan-Newmont, Uzbekistan, 2000

In 2000, the EBRD provided a loan to facilitate the expansion of Zarafshan-Newmont, a heap leaching
facility that processes low-grade ore from the Muruntau gold mine near Zarafshan in Uzbekistan.
Muruntau is the largest gold mine in the former Soviet Union.

Zarafshan-Newmont is a joint venture between Newmont Mining Corporation (that runs the project)
and two Uzbek entities: Navoi Mining and Metallurgical Combinat and the State Committee on Geology
and Mineral Resources of the Republic of Uzbekistan. The company is a crushing and leaching opera-
tion that processes existing stockpiles of ore. Construction began in 1993 and production in 1995.
Over 60 tonnes of gold have been produced to date.

The EBRD loan financed the construction of an additional leach pad required to process ore. The
expansion will extend the life of the project by nine years, until 2014, thereby continuing to generate
significant hard currency revenues and demonstrating continued access to western financial
markets for Uzbekistan.

The Bank’s investment in Zarafshan-Newmont was the first major foreign investment in Uzbekistan
and as a result it has had a significant impact. The project was structured as a limited recourse
financial project with innovative risk-sharing arrangements between the EBRD and a syndicate of
commercial banks that acquired participations in the loan. 

Kumtor Gold, Kyrgyz Republic, 1995 

Two loans from the EBRD helped the Kyrgyz Republic to increase its gold production and generate
hard currency. A €34 million senior loan and a €13 million subordinated loan were provided to the
Kumtor Gold Company. 

The project sought to demonstrate to the international community the viability of mining projects in the
Central Asian region and helped the Kyrgyz Republic acquire the technology and management skills to
develop further its non-ferrous mining industry. The Cameco Corporation, a large uranium-mining
company in Canada sponsored the project. Cameco, through a subsidiary, formed the Kumtor Gold
Company joint venture with Kyrgyzaltyn, the Kyrgyz state concern for gold mining enterprises.

The Kumtor deposit, located in the Issyk-Kol region of the Kyrgyz Republic, is among the largest in
the world. 

The EBRD also provided a €43 million loan to the Kyrgyz Energy Company, guaranteed by the Kyrgyz
Republic, to upgrade the electricity infrastructure in the region and to ensure a reliable supply of
power to the Kumtor project. These complementary loans demonstrate the unique mandate of the
EBRD to work with public and private sector clients in facilitating the transition process in its countries
of operations. 

Obi-Zulol water bottling plant, Tajikistan, 1998-2000

To increase the availability of safe drinking water for the Tajik population, the EBRD extended
US$ 5.2 million in debt and equity to the newly-established company, Obi Zulol. 

Obi Zulol (which means “crystal water”) established a bottled water and soft drinks plant in the
Khoujand region of northern Tajikistan and started production in September 2000. It is the first
company in Tajikistan to produce bottled drinking water and soft drinks to international standards
of quality. 

The project supports the development of Tajikistan’s private sector industrial capacity, increases
the country’s export revenue, expands competition and contributes to the transfer of management
and technological know-how.

Box 2: Examples of EBRD projects and their effects



Specific legal reform projects implemented by
the EBRD in the region include matters such as
national and regional telecommunications legis-
lation and institutional reform (see Box 3), the
Kyrgyz secured transactions legislation, the Uzbek
customs code and Turkmenistan’s tax and foreign
investment legislation (see Box 4). 
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Central Asia Telecommunication Regulation Institute, 2003 

This project is currently under development and proposes the establishment of a regional tele-
communication regulatory training programme for Central Asia. It is intended that this programme
will instruct and train personnel from the relevant national authorities (e.g. telecommunications
regulatory authorities, communication ministries, state communications committees, anti-monopoly
authorities) and possibly serve as a basis for developing training facilities and a centre of expertise
throughout the region. The programme also aims to facilitate the sharing of regional sector issues
and will act to disseminate modern theory and practice on a broad range of regulatory issues com-
monly encountered by countries in transition (e.g. universal service and the rebalancing of tariffs). It
is hoped that with a common focus on these areas, authorities in the region will adopt progressive,
modern and possibly joint solutions to issues that arise. 

Kyrgyz Telecom, Kyrgyz Republic, 1998

The EBRD’s consultants assisted a working group in preparing draft telecommunications legislation
that was specifically connected to an EBRD investment project. The government passed the law in
line with the agreed draft. This project was funded by the US government. 

Secured transaction laws, Kyrgyz Republic, 1996-97

Assisted by external consultants based in Bishkek, the EBRD worked with the Kyrgyz government
to draft a new pledge law. IRIS (USAID funded research institute) became involved in the later stages.
The new pledge law entered into force in May 1997. The EBRD has provided follow-up on the
reform and assessment aspects of the project. Implementation of the law, in particular by the
creation of an electronic registration system, remains to be undertaken.

Development of taxation, accounting and investment related laws, Turkmenistan, 1997 

The EBRD reviewed the existing tax and foreign investment legislation of Turkmenistan and
made a recommendation to the Turkmen government on appropriate reforms to the legislation.
Turkmenistan’s VAT legislation was amended according to the EBRD’s recommendations. 

Customs code, Uzbekistan, 1998

The EBRD provided the government with extensive comments on their draft code to reflect inter-
national standards. The government adopted the code incorporating the EBRD’s comments. This
project was internally funded by the EBRD. 

Box 3: Telecommunication legal and institutional reforms projects

Box 4: Other law reform projects

The CIS Inter-Parliamentary Assembly model
legislation has been perceived as a significant
step towards preventing the further disintegration
of economic ties among the CIS countries.

* Alexei Zverev 
Counsel
EBRD
One Exchange Square
London EC2A 2JN
Tel: +44 207 338 6370
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Reflecting on change in 
Central Asia
In late 2002, Alexei Zverev from the 
EBRD’s Office of the General Counsel
interviewed the President of the EBRD, 
Jean Lemierre, and Sergei Mironov,
Chairman of the Commonwealth of
Independent States Inter-Parliamentary
Assembly, on the role of legal reform 
in Central Asia. 

Jean Lemierre, President, EBRD and Sergei Mironov, Chairman, 
Commonwealth of Independent States Inter-Parliamentary Assembly*
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President Lemierre

What role has the EBRD played in
Central Asia?

The EBRD has been active in Central Asia since
the early 1990s. The Bank is a major investor in
the region and has invested nearly €2 billion in
the region (about 8 per cent of the EBRD’s total
cumulative business volume). Business volume
has seen a significant increase recently because
of the strong business development in Kazakhstan.
However, development in the other countries has
been fairly stagnant in recent years.

Although Central Asia, which has a population of
nearly 60 million, has great potential for devel-
opment with rich natural resources and a well-
educated workforce, it has not yet succeeded in
fully exploiting this potential and has lagged
behind the other regions in transition. Investors
still see Central Asia as a very challenging market.
The private sector requires more foreign direct
investment. Privatisation and SME development
need to be accelerated, and the financial sector
should be strengthened. Regional cooperation
needs improvement, especially for the benefit of
the Kyrgyz Republic and Tajikistan. 

The EBRD is committed to Central Asia and tries to
tackle these challenges through such programmes
as small (including micro) and medium-sized enter-
prise credit lines, a trade facilitation programme,
a grain warehouse receipt programme (to contribute
to agricultural sector development), a Direct Invest-
ment Facility (to promote smaller equity projects) or
by financing improvements to key infrastructure,
such as transport, to mention just a few.

In addition, the EBRD recently introduced the
Central Asian Risk Sharing Special Fund (CARSSF)
with the support of many donor countries to accel-
erate business development and risk-taking in
most of its programmes in Central Asia.

One of the challenges facing the Bank in Central
Asia has been mobilising strategic foreign invest-
ment. As a result, the EBRD has had to turn to
non-traditional sponsors, such as investors from
Russia, Turkey and Korea, for support. In the
financial sector, the Bank has had an enormous
impact, with its SME credit lines representing up
to 50 per cent of private sector lending in some
Central Asian countries.

A decade after the beginning of the
reforms, how do you view the state of
legal transition in the countries of
Central Asia? 

One of the main law reform challenges for all
transition countries, including the countries of
Central Asia, has been the introduction of a
workable legal environment encouraging market
players to invest freely and securely in the region.
There are two components to this process: the
rules per se and their implementation. I think
that generally, over the past decade, the countries
of Central Asia have managed to develop basic
legal rules to support private investment. Some
countries have achieved more than others. There
has been a substantial amount of international
technical assistance provided by multilateral and
bilateral institutions, including the EBRD. However,
it is still a big challenge to make legislation work
in practice. The countries need to develop better
enforcement mechanisms, strengthen institutions
and raise awareness of the new legal regimes
in the public’s mind. They also need to fight
corruption, which remains a critical obstacle to
the establishment of a law-abiding culture in the
region. But let’s be clear, all this will take time,
this is a long-term process.

How can the EBRD assist in furthering
this process? 

Besides developing country-specific legal reform
projects, which have a direct impact on local
legislation, I think that the Bank’s legal evaluation
work has an enormous significance in the whole
transition process. This evaluation work makes
local governments realise where reform is most
needed from an investment perspective. It also
reveals how much the local laws diverge from
international standards. On that basis, we can
then work with the governments to improve the
relevant legislation or develop appropriate
enforcement mechanisms or institutions (for
example, a pledge registry). 

I am pleased that the Bank has undertaken legal
reform projects in all five countries of Central
Asia and that new projects are currently being
developed in the region. For instance, the proposed
creation of a Central Asia Telecommunication
Regulation Institute, currently under development,
will establish a regional telecommunications
regulatory training programme for Central Asia.
This programme is intended to help instruct and
train personnel of the relevant national authorities 

and the institute will become a regional centre
for telecommunications expertise. There are also
new CIS model laws in the pipeline, in the field of
investor protection and bank insolvency, where
we will assist the CIS Inter-Parliamentary Assembly.
These CIS model laws are expected to benefit
Central Asian countries.

What message does the EBRD give
Central Asia, particularly Uzbekistan?

I have visited Central Asia many times, including
two trips to Uzbekistan so far, the latest being
at the end of November 2002. On that trip, 
I travelled to Tashkent to meet with the Uzbek
President, senior government officials and others
in the Central Asian countries. I talked to a wide
range of people in society – from small business-
men and workers at a tile factory and a printing
plant, to colleagues from other international
institutions, ambassadors based in Tashkent,
non-governmental organisations and the press. 

The EBRD’s message to the Uzbek community is
very clear: foreign investment is best attracted
by a stable and predictable macroeconomic
environment, which can be aided by keeping
lines of discussion open with the International
Monetary Fund, dismantling barriers to regional
trade and expanding regional cooperation among
neighbouring Central Asian countries. 

Respect for civil society, in Central Asia as
anywhere, is fundamental to a framework for
economic prosperity – meaning, for example, a
more democratic political system, respect for the
rule of law, respect for human rights and the
elimination of torture. We believe dialogue can
bring faster progress. 

What is your vision for the future of the
Bank in the East?

It is clear that a sustainable market economy
and solid democratic structures do go together.
Therefore, we feel that the EBRD’s work is now
most urgent in places where political and invest-
ment conditions do not yet fully satisfy international
standards. This applies to countries further east
– to Central Asia, for example, Ukraine, Russia
and the Caucasus – as well as to countries in
south-eastern Europe. These are the countries to
which the EBRD will be devoting an increasing
portion of its resources.
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That is not to say that the Bank will be reducing
its commitment to central Europe. On the contrary,
we envisage maintaining our current level of
investment while focusing on sectors there, such
as municipal finance and large company restructur-
ing, which market forces have yet to reach.

The EBRD believes in dialogue and a flexible
approach to working in accordance with local
needs and traditions. Our projects aim to support
the development of good governance practices
that should work as role models. We believe that
our presence in countries lacking strong traditions
of democratic rule is of the utmost importance
for developing structures that are essential for
the rule of law and a true market economy.

Chairman Mironov

What have been the main law reform
achievements in Central Asia during
the past ten years?

After the acquisition of their national sovereignty,
the CIS republics underwent a period of transition
in the 1990s, moving towards an open economy,
expanding business and cultural links with the
world community and reforming the legal system.
The adoption of new constitutions by all CIS
countries in 1991-96 was especially important as it
significantly democratised their election processes,
legislative activity and the exercise of the law. The
political and social climate gained from radical
new constitutional provisions relating to justice,
particularly the exercise of government power by
the courts and the independence of the judiciary.

Constitutional courts have now been set up in all
of the CIS countries and are operating efficiently.
There can be no doubt that this has been one of
the most outstanding results of establishing
democratic statehood.

The Central Asian republics have also passed a
series of fundamental laws improving the organ-
isation and function of their national legal systems,
raising the status of judges and expanding the
jurisdiction of the courts.

Legislation which will form the regulatory frame-
work of economic (commercial and business)
relations is being drafted vigorously and market
reforms are under way. For instance, civil (business)
codes, laws relating to the securities market, the
freedom of commercial operations and encourage-
ment of entrepreneurial activity, foreign exchange
regulation and banking reform have been passed
and are in operation.

What contribution have the Central
Asian countries made to the CIS Inter-
Parliamentary Assembly and how do
they benefit from their membership?

The Assembly is an inter-state body which prepares
model (standard) laws aimed at achieving greater
convergence between and harmonisation of the
member countries’ national laws, and which
actively supports legal reform in Central Asian
states. Since its inception in March 1992, the
Assembly has adopted and recommended over
140 model codes and laws for use in CIS countries.
Among the codes which have played a particularly
important role in the unification of the national
legislations are the model civil code, criminal
code, penal code and code of criminal procedure,
as well as model laws on finance and industry
groups, joint stock companies, protection of
commercial competition, copyright, bank insolvency
and state support for small business. The CIS
model civil code drawn up by the Assembly in
1994-95 served as the basis for the national
codes of Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic,
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan.

Many provisions of the model laws established
by the Assembly have also been adopted by the
Central Asian republics, thereby unifying their
legal systems. A number of the Assembly’s
recommendations have also formed the basis of
inter-governmental agreements and have become

an important part of their national legislative
systems, for example the law on combating illicit
traffic in drugs, psychotropic substances and their
precursors and the law on consumer protection.
With their abundant mineral resources, the Central
Asian countries will undoubtedly be keen to adopt
the recently approved model code on mineral
resources and their management.

The Inter-Parliamentary Assembly plans to draw
up over 100 model laws by 2005. They will include
nine codes (among them a tax code, mineral
resources and mineral resources management
code, and codes dealing with the environment,
education, water use, forestry, housing, business,
civil law and commercial (business) law proced-
ures). In addition, the Assembly has prepared
legal recommendations on agreed principles for
the regulation of citizenship rights, environmental
safety, foreign investment, protection of consumer
rights and labour migration.

All of the Central Asian parliamentary delegations
participate actively in the CIS Inter-Parliamentary
Assembly’s work on model laws. They have even
initiated and been authors of a whole series of
model laws, including the law on radiation safety
of the public, insurance of export-import operations,
environmental audits, scientific and technical
expert assessments, copyright and allied rights,
and fundamentals of the civil service, as well as
the housing code and the national minorities
charter. A number of these laws have already
been adopted by the Assembly. 

How different is the development of the
various Central Asian countries’ laws,
bearing in mind the similarity of their
legal systems during the Soviet period?

The distinct historical and cultural features of each
Central Asian country, and the need to preserve
their national and legal self-sufficiency, has been
considered when attempting to unify their individual
legal systems. The Inter-Parliamentary Assembly
has endeavoured to retain the traditional affinity
of each legal system, whilst still ensuring legis-
lation complies with generally accepted standards
and principles of international law.

What separates the legal systems of these
countries is the pace at which they adopt new
laws, including the CIS models. The overall
principle of bringing national legal systems in
line with international standards has, however,
been supported by all Central Asian countries.

As part of the process of restructuring their econ-
omies, the Central Asian countries are now striving
to diminish their dependence on raw materials.
They are keen to diversify their economies and
develop new industries in sectors such as light
industry, food processing and heavy engineering.
This has drawn them closer to the CIS where
they wish to achieve greater technical cooperation
and, more importantly, develop new markets.
This is why the countries of the region favour the
rapid creation of a unified system of customs,
trade and payment, as it will optimise bilateral
and multilateral economic relations. Therefore, it
is especially important that the model laws adopted
by the Inter-Parliamentary Assembly promoting
electronic commerce, the internet economy and
so on be used when creating national laws. The
CIS model law on electronic digital signatures
has served as a basis for Tajikistan’s recently
adopted law and Kazakhstan and the Kyrgyz
Republic have commenced drafting their laws. 



What are the main priorities of 
legal reform in the Central Asian
region for the immediate future, 
and what assistance can the CIS 
Inter-Parliamentary Assembly offer 
to the region’s countries in meeting
their challenges?

An especially urgent issue facing the parlia-
ments of Central Asian countries is the adoption
of effective measures to combat international
terrorism and other manifestations of extremism
in their territories. None of these countries can
feel completely safe, given that they adjoin one
of the least stable areas of the globe and lack
sufficient protection from internal and external
threats, both in military and political terms. If
an armed conflict were to break out in any of
the Central Asian countries it could engulf the
entire region. In this context, the CIS member
countries’ programme of measures to combat
international terrorism and other manifestations
of extremism, which covers the period up to
2003, is of crucial importance. Members of the
Inter-Parliamentary Assembly’s Standing
Committee have repeatedly visited Tajikistan
and the Kyrgyz Republic in this connection.

Another important area of legal reform for the
Central Asian countries is the formation of a
regulatory framework to support a CIS common
economic space and Free Trade Zone. The CIS
Inter-Parliamentary Assembly is planning to
adopt 28 model laws which will promote market
reform in its member countries, including the
Central Asian states. Those deserving special
note include the model tax code (with its general
and special sections) and the model law on the
securities market, prepared with the direct part-
icipation of the EBRD. The Assembly also plans
to work together with the EBRD’s experts to draw
up model laws on the protection of investor
rights and on bank insolvency.

The St Petersburg Economic Forum plays an
important role in identifying priorities for legal
reforms aimed at establishing a market economy
and democracy in CIS countries. Its next regular
meeting will be held from 17 to 21 June 2003 in
St Petersburg, with the active support of the EBRD,
whose President, Jean Lemierre, co-chairs the
Forum. Traditionally, politicians and businessmen
from CIS countries and the Central Asian region
take part in the work of the Forum. The Forum
produces guidance reflecting the public’s view on
what legislators need to do to improve the
effectiveness of social and economic reform.

The Central Asian countries are also devoting
considerable effort to establishing the rule of
law, creating a civil society and bringing their
internal legislation in line with international
standards. However, in spite of the rapid and
considerable increase in the quality of their
legislating, the fact that the market reforms have
been part of the transition period has left its mark
on the development of their political, economic
and social relations. Socio-economic reforms
(the privatisation of state property, price and
foreign trade liberalisation and the dismantling of
the former system of state control) took place in
Central Asia and other CIS countries before a new
legislative system or an effective judicial system
had been put in place. For this reason the work
being done by the CIS Inter-Parliamentary Assembly
to expedite the establishment of effective national
legal systems meeting international standards is of
particular importance. 
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Since its inception in March 1992, the Assembly
has adopted and recommended over 140 model
codes and laws for use in CIS countries.



Concessions in Central Asia: 
a licence for progress
This article proposes a comparative approach 
to public private partnerships and concession
legislation in the five countries of Central
Asia. Each country section presents the legal
regime applicable, the practical difficulties
in its implementation and the lessons learned
from past experience.

Zhaniya B. Ussen, Gulnara A. Kalikova, Rustem Guldarbogov, 
Wim A. Timmermans, Jamol A. Askarov and Alexander V. Voronin*
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1 On Concessions, law of the Republic of
Uzbekistan, 30 August 1995.

2 On Foreign Concessions, law of
Turkmenistan No. 850-XII, 
1 October 1993.

3 On Concessions in the Republic of
Kazakhstan, law No. 1021-XII, 23
December 1991 (repealed by the Law
No. 2090-XII of 8 April 1993).

4 On Declaration Repealed of the Law of
the Republic of Kazakhstan “On Con-
cessions in the Republic of Kazakhstan,”
law of the Republic of Kazakhstan No.
2090-XII, 8 April 1993 

5 Civil Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan
(General Part), 27 December 1994, as
amended; and the Civil Code of the
Republic of Kazakhstan (Special Part)
No. 409-I ZRK, 1 July 1999, as amended.

6 On Subsoil and Use of Subsoil, edict
of the President of the Republic of
Kazakhstan, with the effect of law, No.
2828, 27 January 1996, as amended.

7 On Petroleum, edict of the President of
the Republic of Kazakhstan, with the
effect of law, No. 2350, 28 June 1995,
as amended.

8 On Land, law of the Republic of
Kazakhstan No. 152-II, 24 January 2001,
as amended.

9 On Automobile Roads Law of the
Republic of Kazakhstan No. 245-II, 
17 July 2001.

10 Civil Code of the Republic of
Kazakhstan (Special Part) No. 409-1
ZRK, 1 July 1999, Article 541.

11 Supra note 3, Article 3(2) allowed the
concessionaire to buy the leased prop-
erty, except for land and other natural
resources. Also, Supra note 5, Article
544 does not exclude the possibility of
allowing the concessionaire to buy the
leased property.

12 See Supra note 5, Article 554; and
Supra note 7, Article 5. 

13 On the Procedure for Approval of Con-
tracts (Agreements) of Sale-and-Purchase
and Transfer Into Concession of the
Objects of State Ownership, order of
the Prime Minister of the Republic of
Kazakhstan No. 19-p, 22 January 22
1998. See also www.mf.minfin.kz.

14 Issues of the Ministry of Energy and
Mineral Resources of the Republic of
Kazakhstan, decree of the government
of the Republic of Kazakhstan No. 133,
25 January 2001, as amended.

15 Issues of the Ministry of Industry and
Trade of the Republic of Kazakhstan,
decree of the government of the
Republic of Kazakhstan No. 996, 12
September 2002.

Kazakhstan
Zhaniya B. Ussen, Assistance, LLC Law Firm*

The legal framework for concessions

Unlike the concession laws adopted by some
other Central Asian countries – notably Uzbekistan1

and Turkmenistan2 – Kazakhstan currently has
no comprehensive legal act governing conces-
sions. On the contrary, the country’s complex
legal framework for concessions currently
comprises numerous laws, decrees, regulations,
rules and instructions. 

A special law on concessions was in existence in
the period from 1991 to 1993 (the “1991 Law
on Concessions”).3 Under that law, concession
was defined as a permit to a foreign company or
an individual to carry out certain types of business
activity with the lease to such foreign conces-
sionaire of a property, land, or natural resources. 

A new law specifically dealing with the issue of
concession contracts was initially planned for the
end of 1993, but it still remains outstanding.4

Currently, concessions are governed by a number
of sector-specific legislative acts, primarily including
the Civil Code,5 and industry-specific legislation,
such as the laws on subsoil and use of subsoil,6

on petroleum,7 on land,8 on automobile roads,9

and others. International treaties, ratified by the
Republic of Kazakhstan, regulating concessions
in a different way, supersede the country’s
legislative acts. 

In addition to the industry-specific legislation and
the Civil Code, a concessionaire would have to
comply with a number of other acts addressing the
issues relevant to a particular stage of his or her
concession contract. This includes, without limita-
tion, monetary control laws, tax laws, environment
protection laws, customs laws and labour laws.

In general, the currently effective laws of
Kazakhstan view concessions as a type of property
lease wherein the subject matters of the lease
are the non-consumable assets owned by the
Republic of Kazakhstan, such as natural resources,

gas and oil fields, mineral resource deposits,
roads, power stations and oil refineries.10 In its
essence, concession represents the right of the
concessionaire to possess and use the subject
matter of concession, rather than the full right of
its ownership. Title to the leased state property
does not normally pass to the concessionaire
and, unless the concessionaire is allowed to buy
the leased property and become its owner, the
subject matter of the concession reverts to the
state at the expiry of the concession term or its
premature termination.11 However, the products
and the profits resulted from the concession
activity, including extracted oil and mineral
resources, belong to the concessionaire.12

A number of features differentiate concession
contracts from regular property lease agreements.
Such features include (i) parties to the concession
contract; (ii) subject matter of the concession
contract; (iii) term of concession; (iv) process of
getting concession; (v) concession payments;
(vi) certain obligations of a concessionaire; and
(vii) termination of concession.

Under the 1991 Law on Concessions, the Republic
of Kazakhstan delegated the right to possess
and use the subject matter of the concession,
retaining the exclusive right to dispose of it to a
foreign concessionaire. Current legislation is
more liberal on the issue of a concessionaire’s
identity, allowing both foreign and domestic
investors to engage in concession activity. 

An authorised agency deals with concession
contracts on behalf of the state. In many instances
the role of such an authorised agency was perform-
ed by the Department of State Property and
Privatisation,13 which has signed most of the
concession contracts, except for contracts on
the exploration and production of hydrocarbons
and mineral resources and contracts on invest-
ment into priority sectors of economy. These are
signed respectively by the Ministry of Energy and
Mineral Resources14 and the Committee on Invest-
ments at the Ministry of Industry and Trade.15
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Mining, oil and gas and the power industry are
currently the most popular areas for concessions
in Kazakhstan. 
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The subject matter of a concession contract
usually includes natural resources, land, gas
and oil fields, mineral resources deposits,
power stations, oil refineries, roads, enterprises
and other non-consumable assets belonging to
the state. 

In accordance with the government decree No. 998
of 24 July 2001,16 state property transferred into
concession is subject to complex state monitor-
ing conducted for the purpose of ensuring
economic safety of the country. Analysis of the
state of resources, technology and ancillary
facilities, financial, business and investment
activity of a concessionaire, protection of environ-
ment and rational use of natural resources,
observance of personnel and social policy issues,
and performance by the concessionaire of other
contractual obligations, is made a part of the
monitoring process.

The current legislation does not specifically ban
any particular sector from concession. However,
the Civil Code contains a provision, which would
allow the parliament to introduce laws exempting
certain types of property from being the subject
of concession.

Minimum and maximum terms of concession under
the 1991 Law on Concessions were, respectively,
five and 40 years.17 However, current legislation
is not unified regarding the question of the term
of a concession contract, which largely depends
on the area of economy where the concession is
granted. For example, concession for exploration
of mineral resources and hydrocarbons is six
years with the possibility of two two-year exten-
sions each. The maximum term for mining and
petroleum production concession averages 25
years. However, mining of a large reserve deposit
can be authorised for up to 45 years and contract
for production of oil and gas at fields with reserves
over 100 million tonnes of crude oil and/or 100
billion cubic metres of natural gas, can be entered
for the term of up to 40 years, and can be extended
further upon mutual consent of the parties.18

The Civil Code, addressing the general concept
of a property lease, allows indefinite term of the
lease contract. However, in the case of an indefinite
term, the property lease involving real estate can
be terminated by either party provided three months
advance notice is given. Other property leases
require only one month notice of termination.19

Concessions in Kazakhstan are usually granted
on a tender basis. Tenders can be “open”, when
information about it is published in local and inter-
national papers, or “closed”, when an authorised
agency of the government contacts a potential
bidder directly by private communication. For
example, in exploration and mining, the govern-
ment identifies annually potential sites available
for concession and lists them in a decree.20

Normally, a bidding application requires inclusion
of information on the prospective concessionaire’s
professional experience, technical and financial
qualifications, business plan and feasibility study.21

Proposals and feasibility studies submitted in
concession bids are generally subject to rigorous
environmental, health, and sanitary examinations
by the state authorities.22

A tender winner further negotiates with the gov-
ernment, or its authorised agency, over the terms
of the contract. In a number of cases, the contract
is supplemented by an administrative act, which
may take the form of a government decree, a
resolution of an authorised agency, a decision of
a tender commission, and/or a licence or permit
for concession activity.

The negotiated concession contract is signed on
behalf of the government only after a thorough
review by a number of ministries and agencies,
including the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry
of Justice.23

Tenders are not the only method used by the
authorities. Concession for certain activities,
for example construction and/or operation of
underground facilities not associated with
exploration and/or mining of mineral resources
or hydrocarbons, may be granted as a result of
direct negotiations with the responsible govern-
ment agency.24

16 On Implementation of the System of
Complex Monitoring of Functioning and
Effective Management of the Objects of
State Ownership, as well as the Objects
wherein the State has Ownership Inter-
est, decree of the government of the
Republic of Kazakhstan No. 998, 
24 July 2001.

17 Supra note 3, Article 10(1).
18 Supra note 7, Article 43; and Supra

note 8, Article 26.
19 Supra note 5, Article 545(2).
20 On Approval of the List of Sites of Subsoil

(Blocks) of the Republic of Kazakhstan
on Firm Mineral Resources, Raw Hydro-
carbons, and Underground Water that
are Subject to an Open Contest of Invest-
ment Programmes in 2001, decree of
the government of the Republic of
Kazakhstan No. 721, 25 May 2001. 

21 On Approval of the Instruction on Prepar-
ation of Applications for Participation in
Contest and Bidding Proposals for the
Right of Subsoil Use for Exploration,
Production and Combined Exploration
and Production, order of the Minister of
Energy and Mineral Resources No. 199,
13 September 2002.

22 Supra note 7, Article 44; and On Approval
of the Rules for Granting of the Right
of Subsoil Use at the Republic of
Kazakhstan, decree of the Government
No. 108, 21 January 2000, as amended.

23 Supra note 7, Article 44(2); Supra note
8, Article 27; and Supra note 14.

24 On Approval of the Rules for Granting of
the Right of Subsoil Use at the Republic
of Kazakhstan, decree of the government
of the Republic of Kazakhstan No. 108,
21 January 2000. 



Depending on the nature of the concession, a con-
cessionaire may be required to make certain types
of payments and taxes, including signature bonus-
es, bonuses of commercial discovery and royalty. 

The Republic of Kazakhstan retains the right to
control the concessionaire’s performance to
fulfil his obligations. One of the major obligations
is to invest a certain amount of funds, as indicated
in the contract, for the rehabilitation of the
leased facilities. 

Another obligation, the observance of which is
closely monitored by state agencies, relates to
the concessionaire’s use of local contractors
and suppliers, as well as locally-manufactured
goods and equipment. According to Kazakh dir-
ectors of TengizChevroil, this project is aiming to
place 20 per cent of its contracts with local
contractors in the coming years.25

Other material obligations typically included by
the government into concession contracts are
the protection of the environment, the training
of local personnel and the development of the
infrastructure.

Under the general rule of the Civil Code, a conces-
sion contract – in the absence of the parties’
consent – can be terminated only by a court
judgement. However, material misrepresentation
in securing a concession contract and violation by
a concessionaire of his contractual and statutory
obligations, represent exceptions to this rule, in
which cases an authorised agency retains the right
to cancel the contract.26

Furthermore, industry-specific legislation may
also allow unilateral termination of the contract
by an authorised agency. Grounds for such term-
ination – for example, under the subsoil use law
– include failure of the concessionaire to com-
mence the concession activity in a timely manner;
the concessionaire’s systematic violation of
environmental protection and labour safety rules;
gross violation of his or her contractual obliga-
tions; impossibility to prevent or mitigate the risk
of adverse consequences resulting from circum-
stances beyond the control of the concessionaire 

but posing a danger or threat to human life or the
environment; and bankruptcy of the concessionaire
established under the laws of Kazakhstan.27

Bottlenecks of laws and practices

A concessionaire’s activity is closely monitored
by the state to ensure compliance with his statu-
tory and contractual obligations. The number of
state agencies that may have the power to visit,
inspect, control and demand various reporting
papers from the concessionaire is astonishing. 

After the contract is signed, the concessionaire
must obtain a number of permits for activities
supplementary to the primary concession activity.
For example, an oil producer may be required to
get permits for use of land and natural resources.
Without these permits, which are issued by
different state agencies, fulfilment of the conces-
sionaire’s obligations under his contract may be
at risk.28

In addition to the numerous regulatory state
agencies in Kazakhstan, there are also entities
referred to as ‘national companies’, which are
usually private companies organised in the form
of closed joint-stock companies and, to some
extent, are direct competitors to the conces-
sionaires. National companies are also entitled
to represent the interests of the Republic of
Kazakhstan in relation to the concessionaires
and in certain circumstances perform functions
usually carried out by state agencies.29

In a number of cases foreign investors have
blamed the government of Kazakhstan for attempt-
ing to revise contracts due to changes in the
economic situation. The government’s justification
for such revisions has been its desire to seek
more favourable terms than those set out in
contracts negotiated at the start of the country’s
independence.30

At present, no adverse changes to legislation
generally affect the concession contract. Changes
in areas such as national security, defence, ecolo-
gical safety and health represent exceptions to
this general rule. 

In the event of favourable changes in the laws,
the concession contract may be modified by
mutual consent of all parties concerned.31 The
new Tax Code adopted last year also allows
modification of the contract for the purpose of
preserving the economic interests of the Republic
of Kazakhstan in the event of any favourable
changes to tax laws or abolition of certain exist-
ing taxes.32 According to the Minister of Finance,
Zeynulla Kakimzhanov, to date 53 companies
with concessions in the area of mining and prod-
uction of hydrocarbons have negotiated with the
government to modify clauses in contracts on
royalties, taxes and payments.33

The so-called “Grandfather” or contract stability
clause is one of the most highly-debated issues
of the new draft of the law on investments.34

The other hot point of discussion under the draft
new law on investments is the dispute resolution
clause. Under the draft, only investment disputes
arising out of a contract between an investor and
the Republic of Kazakhstan may be settled by an
international court of arbitration, provided, how-
ever, that both parties affirmatively consent to
such arbitration.

Unlike the presumption of the Republic of
Kazakhstan’s consent to arbitrate contained in
the 1994 Law on Foreign Investments,35 the draft
of the new law makes it practically impossible for a
foreign investor to submit the dispute to an inter-
national court of arbitration in the absence of the
contractual consent of the Republic of Kazakhstan.

Assignment of a concession contract is generally
permitted subject to some significant restrictions.
Even for collateral assignments, it’s not an easy
task for a concessionaire to assign concession
rights in support of project finance or move con-
cession rights within its corporate family. Generally,
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both activities would require either approval from
an authorised agency for the assignment, or
registration of the underlying project finance
documentation with an authorised agency. Other
restrictions concerning concessions include:
encouraging local participation, limitation in the
use of expatriate workforce and fairly strict
currency control rules. 

A concessionaire may face other challenges such
as frequent changes to the structure and personnel
within government; the introduction of new amend-
ments to legislation; inconsistent implementation
and interpretation of legislation and regulations;
bureaucracy; and corruption. In other words, factors
that are inherent in a rapidly developing economy.

A concessionaire may be entitled to investor tax
breaks and other preferential treatment by carrying

out investment projects in sectors pinpointed as
key to economic growth such as: 

■ manufacturing;

■ processing industry;

■ development of infrastructure of the new
capital – Astana; 

■ housing and social welfare; 

■ tourism; and

■ agriculture.

Examples of concessions in Kazakhstan

Mining, oil and gas, and the power industry are
currently the most popular areas for concessions
in Kazakhstan. Examples of these concessions
are presented on the following pages.

In summer 1997, the Belgian company, Tractebel S.A., was granted the concession of eastern and
southern Kazakhstan gas transportation systems. Earlier in 1996, Tractebel S.A. had purchased
Almatyenergo, an electrical power distribution network for Almaty, the largest city in Kazakhstan.36

Under the terms of the contract the Belgian company received the concession to transport gas from
Uzbekistan to Almaty in Kazakhstan. 

The company established the subsidiary, Intergas Central Asia, to carry out its concession activities
in Kazakhstan and assume full management responsibility. The subsidiary also gained the operation
rights in respect of business aspects of several state enterprises and joint-stock companies, namely,
Kazakhgaz, Kostanaytransgaz, Batystransgaz, Zhaiktransgaz, Kazakhintergaz, Kazakhenergoremont,
Gaztelecom and Alaugaz.37

The original term of concession was 15 years. In order to be awarded the concession, Tractebel S.A.
had to agree to invest US$ 600 million on repairing, improving and expanding the gas transportation
system. In addition to this, the company also committed to pay US$ 30 million in bonus payments,
2 per cent royalty of the total amount of gas transported and between 10 and 40 per cent of the
net profit.38

In 2000, Tractebel S.A. sold its shares in Intergas Central Asia to the government of Kazakhstan.39

Gas transportation system in eastern and southern Kazakhstan
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Analysis of the official state information on
tender bidding for concessions in 2000 and 2001
suggests that granted exploration and mining
concessions for mineral resources and hydro-
carbons average approximately at 120 concessions
for mineral resources a year and 50 concessions
for hydrocarbons a year.47

Lessons learnt

One of the most important lessons that every
potential concessionaire should learn is careful
and thorough advance planning and structuring
of the deal and contractual documentation. A
concessionaire should have clear and precise
understanding of all his contractual commitments
and statutory obligations and should weigh up all
the pros and cons of doing business in Kazakhstan.
A concessionaire is also recommended to consider
possible insurance coverage through Overseas
Private Investment Corporation (OPIC), Multilateral
Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) and other
sources for political, expropriation and economic
risks that may be associated with the
concession activity. 

Once the concession contract is signed, the con-
cessionaire must be scrupulous in observing all
his contractual obligations including those in
respect of environmental protection, labour safety
and tax issues. The concessionaire should also
pay due respect to the government’s priority for
training local employees and where possible use
local subcontractors.

Once concession activity is underway the conces-
sionaire needs to keep abreast of changes to
legislation and regulation and ensure compliance.
Due to the complexity and volume of legislative
changes issued by the Kazakh government, a
concessionaire is strongly advised to retain a
knowledgeable legal counsel to update them on
the applicable statutory requirements. This would
also help a concessionaire avoid unintentionally
breaching the law as has, unfortunately, happened
on a number of occasions. The legal counsel
should also review every legal paper to be signed
by the concessionaire, regardless of whether it is
a major concession contract or a simple lease
agreement for office premises. 
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By Deceree No. 369 of 19 March 1997, the government announced a tender for the concession of
two hydroelectric power stations located in eastern Kazakhstan: Shulbinsky and Ust-Kamenogorsky.40

The successful bidder was AES Suntree Power Ltd., an American-Israeli joint venture, which
got the 20-year concession of the two hydroelectric power stations and purchased another four
combined heat and power stations with a total capacity of more than 1,300 megawatts. Earlier
in 1996, AES had purchased one of the world’s largest coal-fired plant, Ekibastuz Gres-1, also
located in eastern Kazakhstan.41

The concession contract stipulated that AES had to pay the government of Kazakhstan a US$ 20.7
million bonus, 33 per cent of the net profit and approximately US$ 600 million in investments. The
concessionaire was also required to pay the backlog of wages debts to the employees of the two
power stations.42

Two power plants in eastern Kazakhstan

On 7 March 1997, an American company, CCL Oil Ltd., won the concession for the Pavlodar Oil
Refinery. Pavlodar is one of the three major oil refineries in Kazahkstan with oil refining capacity of
163,000 barrels a day. The total amount of investment under the contract was US$ 100 million.43

On 12 July 2000, the government terminated the concession contract, which was due to run until
March 2002, and transferred the management of the shares of the Pavlodar Oil Refinery to the
Ministry of Energy, Industry and Trade.44 The government’s decision to terminate the contract,
which was upheld by the Supreme Court and the General Prosecutor, was taken because of the
refinery’s outstanding debt of Tenge 7 billion owed to Mangistaumunaigaz for deliveries of oil to
the refinery.45

Pavlodar Oil Refinery

■ TengizChevroil was established in April 1993 as a 40-year, US$ 20 billion joint venture between
Chevron Overseas Company, a unit of Chevron’s International exploration and production
subsidiary, and Tengizneftegaz, a subsidiary of Kazakhstanmunaigaz, the national oil company
representing the Republic of Kazakhstan. The joint venture was established to develop Tengiz,
one of the biggest oil fields in the world, located on the north-eastern Caspian Sea coast and
the nearby Korolev oil field.46

■ In 1997, the government of Kazakhstan signed a production sharing agreement to develop the
Karachagak oil and gas field in north-western Kazakhstan with a consortium comprising British Gas,
Agip, Texaco and LUKoil. The project is expected to run until 2036.

■ Also in 1997, the government of Kazakhstan entered into another production sharing agreement
for oil and gas exploration in the northern part of the Caspian Sea with a consortium comprising
Agip, British Gas, British Petroleum/Stat Oil, Mobil, Shell and Total.

Major production sharing agreements for developing oil and gas fields
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Finally, a prudent and law-abiding concessionaire
should be aware of corruption and avoid using a
go-between intermediary offering facilitation of a
regulatory process by the use of unofficial and
illegal means. 

Priorities for the future

In his address “Kazakhstan – 2030” the President
of the Republic of Kazakhstan outlined the long-
term priorities for the country’s development
until 2030, including:

■ economic growth based on an open market
economy, combining a high level of foreign
investment and internal savings; 

■ effective use of energy resources by increasing
the production and export of oil and gas; and

■ developing infrastructure, especially in
transport and communications areas.48

The government’s programme for 2003-04,
adopted in implementation of “Kazakhstan –
2030,” provides for further development of the
concession mechanism and implementation of
an alternative form of concessions with the formula:
“Build. Operate. Transfer.” This will mean the govern-
ment will grant a concessionaire certain items of
state-owned property to be developed. During
this time, the concessionaire will recover all his
building-stage expenses out of profit from the
operation, and at the end of the term will transfer
the concession back to the government.49

Within the next couple years the government
also plans to encourage oil producers to resolve
the problem of gas utilisation by increasing the
level of monitoring and introducing ecological
limits and tariffs for burning gas. 

In the power industry, the government plans to
develop by the end of 2003 the “Strategy of
Energy Independence of the Country” to provide
for the construction and operation of new power
generating facilities, especially gas-turbine
power stations working on natural gas, and to
expand the power distribution networks.

In other areas, the Minister for Transport and
Communications, Kazhmurat I. Nagmanov, has
announced plans to improve roads by awarding
concession contracts to the developers. Agriculture
will be further developed by transferring state
property into concession by 2010.50
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One of the most important lessons that every
potential concessionaire should learn is careful
and thorough advance planning and structuring
of the deal and contractual documentation. 



Kyrgyz Republic
Gulnara A. Kalikova, DIGNITAS Law Firm*

The law on concessions and foreign conces-
sionaires (the Concessions Act), which came
into force in the Kyrgyz Republic on 6 March
1992, may be viewed as one of the first legal
signs of the new economic order. It demon-
strates that the sovereign state of the Kyrgyz
Republic is moving towards a market economy. 

The Act was passed six months after the adoption
of the law on foreign investments (the Foreign
Investments Act) and was regarded as one means
of involving foreign investors in developing the
economy. Unlike a number of other laws that
were later amended or even completely replaced,
the Concessions Act is still in its original form. It
passed smoothly through the Zhogorku Kenesh
(Kyrgyz parliament) and its implementation has,
so far, not caused state agencies any problems.
Hence, the Concessions Act may be described as
“problem-free”. However, a review of its provisions
and, what is more important, closer acquaintance
with its practical implementation raises doubts
about the validity of this conclusion. It also indi-
cates that there is a need for further reflection on
its effectiveness over the past ten years, as well
as its future potential.

In considering legal aspects of the Concessions
Act, it is important to bear in mind the state of the
Kyrgyz economy at the time of its adoption. For the
first time in early 1992, the Kyrgyz government had
to confront the fact that it lacked the resources to
finance the public sector, which at that point
accounted for the bulk of the country’s economy.
Hopes were pinned on concessions as an effective
instrument for investing in state-owned enterprises,
land and mineral resources. In assessing the use of
concessions in the Kyrgyz Republic it is important to
bear in mind that only state property can be the
subject of a concession.

The legal framework for concessions

A concession is defined by law as a permit granted
by the government of the Kyrgyz Republic or a muni-
cipal authority (“public authorities”) to a foreign
country, foreign legal or natural person or joint 

venture (“foreign investor”) authorising it to engage
in a certain form of entrepreneurial activity involving
assets, land or mineral resources leased to the
investor. In general, a concession is regarded as a
long-term (5 to 50 years) foreign investment.

A concession becomes effective when the body
granting the concession (public authorities) and
the concessionaire (foreign investor) sign a con-
cession agreement. Before an agreement can be
signed it is necessary to complete a procedure that
begins by determining the extent of the concession
and ends with the signing of the concession agree-
ment. First, on the basis of proposals put forward
by the competent government bodies, the public
authorities must prepare a list of objects forming
part of the concession and adopt a corresponding
official resolution. Second, after determining the
precise subject of the concession, the public
authorities must invite tenders in accordance
with the rules they have drawn up and approved.
Third, following the tender, the successful bidder
is granted the right to conclude a concession
agreement. Fourth, if the outcome of an examin-
ation of the draft concession agreement by the
various state agencies is favourable, the public
authorities approve the successful bidder and
conclude by signing a concession agreement.

The subject of the concession agreement may be
state assets, land or mineral resources. The con-
cessionaire acquires the right to use and possess
the subject of the concession, the state reserves
the right of disposal. The products and income
obtained by the concessionaire as a result of
exploiting the concession belong to him, whereas
inseparable improvements remain the property
of the state.

In general, the relationship between the state
and the concessionaire is analogous to a lease
in which the owner of the state property grants
the concessionaire the rights of possession and
use of the property. However, it differs fundamen-
tally from a lease in as much as the concessionaire
is chosen by competitive tender and must make
integrated use of the subject of the concession. 

Another important distinguishing feature of a
concession is the concession payments – direct
and indirect. The former include: (a) the conces-
sion fee, comprising a one-off payment and the
estimated value of the concession; (b) a lease
fee; and (c) taxes. In addition, the concessionaire
must make certain indirect payments, such as
additional investment and the provision of soft
loans or other benefits to legal and natural persons
of the Kyrgyz Republic. The material restrictions
on concession activity may include a ban on the
unilateral assignment of the concession. The
concessionaire can assign the subject of the
concession agreement, in whole or in part, but
only by following the procedure used in awarding
the original concession – competitive tender.

The concessionaire does not enjoy any special
advantages over local companies or those with
foreign investment. Concessionaires, as with
all other enterprises with foreign investment,
are subject to the same tax system as local
businesses, having been deprived of tax relief by
the new regulations brought in by the Foreign
Investment Act in 1997. They receive the same
guarantees from the state as other foreign
investors, in particular protection from, or
compensation for, expropriation, nationalisation
and confiscation.

Bottlenecks due to law and practice

The effectiveness of the Concessions Act can be
assessed only in terms of its practical implemen-
tation. During the ten years that the Act has been
in force, public authorities have concluded only
one concession agreement, with a joint venture
interested in developing the Kumtor gold field. It
should be pointed out that this was not the only,
and perhaps not the major, agreement concerning
this project regulating the relationship between
public authorities and the foreign investor. 

It seems that the reasons why the Concessions
Act has been used so little are twofold – economic
and legal. The economic factors include the
sharp reduction in the number of state-owned
enterprises, which in the first half of the 1990s
underwent large-scale privatisation. By 1995,
approximately 60 per cent of all state-owned
enterprises had been privatised which, of course,
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If the state wants to use concessions as an
attractive investment instrument in the Kyrgyz
Republic, it should reflect on the privileges and
benefits it can offer concessionaires. 
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sharply curtailed the opportunities for granting
concessions. Moreover, although land can also
be the subject of a concession, the idea of a
concession on state land has never been seriously
entertained because of the low commercial value
for investment purposes. Therefore, despite the
fact that the Act provided for state-owned enter-
prises, land and mineral resources to be made the
subject of concessions, the only real interest has
been in mineral resources, reserves of which were
reported to be very encouraging in the early 1990s.

While economic factors have been key in reducing
the number of concessions on state-owned enter-
prises and land, the lack of interest in mining
concessions can be attributed more to factors of
a legal nature. The first Kyrgyz law on mineral
resources (Mineral Resources Act) was passed
in January 1992, two months before the passage
of the Concessions Act. For the first time, the
Mineral Resources Act introduced licensing,
which became a “natural competitor” of conces-
sions. As distinct from a concession, licensing
does not require the completion of a complex
tender process, does not impose an obligation to
make concession payments and does not require
the integrated use of the subject of the concession.
For many foreign investors, the Mineral Resources
Act proved more attractive since it not only simpli-
fied and reduced the cost of the procedure for
exploiting mineral resources but also offered a
number of advantages – for example, the possi-
bility of assigning licensing rights, as compared
with the severe restrictions on the assignment of
rights in concessions. To date, mineral resources
have been exploited only on the basis of licences
issued by the government’s geological service.

Another important reason, if not the major reason,
for the lack of practical implementation of the
Concessions Act is the government’s attitude.
During all the time that the Act has been in force,
the Kyrgyz government has never approved a list
of objects on which concessions are available.
Consequently, foreign investors have not been
able to make objective plans for obtaining
concessions on state assets. 

Thus, for economic and legal reasons the use of
concessions has now become unappealing, both
for foreign investors and for the state itself.

Priorities for the future

Is there a possible use for concessions today
and what is the future potential of the Conces-
sions Act? Even though there is no demand for it
at present, the Concessions Act could work if the
Kyrgyz government had a clear and precise vision
of how it might use concessions to develop the
state sector of the economy. But even assuming
such a vision or programme, it would be unrealistic
to expect to attract foreign investment if there is
no profit to be made. Therefore, if the state wants
to use concessions as an attractive investment
instrument, it should reflect on the privileges
and benefits it can offer concessionaires. Profit-
ability, predictability and stability are the keys
to investment. 

Since concessions are long-term integrated
investments, the government needs to provide
long-term guarantees in particular, a guarantee
of the stability of legislation, which at present is
not mentioned either in the Concessions Act or
in the Foreign Investment Act. 

Perhaps a more practical question is whether
there are currently state assets with the potential
to become the subject of concessions. The
answer to this question lies primarily in the list
of assets still in state ownership. For example,
telecommunications, the power industry, the gas
sector and airlines have so far been regarded
only as opportunities for further privatisation,
and the government appears to be giving no
consideration to other alternative options, such
as concessions. 

Finally, it is now clear that investment is important
regardless of whether it comes from foreign or
local investors. Therefore, it is worth giving some
thought to including local companies among the
concessionaires.

To summarise, even if hardly operative today, the
Concessions Act is still important in creating
conditions for applying alternative methods of
investment in state assets. At the same time,
the only way of revitalising the Concessions Act
is to make it more “competitive” in relation to
other legislation, and to make concessions an
attractive form of investment. However, that will
require a considerable amount of work. 



Tajikistan
Rustem Guldarbogov, Carana Corporation*

Tajikistan has chosen a well-trodden path towards
concession-based operations. This is not only
because the approach is relatively new to the
economy, but also because of the special features
of Tajikistan’s legislation, which has many sim-
ilarities with that of the Russian Federation.
Moreover, the Tajik government has a vision of
the role that concessions should play within the
legal system. 

Legal framework

Although the law on concessions was passed
on 15 May 1997, its adoption did not stimulate
concession-based activity. This was because
concessions and their legal status, while within
the realm of public law, did not have a basis in
public law. At that time, public law did not include
the principles of concession and this only came
into effect since part II of the civil code, which
legitimised concession-based relations, was
adopted in July 2000.

In Tajikistan, where the level of state involvement
in the economy remains high, the need to intro-
duce concessions arose from the shortage of
state resources, chiefly financial and technical,
required for the efficient management of the
economy. Constitutional principles, such as the
primacy of personal rights, became particularly
important in attracting investors into concession-
based cooperation with the state. 

In addition to the civil code and the law on conces-
sions, concession-based legal relations are
also regulated by the law on precious metals
and precious stones, the law on energy, the
law on mineral resources and the law on
foreign investments. 

The law on concessions provides for concessions
to be granted on the basis of the objective results
of tenders and auctions, and not through the intro-
duction of a licensing procedure. It regulates the
tender and auction processes, and this greatly
reduces the state’s opportunities to exert pressure
on its potential concessionaires.

Where the content of concession agreements is
concerned, the law only lists the general provisions
that the agreements must include, allowing the
parties the flexibility of negotiating the scope and
nature of their rights and duties. This approach
strengthens the public rights within concession
agreements. The law stipulates that, since only
state assets can be the subject of concessions,
there must be a schedule detailing these assets.

It is significant that the law also includes pro-
visions for dispute resolution between the state
and the concessionaire. This is fully in keeping
with the constitutional principle of the separation
of power and demonstrates that the law has recog-
nised the principle of limitation of the state’s
rights in its dealings with individuals, particularly
in the commercial sphere.

The form and content of the protective clauses
contained in the law are fully in keeping with
similar clauses used in international agreements.
This aims to set a general standard for the state’s
relationship with foreign investors.

In Tajikistan, concession agreements normally
relate to facilities in public ownership and will,
therefore, include simultaneously features of
both a public law instrument and a private law
agreement. The state appears in them in a dual
role. On the one hand, as a representative of
society, assigning its exclusive right to a part of
the society’s assets to the concessionaire on a
temporary basis and supervising and monitoring
its operations. On the other hand, as a subject
of civil law, which is reflected in the principle of
equality of both parties, the inviolability of the
terms of the agreement during its lifetime and
the acceptance of liability for commitments
assumed under it. Civil law standards also
provide the basis for the principles of dispute
resolution and disagreements between the
parties through a due process of law.

Example of concession

The first and only example of a concession currently
in operation in Tajikistan is the agreement that
was signed in mid-2002 between the government
of Tajikistan and a vehicle specially created for
this purpose – the Pamir Energy Company. The
company, which was set up by the Aga Khan
Fund for Economic Development (AKFED), the
economic development arm of the Aga Khan
Development Organisation, will be expected to
develop a new electricity generation and distrib-
ution project in the remote eastern province of
Gorno-Badakhshanskaya in Tajikistan. It is hoped
that the project will boost the region’s dangerously
inadequate electricity supply, improve health
conditions, reduce environmental degradation
and contribute towards the region’s economic
recovery. Under the terms of the agreement,
the newly-established Pamir Energy Company
(PamirEnergy) will complete work on a partly-
constructed Soviet-era power plant – Pamir I –
with the aim of doubling its output. The company
will also operate another hydroelectric plant in
the region’s main city – Khorog, as well as several
other smaller plants.

Improvements to the transmission and distribution
facilities, as well as the installation of a regulating
structure in the nearby Lake Yashilkul to ensure
adequate flow in the winter months when demand
is highest and water flow is at its lowest due to
freezing, will further increase the capacity of elec-
tricity in the region. As part of the arrangement,
PamirEnergy will take over assets currently con-
trolled by the state utility, Bark-i-Tajik, thereby
assuming responsibility for 30,000 electricity cus-
tomers and for improving and expanding the supply.

The cost of the project, which has a term of 25
years, is estimated at US$ 25 million. AKFED
will invest US$ 8.2 million in equity in the new
company. IFC will invest US$ 8 million, of which
US$ 3.5 million will be in equity and the remaining
US$ 4.5 million in loans. The World Bank’s Inter-
national Development Association (IDA) is also
participating through a key concessional loan of
US$ 10 million to the government of Tajikistan. The
IDA loan will support the project by helping to
maintain electricity prices at an acceptable level
for local people.
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Turkmenistan 
Wim A. Timmermans, UN Economic
Commission for Europe’s PPP Alliance
and Holsteijn & Timmermans*

In Turkmenistan, concessions are governed by
the Law on Foreign Concessions of 1 October
1993. A concession is defined as a permission
of the state to foreign legal entities or natural
persons for the performance of a specific type of
economic activity in the territory of Turkmenistan.
In addition, the law provides that under a conces-
sion the state can transfer land, natural resources,
enterprises and other assets to the concessionaire
on the basis of a contract for a definite period of
time and certain remuneration.

Concessions are granted by tender. Turkmenistan
does not have a law on public procurement but
the basic rules have been incorporated in the
1996 civil code. Concessions may be granted
only upon a state assessment involving ecological
and sanitary aspects. According to the law, the
cabinet ministers determine the priorities for
concessions concerning geographical, economic
and sectoral aspects. Unfortunately, due to the
poor accessibility of Turkmen legislation (there is
no official website providing legislation), this
decree is not readily accessible. 

A concession can be granted for a period of five
to 40 years and may be renewed upon expiry. In
exceptional cases, the concession may be granted
for a period shorter than five years. 

In addition to the taxes and concession fees that
the concessionaire must pay, the state is also
entitled to a portion of the profit. The state has
the option to purchase the output produced under
the agreement and is entitled to verify the con-
cessionaire’s compliance with the agreement.
The state’s legal obligations include:

■ strict observance of the terms of the
concession agreement;

■ granting the concessionaire exclusive rights to
operate the concession object;

■ withholding the details of the concessionaire’s
commercial operation;

■ maintaining the terms of the concession
agreement;

■ compensating losses in the event of termination
of the contract ahead of time (the state can
terminate the agreement unilaterally if it pays
compensation; contracts are usually terminated
if the concessionaire fails to meet the terms
of the agreement in an “adequate, prompt,
and effective” manner);

■ compensating losses caused by a breach of
the agreement beyond the concessionaire’s
control;

■ guaranteeing the export of an agreed portion
of the production and the transfer abroad of
foreign currency profits.

The concessionaire must:

■ fulfil economic activities in accordance with
the concession agreement;

■ use land, water, energy and communication to
construct buildings, installations, access roads,
highways, telephone and telegraph lines;

■ establish representative and branch offices
and departments;

■ hire Turkmen and foreign staff;

■ import equipment, instruments, special clothing
necessary for the operation of the concession;

■ challenge unlawful decisions of state bodies
and their officials in court.

Disputes between concessionaires and the state
shall be heard in Turkmen courts, unless an
international agreement (bilateral or multilateral)
provides otherwise. In this respect, one could think
of bilateral investment protection agreements or
the European Energy Charter Treaty, which was
ratified by Turkmenistan in 1997 and which
provides for dispute resolution in third countries. 

So far, Turkmenistan has not been very success-
ful in carrying out privately-financed projects in
infrastructure. However, there is one privately-
financed fish farm project. In addition, the Asian
Development Bank (ADB) is set to finance a road
rehabilitation project for a road crossing the
Turkmen-Afghan border. It is uncertain whether
private funds will also be used in this project.
Furthermore, on 27 December 2002, the
Presidents of Turkmenistan, Afghanistan and
Pakistan signed an agreement in Ashgabat, the
capital of Turkmenistan, to build a pipeline to
transport natural gas from Turkmenistan to
Pakistan. The agreement sets a legal framework
for private companies to invest in the pipeline
project. The costs for constructing the 1,500 km
pipeline have been estimated at some US$ 3.2
billion. Funding will come from multilateral
financial institutions and private sector financing
will also be sought. Before embarking on the
project, the ADB will finance a feasibility study
that will need to demonstrate whether a
concession-based operation of the pipeline will
be feasible.

Obviously, shortcomings in the relevant legislation,
its poor accessibility, insufficient political support,
political instability and most of all lack of experi-
ence with privately-financed infrastructure, will
make it difficult to find private sector investors
willing to invest in the pipeline project. 

Disputes between concessionaires and the state
shall be heard in Turkmen courts, unless an inter-
national agreement provides otherwise. 



Uzbekistan
Jamol A. Askarov and Alexander V. Voronin, 
Chadbourne & Parke LLP*

Forms of foreign investment

Under Uzbek law, foreign investment may take
various legal forms. At present, the most common
form is investment through participation in a joint
venture, which is currently subject to the most
well-developed legal regime and implementing
legislation. Other forms of foreign investment are
regulated mainly by general legal provisions, which
are often not supported by implementing legis-
lation. For this reason, the use of such other
forms has been fairly limited to date.

At the same time, it should be noted that other
options exist for foreign investors to implement
large investment projects in Uzbekistan, including
participation in the operation of state assets.
Two major laws establishing the regime for such
projects are the Law of the Republic of Uzbekistan
on Concessions, dated 30 August 1995 (the
“Concessions Law”), and the Law of the Republic
of Uzbekistan on Production Sharing Agreements,
dated 7 December 2001 (the “PSA Law”).

The legal framework for concessions

According to Article 1 of the Concessions Law,
“a concession is permission issued on behalf of
the state to a foreign investor for the performance
of certain economic activities, by granting property,
land plots or subsoil areas on the basis of a
concession agreement.” Since Uzbekistan’s
constitution considers land and subsoil the
exclusive property of the state (with the exception
of certain land plots held in private ownership), a
concession represents the temporary transfer
of certain land plots, subsoil, and state-owned
property, by the state to a foreign investor. 

According to Article 6 of the Concessions Law,
in transferring the right of possession and use of
property, land plots or subsoil to a concessionaire,
the state reserves the exclusive right to dispose
of such property, land plots or subsoil. The foreign
investor may only dispose of the product, or income
generated, as a result of the concession activities.

The state may grant a concession to a foreign
investor either on the basis of a tender among
potential concessionaires, or by entering into a
direct concession agreement with a foreign
investor. The Concessions Law contains a manda-
tory list of terms and conditions that must be
included in a concession agreement. Pursuant
to Article 17 of the Concessions Law, the term
of a concession agreement may not exceed fifteen
years. The Uzbek government has the right to
extend such a term at its own discretion. A conces-
sion agreement may not be terminated unilaterally,
except if the concession authority discovers that
the concessionaire provided false information at
the time at which the agreement was entered
into. In this case, the concession authority may
terminate the agreement unilaterally.

The Concessions Law establishes that the con-
cessionaire must pay the following in connection
with a concession agreement: (i) a fee to register
the concession agreement; (ii) a concession fee,
as provided for by the concession agreement;
and (iii) taxes and other payments required by
Uzbek law.

Difficulties due to law and practice

A concessionaire may freely dispose of its remain-
ing profit only after paying the fees, taxes and
payments mentioned above. The concessionaire’s
responsibility to pay such taxes and make such
mandatory payments, in addition to the payment
of the agreed concession fee, means that conces-
sions are not that attractive for foreign investors.

There is a degree of over-regulation in certain
legislative provisions governing concessions in
Uzbekistan, a problem which faces the majority
of the transition economies in the CIS. The Con-
cessions Law establishes that the products of
concession activities, as well as income received
by the concessionaire as the result of such activi-
ties, are deemed the property of the concessionaire
only to the extent established by the concession
agreement. Such limitation on the project’s
flexibility does not correspond to the conces-
sionaire’s right to freely dispose of its profits,
which is expressed in the Concessions Law. In
addition, the Uzbek government’s preemptive
right to purchase the products from the conces-
sionaire, a right that is granted by the Concessions
Law, is a point of concern for foreign investors as
they may be forced to sell their products at a price
specified by the state and that such a price may
be lower than the market price. Finally, Article 22
of the Concessions Law binds foreign investors
to maintain accounting and reporting records in
accordance with the procedure established by
Uzbek law. Such a procedure, from the point of
view of international accounting standards, does
not always ensure the adequate reflection of a
project’s financial status.

In addition to the practical difficulties mentioned
above, a major weakness of the Concessions Law
is contained in Article 24, which provides that
disputes between the concessionaire and the
concession body fall under the exclusive jurisdic-
tion of the economic courts of Uzbekistan. Parties
to a concession agreement are not entitled to
refer a dispute to international arbitration. However,
given the broad role played by state authorities
in regulating a concession agreement, most
foreign concessionaires clearly prefer to resolve
disputes through international arbitration outside
of Uzbekistan.
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The PSA Law

The practical and regulatory difficulties that a
private operator may encounter in its projects in
Uzbekistan are also illustrated by certain aspects
of the PSA Law and its application. While little
information is available with regard to the use
of concessions in Uzbekistan, several foreign
investors in the oil and gas sector have under-
taken projects using PSAs.

Under the PSA Law, a foreign investor is granted,
on a paid basis and for a fixed term, exclusive
rights to prospect and explore deposits, as well
as to extract minerals within the subsurface sector,
as set out in the PSA and the relevant licence.
A key legal concept built into the PSA Law is the
stability of the PSA’s provisions, which provides
that in the case that new regulations are intro-
duced during the term of the PSA, which have a
negative impact on the investor’s position, the
PSA’s conditions will prevail.

However, a principal legal concern is that the
implementation of a PSA depends, to a great
extent, on the administrative norms of Uzbek law
that, in turn, devaluates the benefits of the civil
law principle of freedom of contract and the equality
of parties to a PSA. As a result, foreign investors
often have little protection against certain
unfavourable changes in legislation, including
the important areas of customs and taxation. In
addition, local tax and other state authorities
often refuse to treat normative acts introducing
new taxes and mandatory charges, or changing
tax rates, as “negatively impacting investment
conditions.” Given that the implementation of a
PSA involves the payment of more than seven
different taxes and charges, such ambiguity
seriously complicates the planning and
implementation of a project. 

A number of provisions in the PSA Law that are
important to private investors are not clearly estab-
lished and can lead to ambiguity. For example, in
the area of accounting, there is no clarity with 

regard to the possible compulsory application of
Uzbek accounting rules (which often do not comply
with international standards), as well as excessive
regulation of the treatment and composition of
project costs. Other legally uncertain areas include:
(i) the nature of the foreign investor’s rights in prod-
uction, in comparison with the rights of the state;
(ii) the proper valuation of “compensatory prod-
uction” transferred to the state in compensation
for exploratory work and research information
provided by the state; and (iii) the sovereign immu-
nity of the Republic of Uzbekistan, and the ability
of the state to waive its immunity by contract.
Although the PSA Law provides for the possibility
of international arbitration, there is no law on the
sovereign immunity of Uzbekistan, which poses a
risk from an international arbitration perspective.

In summary, legal ambiguities in important areas
of PSAs, and the fact that certain aspects of a
PSA may be affected by newly introduced legislation
and excessive government involvement, complicate
both the assessment of project risks and imple-
mentation. The types of issues outlined with
respect to PSAs are likely to arise in a concessions
project, as well as in other forms of cooperation
between the state and the private sector.

Outlook for the future

To date, the existing regulatory framework for
concessions and production sharing agreements
has failed to attract major foreign investment in
Uzbekistan’s economy. It is obvious that substan-
tial improvements to the existing Concessions
Law and PSA Law need to be made. Both laws
should reflect the principle of equality (i.e.
between the state and a foreign investor) to
increase investor confidence in the stability of
contractual arrangements and reduce excessive
administrative legal norms. These improvements
should reduce the existing legal risks and create
a more stable legal regime for large-scale projects
in Uzbekistan. 
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Legislative evolution in
Uzbekistan (1991-2003)
Since its independence in 1991, Uzbekistan 
has enjoyed intense legislative activity. 
However, the new laws should be examined
within the prevailing macroeconomic context. 
In this article, the authors take a critical look
at the past decade of legal reform.

James Campbell and Jenny Afia, Jones Day Gouldens, London and 
Ilkhom Azizov, Azizov & Partners, Tashkent*
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1 Presidential decrees of 21 January 1994
and 5 January 1995 were key in boosting
the country’s economic reform. These
permitted the private ownership of land
under trading premises, state manage-
ment of certain sectors of the economy,
simplified the procedures for company
registration and requested the introduc-
tion of a variety of procedures protecting
private ownership.

2 The government has attempted to abolish
the system of state procurement plans
(See presidential decrees on measures
of economic encouragement of develop-
ment of agriculture. No. UP-937 of 22
August 1994).
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The early years: from 1991 to 1994

When Uzbekistan acquired its independence, the
country’s economy was still regulated by the
legislation of the former Soviet Union. The Soviet
civil code of 1963 was applied until 1 March 1997
when a new civil code came into force. This became
the fundamental statutory law for the economic
sector. Until the introduction of the new civil code,
market principles were implemented through
other statutory instruments, such as ordinary
(uncodified) laws and often, for the sake of
speed, by way of presidential decree.1

The main statutes of the period that followed
independence were: “On ownership” (31 October
1990), “On enterprises” (15 February 1991), “On
foreign investment” (14 June 1991), “On privati-
sation and divestment” (19 November 1991),
“On foreign economic activity” (14 June 1991),
“On economic associations and partnerships”
(9 December 1992), “On exchange regulations”
(7 May 1993), “On concessions” (30 August
1995), “On banks and banking activity” (7 May
1993), “On trade marks” (7 May 1993), “On
securities and stock exchanges” (2 September
1993), “On foreign investments and guarantees
of activity of foreign investors” (5 May 1994).
All of these statutes reflect the rejection of
communism and embrace the concepts of a
market economy. 

The Uzbek government also adopted a compara-
tively small number of resolutions regulating the
economic sector and there was a tendency to de-
regulate the former state-run economy by the
recognition of the private sector. 

Fundamental economic freedoms were guaran-
teed by the law “On property”, dated 31 October
1990, and during this period the government
attempted to establish a dialogue with entrepre-
neurs. For example, the presidential decree of
2 November 1992 “On establishing public control
commissions for monitoring decisions on the
implementation of economic reform” created
public commissions under the presidential office
with the objective of establishing public represen-
tatives who would participate in drafting law and
the reform taking place in the economic sphere. 

The commission, composed of elected business-
men and entrepreneurs, was authorised to provide
expertise and recommendations to the government
on how to achieve efficient management of the
economic sector. 

But once the initial euphoria of liberalisation had
passed, various difficulties with the reforms
became apparent. These included a lack of local
intellectual support for the economic reforms, a
poor understanding of market principles, a judi-
ciary with a Soviet heritage and state concerns
and corporations which remained part of the
centrally-planned economy.

As a result, privatisation of certain sectors of the
economy stalled. For example, agriculture has
always been a major sector of the Uzbek economy
and, to this day, the privatisation of agriculture
has not proceeded beyond the reorganisation of
former kolkhozes into cooperatives with the same
collective ownership. The government’s stated
reason for choosing a gradual approach to restruct-
uring agriculture2 and the food industry was to
avoid social problems. It felt that Uzbekistan,
with a population of more than 20 million people,
could not break up the inefficient Soviet enterprises
until the private sector had grown large enough
to replace these enterprises. In reality, the role
that cotton, one of the main sources of export
revenue for the state budget, has played in the
economy has affected the rest of the agricultural
sector and effectively prevented the sector’s
privatisation. All of the former kolkhozes and state-
owned sovkhozes, although reformed, are still
largely dependent on local administrations. The
resulting inefficiencies and the limited role of the
private sector in agriculture has forced the
government to rely on imports, which in turn has
created high competition for the conversion of
funds. This has been detrimental to the growth of
the economy.



As in other post-Soviet countries, the adoption
of statutory legislation in Uzbekistan has not
been sufficient in establishing the rule of law.

Another feature of the period was the realisation
that liberalisation could have certain negative
effects. Widespread tax evasion became a feature
as the newly-established taxation institutions
lacked the necessary experience and regulations
to ensure the efficient collection of taxes and
other budgetary duties. The new liberalism was
also blamed for the growth in smuggling, consumer
offences and fraud during this period. These prob-
lems were symptomatic of the risks that small
businesses, which were not linked to state-
owned enterprises, had to run. 

Due to the lack of finance, small businesses
often had to engage in trading practices that did
not always follow the letter of the law to gain initial
capital. Alternatively, they entered into transactions
with state-owned banks or ministries responsible
for a particular sector of the economy, often bene-
fiting the individual concerned. As a consequence,
when the government reviewed the activities of
the state sector and found its funds had been
mismanaged, the businesses that had been
involved in these dealings fell under the watchful
eyes of the law. This in turn brought the private
sector into disrepute.

Similar problems were apparent in implementing
the privatisation programme, as the assessment
institutions lacked experience in evaluating assets
prior to their privatisation. This has resulted in
a number of criminal investigations and the
re-nationalisation of privatised objects in cases
where it was believed the state particularly lost out.

It is apparent that, as in other post-Soviet countries,
the adoption of statutory legislation was not
sufficient in establishing the rule of law, as the
ruling authorities had a tradition of statutory
(legal) nihilism. Uzbekistan, underestimated
the importance of the judiciary in the legislative
process and concentrated exclusively on drafting
written statutory laws. This policy led to the dom-
inance of the administration over the executive
and the judiciary. Its detrimental effects became
apparent in later periods.

The Economic Court of Uzbekistan, the main forum
for dispute resolution in Uzbekistan, originated
from the Soviet semi-governmental Arbitration
Court, which resolved disputes between socialist
state-owned enterprises. In the immediate post-
Soviet period, the Economic Court appeared to
make great strides. Prior to the introduction of the
economic procedure code, the system of economic
courts was regulated by the law “On the Arbitration
Court and the procedure for resolution of disputes”
and “regulations of the arbitrage of the USSR”.
These laws were replaced on 2 September 1993
when the law “On the Courts” was adopted to
correct what the resolution of the Plenum and the
High Economic Court of 5 January 1993 recog-
nised as “insufficient regulation of unbiased
infringement to privacy and shortages of legal
mechanism of ownership rights”. However, in
practice, the Economic Court remained largely
dependent on the state and no true separation of
powers took place. The Economic Court inherited
slow, complicated and expensive procedures from
the Arbitration Courts, an enormous complexity for
acquiring information and a lack of transparency. 

The period between 1995 and 2000

In the period from 1995 to 2000, new regulatory
activity created fresh barriers to business. For
example, despite the fact that parliament contin-
ued to adopt market-orientated laws, such as the
law “On promotion of small and private business”
(21 December 1995), the law “On joint stock
companies” (26 April 1996), the law “On free
economic zones” (25 April 1996), the civil code
(which came into force on 1 March 1997), the
law “On competition and restriction of monopolist
activity” (27 December 1996) and the law “On
guarantees of freedom of economic activity”
(25 May 2000), the Cabinet of Ministers enacted
numerous resolutions aimed at restricting the
import of goods, pursuing instead import substit-
uting industrialisation. The business sector 

became regulated by normative acts drafted by
government, rather than by statute, and business
was forced into the grey economy in order to
survive. Symptomatically, presidential decree
No. UP-795 of 18 March 1994 instructed crim-
inal investigation bodies to strengthen their
control of the observance of tax and customs
regulations and to make it a priority to bring court
cases involving any related illegalities that were
found. As a result, economic enterprises were
continuously scrutinised by investigatory bodies
and as the checks were not always impartial,
this in turn led to the abuse of the system. 

There are many illustrations of government
intervention during the period including:

(i) The government introduced or established
tax rates and duties for the forthcoming
year3 although according the Uzbek Consti-
tution this is exclusively the prerogative of
parliament.4 For example new excise duties
were introduced by resolution of the Cabinet
of Ministers No. 173 of 13 April 1999 “On
the introduction of temporary excise duty
rates on the goods imported from the
Republics of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan”.5

(ii) Resolutions of the Cabinet of Ministers and
presidential decrees granted exemptions
and privileges while, according to the tax
code, exemptions and privileges granted for
taxes and duties are within the authority of
the Oliy Majlis (Uzbek parliament).6

(iii) Presidential decree No. UP-1938 of 4 March
1998 “On strengthening the responsibility of
management officers for economic insolvency
of economic entities and for breach of con-
tractual discipline” challenged the invest-
igative institutions and the economic courts
for being too liberal in relation to inefficient
enterprises and for not imposing sanctions on
their management. The decree instructed
the High Economic Court to initiate criminal
proceedings against the management of
enterprises should a crime be revealed in the
process of reviewing economic disputes.
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3 The Cabinet of Ministers passed numer-
ous resolutions, for example resolutions
on prognosis of main macroeconomic
data and parameters of the state budget
of the Republic of Uzbekistan in 2001
No. 500 of 26 December 2000; the
prognosis of main macroeconomic data
and parameters of the state budget of
the Republic of Uzbekistan in 2002
No. 490 of 31 December 2002; resolu-
tions of the Cabinet of Ministers No. 540
of 5 December 1997 and No. 339 of
30 August 2000. 

4 See Articles 78(8) and 123 of the Con-
stitution of the Republic of Uzbekistan
of 8 December 1992 (with amendments
of 28 December 1993). 

5 Not in force at present.
6 See, for example, resolution of Cabinet

of Ministers No. 419 of 13 September
1999, which exempted holding com-
panies from VAT.

7 This prohibition was annulled by the
resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers
No. 24 of 15 January 1999 and later
annulled at a statutory level by law 
No. 175-II of 15 December 2000

8 See, for example, resolution of the
Cabinet of Ministers “On measures of
tariff regulation of imports” No. 80 of
24 February 1998.

9 See, for example, Regulation “On the
procedure of revaluation of main assets
as to 1 January 2001” adopted by the
Resolution of the Ministry of Macro-
economics and Statistics No. PA-01/
8-6a, the Ministry of Finance No. 17-03/
113A and the State Committee on
Taxation of the Republic of Uzbekistan
No. 2001-30 of 2 February 2001 (with
further amendments of 15 January
2002) introduced a uniform procedure
for reappraisal of main assets of all
ministries, departments, organisation
and private entities starting from 
1 January 2001. 

10 Presidential decree No. UP-1871 of 
10 October 1997 on additional measures
of promoting export of goods (works,
services), with amendments introduced
by the presidential decree No. UP-3022
of 31 January 2002, has established
that economic entities can export goods
(works, services) without an advance
payment (letter of credit), but under a
bank or insurance guarantee, from 
1 February 2002.

11 Presidential decree No. UP-2613 of 
5 June 2000.
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(iv) Contractual freedom was replaced with
administrative regulations that, in practice,
meant contracts became controlled by the
government. Should a contract be breached,
participants were threatened with adminis-
trative or criminal responsibility. For example,
the government introduced a mandatory 15
per cent advance payment on contracts and
a limit of 60 to 90 days on debtor/creditor
loans, making it impossible for transactions
such as finance leasing and futures contracts.
arter transactions and offsets with third
parties were also prohibited.

(v) The courts were instructed to impose criminal
liability on management for acts leading to
the insolvency of an enterprise. 

(vi) At an administrative level, under law No. 485-I
of 30 August 1997 economic entities (exclud-
ing enterprises with foreign investments)
were prohibited from opening and operating
more than one bank account.7

Deficiencies in drafting of legislation began also
to appear, for example:

(i) In certain spheres, a multiplicity of laws and
regulations were introduced creating textual
collisions and conflicts of norms. For example,
two laws regulate foreign investments, con-
tracts are regulated by the civil code and by
the law “On contractual basis of activity of
economic entities”and the status and activity
of lawyers is regulated by two laws.

(ii) There was a lack of uniform terminology: in
various laws and regulations identical words
and phrases are used with different meaning.
For example there are two definitions of a
“resident” for the purposes of exchange
and taxation controls.

(iii) There were numerous provisions in legis-
lation referring to subordinate legislation.
For instance, the law “On foreign invest-
ment” contains more than 15 references
to subordinate legislation regulating specific
areas of foreign investment. In the law “On
contractual basis of activity of economic
entities” there are more than 30 references
to subordinate legislation.

(iv) Certain laws, for example the law “On
evaluating activity”, could not be applied
due to the lack of implementing legislation.

(v) The hierarchy of normative acts were ignored
as the government endeavoured to pass reg-
ulations as laws. By way of example, the
Uzbek Constitution referred regulation of
customs, exchange and banking issues to
the exclusive competence of the Oliy Majlis
(Uzbek parliament). But the Cabinet of Mini-
sters often adopted important regulations8

within the competence of the Oliy Majlis. For
example, the resolution of the Cabinet of
Ministers No. 24 of 15 January 1999 on
measures for further reforming the banking
system regulates the banking sector and
gives instructions to the Central Bank of
Uzbekistan, without reference to the Oliy
Majlis. This is even though, under the law
on the Central Bank, the Central Bank is
expressly subordinate to the Oliy Majlis.

(vi) Secret instructions continued to be permitted
and applied even though access to these
instructions were not given to the public.

(vii) Laws were passed with retroactive effect,
notwithstanding the general prohibition on
retroactive norms in Article 27 of the Law
“On normative acts” of 14 December 2000
and the prohibition on normative acts with
retroactive force in the economic law sphere
contained in Article 4 of the Civil Code.9

These problems continue to confront all lawyers
involved in legal practice in the country.

The period beginning in 2000

Since the beginning of 2000, the government
has softened its approach to reform.

One of the steps to boost the slow down in
economic development in the period after 2000
was to eliminate the prohibition on the export of
goods without advance payment.10 Another was
to exempt enterprises from income tax hard
currency generated from the export of their
products starting from 1 June 2000.11



12 Presidential decree No. UP-2933 of 
7 September 2001.

More significantly, the government acknowledged
the importance of credit to small businesses by
adopting presidential decree UP-2564 of 21 May
2000 “On measures for further liberalisation and
reform of the banking system”. The decree
introduced economic incentives for commercial
banks to grant loans to small and medium-sized
businesses. The decree determined how to
further reform the banking sector and finance:
the liberalisation of exchange policy; the founding
of an attractive investment climate; the furthering
of transparency in the banking system; and other
measures to promote the development of small
and medium-sized businesses. 

Simultaneously, the Cabinet of Ministers adopted
resolution No. 104 of 24 March 2000, which
granted commercial banks more freedom to
determine loan policy. The Cabinet of Ministers
also adopted the resolution “On additional
measures for financing, procurement, customs
privileges and granting of financial and banking
services to small and medium-sized enterprises”,
No. 366 of 10 September 2001, which further
liberalised the process. 

In the agricultural sector, the government adopted
a programme for the support of farms and the
strengthening of their role in the food supply.12

Decree No. UP-2933 reflected this change by stat-
ing that the interference of local administrations in
the activities of private farms was unacceptable.
It stated that farmers had to be granted increased
plots of land and that commercial banks had to
grant preferential loans to the farms. 

The registration of enterprises was also consid-
erably simplified after the adoption of resolution
No. 347 of 22 August 2001 and Law No. 772-I
of 15 April 1999 “On the introduction of amend-
ments to certain legislative acts of the Republic
of Uzbekistan”. This annulled the restriction on
enterprises having more than one bank account.
Mass privatisation and the reduction of the state’s
share in privatised companies became a theme
of debate.

The government has encouraged this debate,
re-acknowledged the importance of the private
sector and started to give signals that it is intending
to privatise enterprises in strategic heavy industries
and large-scale enterprises. These include the so-
called natural monopolies such as energy, railways,
cotton processing, chemical industry and municipal
services, which totalled over 1,200 enterprises. As
part of this process on 9 March 2001, the Cabinet
of Ministers adopted resolution No. 119 “On further
measures on divestment and privatisation of
enterprises with attraction of foreign investments
in 2001-2002”, which amended more than 60
provisions in 34 resolutions of the government. 

However, the judiciary still lacks the confidence
to annul government decisions that contradict
statutory laws. To many people it appears that
there is still no true separation of power between
the judiciary and the administration. 

The timidity of the judiciary is particularly evident
in the role of the Constitutional Court, established
in May 1993 as the only institution with authority
to interpret statutory laws. As a result, there has
been increasing public dissatisfaction with the
judiciary and a rising concern that people who
feel that their rights have been infringed may
seek alternative ways to settle their disputes. 

The government, however, has ignored these
concerns and established a department on tax
crimes that is subject to the Republican Procu-
rator’s Office. This has further confused the public.
In effect, it means that the Procurators have been
vested with operational (detective) functions in
addition to their traditional powers to supervise the
legality of transactions, carry out investigations
and support accusations on behalf of the state.
Regardless of the reasons for these measures,
there is concern that they further undermine the
judicial process and are a step too far in the
pursuit of immediate goals at the expense of the
longer-term aims of government.
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Conclusion

The government of Uzbekistan has had an ambi-
tious programme including mass privatisation,
introduction of currency convertibility for the som,
privatisation of the agricultural sector and large-
scale enterprises and the liberalisation of the
banking sector. These reforms have had to take
place in the context of the macroeconomic changes
affecting the country against the backdrop of the
Soviet state. In many cases, the government has
lacked confidence in the private sector and this
has been reflected in the way that the country
has been run. The judiciary has failed to assert
their independence and the excessive power of
controlling institutions has resulted in poor man-
agement, abuse and corruption. However, the
government now appears to be recognising that
change is inevitable and that the country’s rigorous
controls are inconsistent with economic growth
and prosperity. The changes are being accepted
reluctantly but it is hoped that for the sake of
Uzbekistan and its people, the government
chooses a path of economic growth with a strong
judiciary that is independent of the administrative
and executive functions in the country. Then
Uzbekistan will, once again, be well placed to
resume its position at the heart of Central Asia.
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Reform of the Bar system 
in Uzbekistan
In transition countries, legal practitioners
have emerged as significant players in the
implementation of new legislation. Efficient
rules governing the status and activities of
lawyers are crucial to the success of reforms.
This article analyses how the legal profession 
is regulated in Uzbekistan.
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1 Although the term “law enforcement
agencies” was a general term for the
courts, public prosecutors office, police
and so forth in the Soviet era, nowadays
it does not include the courts.

2 K. Sugiura, “Perestroika and judicial
reform – a review on the agenda for
reform of the courts”, The Law Review,
Osaka University of Economics and
Law, Vol. 24, p. 7 (February 1991).

3 K. Sugiura, “Perestroika and the Bar
system – on the reconsideration of
the state’s ‘general guidance’ to the
Collegium of Advocates”, The Law
Review, Osaka University of Economics
and Law, Vol. 21, p. 63 (February 1990).
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Introduction

Radical judicial reform in the Soviet Union was
first proposed during the Perestroika years, when
the now independent countries of Central Asia
were still constituent republics of the USSR. In
November 1986, the Central Committee of the
Communist Party stated that the enhancement
of the socialistic legality, legal order and the
protection of citizens’ rights and legal interests
was an “important and indispensable aspect” of
Perestroika. In addition, it pointed out problems
in the activities of “law enforcement agencies”
and demanded that all law enforcement agencies
eradicate the “unlawful arrest and detention of
citizens and the illegal investigation of their crim-
inal responsibilities”.1 This was not merely a
demand for improving the activities of the courts
and other agencies, but was also a call for a
radical reform of the whole judicial system.

Subsequently, it was made clear that the “unlawful
arrest and detention of citizens and the illegal
investigation of their criminal responsibilities”
substantially constituted a serious miscarriage
of justice. In an effort to elucidate how such occur-
rences took place, legal scholars and professionals
identified the following facts. 

Police and public prosecutors were over-dependent
upon confessions in the course of the investigation
and judges tended to have no objection to such
investigations. In fact, they generally presumed
the accused to be guilty (“prosecutive deviation”
on the part of the presiding judges); hence mis-
carriages of justice occurred. They ascribed the
cause of such false charges and misjudgements
to be a violation of the principle of the “indepen-
dence of judges” – a principle stipulated in the
1936 Constitution of the Soviet Union to prevent
Communist Party organisations and all Soviet
executive agencies (including the police) from
exerting undue pressure on judges. Furthermore,
it assured that judges would follow the law and
conduct objective and fair trials. However, under
the one-party regime of the USSR, the judges
were under the influence of the Communist
Party’s local organisations and, as a result, the
principle of the “independence of judges” was
violated by both external forces and the judges
themselves. It was argued that this was the root 

cause of false charges being laid and miscarriages
of justice occurring. Since that era, the problem
of strengthening and guaranteeing the principle
of the “independence of judges” has emerged.2

Another source of problems was the Ministry of
Justice and local institutions’ violation of “the
autonomy of the Bar”. The 1979 law of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics on the Bar of the
USSR, though far from sufficient, recognised the
autonomy of the Bar. Article 3, Paragraph 1 reads:
“Collegiums of advocates shall be voluntary
associations of persons practising as lawyers”.
However, in fact, such autonomy suffered from
violations by both the Ministry of Justice and
local institutions. At the time, lawyers and aca-
demics believed that the so-called state’s overall
guidance to the Bar was the main cause of such
violations. The law on the Bar of the USSR and
the Statutes on the Bar of the Constituent
Republics, while recognising the autonomy of
the Bar, gave authority to state institutions
(especially executive agencies such as the Ministry
of Justice and other local institutions) to exercise
overall guidance. So long as the misunderstanding
of the role of lawyers and the lack of confidence
in the Bar continued to be deep-rooted in society,
so too would legal autonomy continue to escape
lawyers. Consequently, in combination with other
factors, the Bar was not able to fulfil one of its
main duties, that of “protector of the rights and
lawful interests of citizens”. The result was a rise
in false charges and miscarriages of justice. As
such, it demanded that genuine autonomy of the
Bar be established. Furthermore, a new relation-
ship between the state and the Bar needed to be
defined along with strengthening the role lawyers
played in criminal proceedings.3

After the collapse of the Soviet Union and the
establishment of the Commonwealth of Indepen-
dent States in December 1991, the constituent
republics of the former Soviet Union continued
with their judicial reforms, begun during Perestroika.
In Uzbekistan, the ruling mechanism was based
on the principle of the separation of powers to
protect the rights and freedoms of its citizens; to
protect the rights and lawful interests of enter-
prises, establishments and organisations; and 

The duty of the Bar is to provide legal services to
citizens, foreign residents, stateless persons,
enterprises, establishments and organisations.



to protect the Constitution. The purpose of judicial
reform was to“establish judicial power as a power-
ful and independent branch of the system of
governmental power”. On the basis of this funda-
mental policy, a concrete agenda for reform was
proposed. As a result, related laws and ordinances
were amended or enacted, and a series of impor-
tant measures were implemented.

The objective of this short article is to clarify the
present stage of the reform process of the Bar
system and offer some reflection on its future.

Changes to constitutional provisions of
the Bar system

Under the Constitution of Uzbekistan, enacted in
December 1992, Article 116 Paragraph 1, provides
for the protection of the right to defence for both
the suspect and the defendant. Paragraph 2 of
the same article guarantees protection of the
right to professional legal services at any stage
of the investigation and during court proceedings.
It also stipulates that the Bar provides legal
services to citizens, enterprises, establishments
and organisations, and that the organisation and
functions of the Bar are determined by law.

Comparing the provisions of Paragraph 2 with
related provisions of the 1978 Constitution of
the Socialist Republic of Uzbek-Soviet, we can
see the following differences. Article 172 of the
1978 Uzbek Constitution was similar to Article
161 of the Soviet Constitution, adopted in 1977,
in providing that the Collegium of Advocates, not
the Bar, may provide legal services to citizens
and organisations. These changes during the
process of moving to a market economy show
that the legal position of the Collegium has been
modified. As described later, this reflects the
existing Bar law of Uzbekistan. However, if one
asks whether this way of thinking is well estab-
lished in Uzbekistan, the answer is a most
definitely “no”.

The duty and organisation of the Bar 

The definition and duty of the Bar

The current stage of the Bar system reform in
Uzbekistan is manifested in the law of Uzbekistan
on the Bar, promulgated in December 1996 (here-
inafter referred to as “the 1996 law”), and the
law of Uzbekistan on the Guarantee of Advocate
Activities and Social Defence of Advocates, promul-
gated in December 1998 (hereinafter referred to
as “the 1998 law”). According to the 1996 law,
the Bar is defined as “a legal institution which
includes independent and voluntary professional
organisation of people engaging in advocate
activities and individuals conducting advocate
activities in their private offices”. The 1998 law
goes further by defining the Bar as a non-profit
organisation whose activities are supported by
its own fund (Article 11, Paragraph 1).

The duty of the Bar is to provide legal services to
citizens, foreign residents, stateless persons,
enterprises, establishments and organisations
(1996 law, last part of Article 1). Such services
include legal consultations, the preparation of
applications and other documents, representation
in the court and participation as the defence
council in criminal procedures (Article 5).

The principle of activities and the
organisation of the Bar

Under the 1996 law, the Bar performs its activities
according to the principles of democracy, inde-
pendence and supremacy of the law. In this
case, one can open a law firm to engage in
activities as an individual lawyer, or set up a
“Collegium (association) of Advocates” or a law
firm together with partners to engage in legal
practice (Article 4, Paragraphs 1 and 2). However,
the problem is that neither the 1996 nor the 1998
laws have any separate provision regarding a
Collegium of Advocates. The Collegium is charac-
terised in the same manner as an individual law
firm. Although the Collegium of Advocates, which
existed as the legal professional association
during the Soviet era, is prohibited from regulating
lawyers’ activities, it is not prohibited from carrying
out legal activities and is now even treated as a 

law firm. Following the theory of competition in
open markets, the system whereby all lawyers
were members of the Collegium has now practi-
cally collapsed. This view also emerged in Russia
and, as a result of intensive debate, it became a
provision of the new law on the Bar. However, a
Chamber of Advocates was established to replace
the former Collegium. Nowadays, Russia stipulates
that all lawyers must be affiliated to the Chamber
of Advocates. This reflects that Russia is renewing
its efforts to create a bar association which incor-
porates all lawyers as members.

In Uzbekistan, the Collegium of Advocates, law
firms and other legal organisations (for example,
the Uzbekistan Bar Association) must be regis-
tered with the Ministry of Justice of the Republic
of Karakalpakstan,4 with justice offices in the
provinces and in Tashkent, to acquire the status
of a legal entity. The establishment, activities,
structural reforms and dissolution procedures,
as well as other internal matters of the organis-
ations, are to be regulated by their by-laws and
internal rules (Articles 4, Paragraphs 3-5). 

Status of lawyers

Qualifying for the advocate’s licence

To qualify as a lawyer in Uzbekistan, one must
be a citizen of Uzbekistan who has completed
an advanced level of legal education and obtained
an advocate’s licence by passing a qualifying
exam (Article 3, Paragraph 1 of the 1996 law).
The Ministry of Justice of the Republic of
Karakalpakstan, justice offices of the provinces,
and Tashkent, will issue the lawyer’s licence. It is
based on the decision of the relevant qualifications
commission (Article 3, Paragraph 2). Individuals
lacking legal capacity, or who, in accordance with
established procedures, are certified as not having
such a capacity, as well as those individuals with
a criminal record, are forbidden from becoming
lawyers (Paragraph 3 of the same Article). This
system of licensing lawyers did not exist during
the Soviet era, and is, thus, an attempt to improve
their quality.
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This system of licensing lawyers did not exist
during the Soviet era, and is, thus, an attempt
to improve their quality.

4 The Republic of Karakalpakstan is,
according to the Uzbek constitution, an
autonomous republic within Uzbekistan

5 The regulation of professional ethics of
lawyers was adopted at the Inaugur-
ation Congress of the Uzbekistan Bar
Association in August 1997 [Advokat,
Tashkent, Vol. 1, pp. 34-36 (2000)].
Even though an overwhelming majority of
lawyers are members of the Uzbekistan
Bar Association, membership is voluntary
and, therefore, it is legally problematic to
impose the regulation of professional
ethics adopted by the Association on
non-members.
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Under the 1996 law, the system of trainee lawyers
was established in Uzbekistan. To be a trainee
lawyer, one must be a citizen of Uzbekistan and
have had a legal education (Article 8, Paragraph
1). As is the case with lawyers, individuals lacking
legal knowledge or who, in accordance with estab-
lished procedures, are certified as not having
the capacity for such knowledge, as well as those
individuals with a criminal record, are forbidden
from becoming trainee lawyers (Article 8, Paragraph
2). Trainee lawyers are instructed by qualified
lawyers and may deal with non-litigation cases
undertaken by the latter. However, they are prohib-
ited from carrying out work for investigating author-
ities, interrogating agencies, courts, and other
governmental institutions (Article 8, Paragraphs
3 and 4).

It is useful to take a brief look at the qualifications
commissions and their authority in issuing legal
licences. A qualifications commission that issues
licences for legal practice has been established
in the Ministry of Justice of the Republic of
Karakalpakstan, in the judicial offices of the
provinces and in Tashkent. The commissions
consist of an equal number of representatives
from the Bar and institutions within the Ministry
of Justice. The Supreme Qualifications Com-
mission was established under the Uzbekistan
Ministry of Justice as an institution superior to
the qualifications commission. The Supreme
Qualifications Commission has the power to
review complaints against decisions made by
the qualifications commissions and to review
and make summary reports on their activities.
The Supreme Qualifications Commission consists
of an equal number of representatives from the
Bar and institutions related to the Ministry of
Justice. Approval by the Uzbekistan Ministry of
Justice and the national organisation of lawyers
(the Uzbekistan Bar Association) is necessary.
The authority and procedures for the qualifications
commission to carry out activities, including those
related to qualification exams, are jointly decided
by the Uzbekistan Ministry of Justice and the
national organisation of lawyers (the Uzbekistan
Bar Association) (Article 13, Paragraphs 1-4).
Although the rule on selecting members to the
qualifications commissions is not mentioned in the
1996 law, it may be stipulated in a joint decision.

Suspending and revoking the 
advocate’s licence

The issuing authorities, namely the Ministry of
Justice, can suspend a legal practice licence
during the period when the advocate in question
is subject to an investigation for criminal respon-
sibility. This period starts from the time when the
lawyer in question becomes a suspect, to the
time when the court has issued its judgement on
the case. Alternatively, it may commence from
the time when the lawyer becomes a suspect, to
the time when the decision has been made to
release the lawyer from criminal responsibility
(the 1996 law, Article 14, Paragraph 2). Also
according to the 1996 law, based on the decision
by the qualifications commission, the lawyer’s
licence may be suspended for six months as a
disciplinary measure if they violate the law or the
provisions of other ordinances that regulate the
activities of the Bar (Article 14, Paragraphs 4
and 15). Concerning the decision to suspend a
lawyer’s licence, the lawyer may file a petition to
the Uzbekistan Ministry of Justice requesting a
review or file a lawsuit to the court within one
month of receiving the decision (Article 14,
Paragraph 5).

According to Article 14, Paragraph 3, the issuing
institution may cancel a lawyer’s licence in the
following situations. First, in the case where the
lawyer himself files a request for cancellation;
second, the lawyer loses citizenship of Uzbekistan;
third, according to established procedure, the
lawyer becomes certified as lacking in legal capa-
city; fourth, the lawyer becomes convicted of a
crime; fifth, it becomes clear that the lawyer’s
licence was obtained in an unlawful way; sixth,
the lawyer repeatedly commits violations of
professional ethical nature or has violated laws
and ordinances.5 Also according to the 1996
law, a lawyer’s licence may be revoked, based on
the decision of the qualifications commissions,
as a disciplinary measure against those lawyers
who have violated the law and the provisions of
other ordinances that regulate the activities of
the Bar (Article 14, Paragraphs 4 and 15). Con-
cerning the decision to revoke the licence, the
lawyer in question may also file a petition to the 



Uzbekistan Ministry of Justice requesting for a
review or file a lawsuit to the court within one
month of receiving the decision (Article 14, Para-
graph 5). Such a system of ex post facto remedies
would expand the discretionary powers of the
Ministry of Justice to include the power to revoke
a lawyer’s licence. This could lead to the unfair
revocation of the advocate’s licence, especially
in the sixth situation mentioned above where the
decision of the qualifications commissions may
not be required beforehand.

Execution of a lawyer’s activities

Guarantees for executing an 
advocate’s activities

Although lawyers enjoy certain categories of
rights in order to carry out their activities, at the
same time, they are also bound by obligations.
The rights of lawyers are defined in Article 6 of
the 1996 law and Article 4, Paragraphs 1 through
5 of the 1998 law. The obligations are defined in
Article 7 of the 1996 law and Article 4, Paragraphs
6 and 7 of the 1998 law. These provisions specify
that the state is obliged, in its capacity, to guar-
antee each person’s right to professional legal
services. Therefore, these provisions must be
evaluated from the perspective of realising the
right to access professional legal services.
Similarly, provisions related to the guarantee of
a lawyer’s performance must also be evaluated
from this same perspective. In the context of
some provisions, there is a possible breach of
the constitutional principle of equality. This
section will only look into the provisions related
to guaranteeing a lawyer’s activities.

Under the 1996 law, it is stated that any interfer-
ence in the lawyer’s activities or any influence
upon the lawyer during the course of his or her
duties is prohibited (Article 10, Paragraph 1).
This rule is translated into concrete provisions
under Article 7 of the 1998 law (Prohibition of
interference in the activities of advocates).

The second point relates to the provisions of the
inviolability of the lawyer. The 1996 law provides
that while providing legal services in accordance
with the law, “lawyers shall not be subjected to
criminal, compensatory and other responsibilities,
nor subjected to investigations or threats of being
investigated for any of these responsibilities”
(Article 10, Paragraph 4). A criminal investigation
against a lawyer can be initiated by the Prosecutor-
General of Uzbekistan, Superintending Prosecutor
of the Republic of Karakalpakstan, Superintending
Prosecutor of the provinces and the City of
Tashkent, or other public prosecutors of equivalent
rank (Article 10, Paragraph 5). In addition to these
provisions, the 1998 law states:“The physical
body of an advocate is inviolable. Inviolability of
lawyers also applies to their accommodation,
offices, modes of transportation and means of
correspondence including post, as well as objects
and documents belonging thereto”(Article 6,
Paragraph 1). In addition, a limitation clause
(Article 6, Paragraph 3) is also provided. If one
compares these provisions with the provisions of
inviolability and its limitation clauses for people
other than lawyers, it is apparent that lawyers are
better protected. The problem is whether a rea-
sonable justification exists with regard to these
provisions and whether they can be interpreted
as a breach of the constitutional principle of
equality. In other words, the question is whether
these provisions are necessary and indispensable
and enable clients to enjoy their right to profes-
sional legal services.

The third point concerns provisions prohibiting
lawyers from revealing advocatory secrets.
According to the 1996 law, it is forbidden to
demand lawyers, staff or administrative clerks
of a law firm to provide any information acquired
during the course of their legal activities (Article
10, Paragraph 1). The law particularly forbids the
act of “summoning and interrogating lawyers as
witnesses” to testify to some facts that they have
encountered by virtue of their activities as defence
counsels or representatives. Also forbidden is
the seizing or examining of records of proceedings
or documents that lawyers obtained whilst carrying

out their activities (Article 10, Paragraph 2).
Concerning the latter provision, more concrete
provisions are found in the 1998 law which states
that “requesting, confiscating, investigating,
inquiring, copying, collecting and using information
relating to legal services” is permitted where a
lawyer is subject to criminal prosecution. In other
cases, for example when the information is
needed in judicial proceedings, the information
can be obtained but only with the approval of the
client concerned (Article 8, Paragraph 3). The
question here is how these provisions are being
implemented in practice.

The 1998 law also prohibits the refusal of cases
when the advocate requests to meet the suspect
or the defendant in person, inspect any documents
in a criminal case or refer to certain parts of doc-
uments (Article 8, Paragraph 2). The way in which
these provisions are being implemented in practice
is a problem and should be a topic for further study. 

Keeping advocatory secrets

It goes without saying that lawyers who obtain
secrets during the course of their official duties
are prohibited from leaking such secrets. According
to the 1996 law, lawyers are bound to preserve
advocatory secrets (Article 9, Paragraph 1).
Advocatory secrets include the subject facts and
contents of the advocacy entrusted by the clients,
the main points of any consultation, advice and
explanations made by the lawyers and “all other
information related to the substance of exchanges
between the lawyer and the client” (Article 9,
Paragraph 1). Furthermore, lawyers, trainee lawyers
as well as staff and administrative clerks of the
law firm or the Collegium of Advocates are forbid-
den from leaking information considered to be the
object of advocatory secrets, or from making use
of such information for their own personal interest
or that of a third party (Article 9, Paragraph 2).
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Rewards for lawyers

According to the 1996 law, rewards for legal
services are to be paid on the basis of an agree-
ment freely entered into between a lawyer and a
client (Article 11, Paragraph 2). Payment for their
salaries is drawn from the money paid to the office
of the lawyer, the Collegium of Advocates or the
law firm (Article 11, Paragraph 1). Although in the
former Soviet Union, the Ministry of Justice deter-
mined rewards and the ceiling of salaries for
lawyers in Uzbekistan, in the present system,
these payments are determined by an agree-
ment with clients. However, as a consequence,
payments to lawyers have become more expensive.
This has made it more difficult for those people
living in poverty to exercise their constitutional
right to professional legal services.

Under the 1996 law, a system of appointing official
defence counsels was designed to prevent this
problem. Following some procedures determined
by the Uzbek government, the state covers the
expenses of a defence counsel for an accused
who cannot afford to pay for an advocate (Article
11, Paragraph 3). However, the law was not
designed to enable those people living in poverty
to receive professional legal services in civil cases,
only in criminal ones. Even though the 1998 law
provides that “the state cooperates with the Bar
to ensure that all citizens enjoy their rights to free
and fair access to legal services” (Article 12,
Paragraph 1), it is questionable as to how this
problem will be addressed in practice.6

Future reforms

The agenda of future reforms of the Uzbek Bar
system has not been defined yet. Different
approaches have been proposed by the key
players in this field. Mirzayusef Rustambaev, Dean
of the Tashkent State Institute of Law, suggests
that the Bar system and the status of lawyers be
improved to “ensure the operation of litigation
based on an adversary system and guarantee
effective legal services for inhabitants and corpor-
ations”. Rustambaev raises an important problem
related to the procedure of granting licences to
lawyers. As already described, to be an advocate
in Uzbekistan, one must acquire the licence issued 

by the relevant justice institutions. This is based
on the decision made by the qualifications com-
mission, of which half the members are repre-
sentatives of the Bar and the other half are
representatives from subordinate institutions of
the Ministry of Justice. The commissions also
have the authority to decide whether to suspend
or revoke an advocate’s licence. Rustambaev
argues that by allowing the commissions such
authority it enables representatives from the
subordinate institutions of the Ministry of Justice
to achieve a predominant position. This, in turn,
has led to the loss of independence of the Bar
system. He then suggests that the organisation
and functions of the qualifications commissions
be revised to adjust to the principle of “shifting a
strong nation state to a strong civil society” and “tran-
sferring authoritative powers to non-governmental
social organisations”.7

Gulnora Ishanhanova, President of the Tashkent
Bar Association, approaches this issue in a more
direct way. In order that lawyers can fulfil their
accredited duties, she calls for a transfer of the
authority currently enjoyed by the commission to
the Bar. She believes this is necessary to ensure
that “the Bar is genuinely independent from the
control of the power of the state”. However, as
already pointed out, the former system of com-
pulsory membership to the Collegium of Advocates
has now been abandoned in Uzbekistan. At the
national level there is no longer a single organ-
isation that brings together all of the country’s
lawyers. Although the Uzbekistan Bar Association
acts as a national body, it is not a comprehensive
body including all of the country’s lawyers.
Therefore, Ishanhanova states that, as a precon-
dition for granting the Bar with the authority to
issue a legal practice licence, the Bar Associa-
tion must be more comprehensive and include
all lawyers. This proposal would assist in estab-
lishing the autonomy of the Bar.8

Whatever approach is chosen, this debate is
going to be one of the important topics for the
future reforms of the Bar system in Uzbekistan.
How the ongoing revision of the laws of 1996
and 1998 will address this problem deserves
more careful consideration. 

6 The Uzbekistan Civil Procedural Code,
which entered into force on 1 January
1998, states aid for litigation expenses
(Articles 110 and 111) can be provided
by waiving or suspending fees, depending
on the economic situation of the parties.
However, there is no provision for waiving
the advocate’s payment. It only provides
that “following established procedures”,
the court may order the defeated litigant
to pay the advocate’s fee, “within a rea-
sonable limit”, on behalf of the winning
party to whom legal aid has been provid-
ed free of charge (Article 114). Needless
to say, this is a variation of the ‘loser
pays’ rule. As for cases of alimony, 
the General Congress of the Bar has
approved the provision of legal services
free of charge. “Report on the Judicial
System of Countries in Central Asia”,
Nagoya University Graduate School of
Law, p. 168 (March 2001).

7 M. Kh. Rustambaev, “Sovryemyennoye
sostoyaniye i pyerspyektivnyye zadachi
sudyebno-pravovoi ryeformy v
Ryespublikye Uzbyekistan”, pp. 9-10.
This is a paper presented by Rustambaev
in Russian at the Symposium on “Trad-
itional law in Uzbekistan and Japan –
the problems of legislative improve-
ment”, jointly organised by Nagoya
University and the Tashkent State
Institute of Law on 11-13 September
2002 in Tashkent.

8 G. Ishanhanova, “Sovryemyennoye
polozhyeniye i problyemy ryeformy
advokatupy v Uzbyekistane”, pp. 10-11.
This is a paper presented by Ishanhanova
in Russian at the Symposium on “Legal
and structural transition in 21st century
Central Asia – current state and problems
of developing laws”, jointly organised by
the Nagoya University Graduate School
of Law and Nagoya University Centre for
Asian Legal Exchange, on 16-17 February
2002, in Nagoya.
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Current status and future of
arbitration in Uzbekistan
This article offers an insight into domestic
and international arbitration in Uzbekistan.
It explores the current regime and expands on
the influence of Islamic culture to the dispute
resolution process.
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1 Statistics from the United Nations Con-
ference on Trade and Development.
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Current status of arbitration 

Investment climate and legal framework
for arbitration

Since the introduction of the State Investment
Programme, the investment climate in Uzbekistan
has changed, with total direct investment for 2002
standing at US$ 71 million.1 In an effort to encour-
age foreign investment, the Uzbek government
has created a number of incentives, such as tax
holidays and duty-free imports of capital goods.2

However, such incentives have not proved popular
with investors, with insufficient legal reform of the
investment policy, particularly in relation to dispute
resolution, yet to be undertaken. Although Uzbek
legislation permits arbitration, there is currently no
comprehensive domestic law on arbitration,
including international arbitration, in force.3

Uzbekistan is party to 34 bilateral investment
treaties that contain dispute resolution clauses.4

Certain disputes with the state may be eligible
for arbitration under the Washington Convention
on the Settlement of Investment Disputes between
States and Nationals of other States.5 Uzbekistan
has also signed and ratified the 1958 New York
Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement
of Foreign Arbitration Awards. However, the country
does not recognise reciprocity reservation nor
commercial reservation under this convention.6

To date, a number of foreign arbitration awards
have been successfully enforced in Uzbekistan
using the New York Convention.7

International treaties containing dispute
resolution provisions

Uzbekistan has signed several international
treaties containing provisions for dispute resol-
ution. On 12 March 1996, the country adopted
the Energy Charter Treaty, which provides dispute
settlement procedures for investment-related
disputes between an investor and a contracting
party.8 The treaty also contains provisions for
state-to-state disputes concerning the application
and interpretation of the Energy Charter Treaty
between contracting parties.9

On 6 May 1993, Uzbekistan ratified the CIS
Agreement on the Procedure for Resolution of
Disputes Relating to Carrying out Business
Activities (CIS Dispute Resolution Treaty), which
is already in force in Armenia, Kazakhstan, the
Kyrgyz Republic, Moldova, Tajikistan, Ukraine
and Russia.10 However, the implementation of
this treaty and its recognition and enforcement
of foreign arbitration awards is highly debatable,
with CIS countries interpreting the conditions of
the treaty differently. For example, the Russian
Federation has applied the above treaty to
treteyskiy sud (arbitration) awards, while others
have not.11

Some experts believe the CIS Dispute Resolution
Treaty should take precedence over the New York
Convention, given its regional focus.12 However,
case law seems to imply that this treaty deals
only with court judgments and not arbitration
awards.13 Some Uzbek legal specialists14 believe
that while the CIS Dispute Resolution Treaty is
best suited to court judgments,15 it does include
measures for arbitration and economic courts as
well as treteyskiy sud (arbitration) 16 in Articles 3,
7, 8, 9 and 10.

If this position is taken by Uzbekistan, the
applicability of this treaty with respect to the
New York Convention could provide three
possible scenarios:17

■ co-existence of the CIS Dispute Resolution
Treaty and the New York Convention, so that
the creditor can choose which treaty should
be applied to the enforcement of the arbi-
tration award;

■ application of another bilateral international
agreement between the relevant countries
regulating the recognition and enforcement of
the treteyskiy sud (arbitration) awards; and

■ abstraction of provisions relating to the
recognition and enforcement of foreign
arbitration awards in the CIS Dispute
Resolution Treaty.



Another possible outcome would be to apply the
CIS Dispute Resolution Treaty only to court judge-
ments, as is the case in the Russian Federation
and the Republic of Belarus.

Further court practice will reveal which way the
Uzbek courts decide to go.

Domestic arbitration

Domestic arbitration is permitted under Uzbek
legislation, however it hardly occurs in practice,18

with no domestic arbitration institutions or rules
currently in existence.19 State arbitration courts,
on the other hand, are in place and have jurisdiction
over commercial disputes in Uzbekistan. However,
these courts act more as state courts than
arbitration institutions and in fact, have been
renamed “Higher Economic Courts” so as not to
cause confusion. 

The name “State Arbitration Court” is a legacy of
Soviet law when State Arbitrage was used under
the command economy to settle disputes between
state enterprises. In Soviet times, there was a
form of arbitration, similar to international arbi-
tration (although not as popular), which played a
significant role in international trade.20 The tradi-
tional system was called “treteyskiy sud” (literally
translated: “third party court”), which dealt with
domestic arbitration under the Regulations on
Settlement of Commercial Disputes between
Enterprises, Organisations and Institutions
(adopted 30 December 1975). This regulation
was revised on 30 August 1990 and became
the Regulations on Treteyskiy Sud.21

Similar to Western arbitration, Uzbekistan’s regu-
lations allow for disputes to be settled through
arbitration courts. However for historical reasons,
these dispute resolution mechanisms were hardly
ever used, and therefore distrusted by the private
sector, during the Soviet regime. In addition to
this, Uzbekistan’s Islamic culture is based on
conciliation rather than arbitration.

In Uzbekistan, the term treteyskiy sud (arbitration
court) has not yet clearly been defined under the
law. Article 25 of the Code of Commercial Proce-
dure of Uzbekistan provides that even if parties 

elect to resolve their dispute in a court, they may
still switch to treteyskiy sud any time before the
court delivers its decision. Treteyskiy sud here
means both domestic and international arbitration.
However, the new Law on Execution of Judicial Acts
and Acts of Other Organs (adopted on 29 August
2001 and entered into force on 1 January 2002)
defines treteyskiy sud as domestic arbitration as
opposed to international arbitration. It seems,
therefore, that clarification of the term is needed in
the new legislation on arbitration in Uzbekistan.

Recognition and enforcement of a foreign
arbitration award

The recognition and enforcement of a foreign
arbitration award in Uzbekistan is covered under
the New York Convention and other treaties.22 A
party seeking recognition and enforcement should
produce the documents set out in Article 4 of the
New York Convention. The requirements are
simple, but specific, and need to be closely fol-
lowed to ensure compliance. There has been a
case where an applicant was denied after docu-
ments were submitted in English and Russian.
Under Article 4 of the Constitution of Uzbekistan,
the official state language of Uzbekistan is the
Uzbek language. Therefore, to comply with Article
4(2) of the New York Convention, the documents
must be submitted in the Uzbek language even if
the ruling court is itself Russian.

The Law on Execution of Judicial Acts and Acts of
Other Organs also applies to the recognition and
enforcement of a foreign arbitration award. Article
27 of this law provides that foreign arbitration
awards may be submitted within three years of a
writ being executed, unless otherwise provided
by international agreements.

Recent initiatives of law reforms 
in arbitration

The government of Uzbekistan has recognised the
importance of an effective commercial arbitration
system in attracting foreign investors. Furthermore,
it is one of the conditions for entering the World
Trade Organisation. As a consequence, many
positive changes in this area of reform have been
made in recent years. 

The Working Group on Judicial Reform in
Uzbekistan, created by presidential decree on
10 February 2000,23 has developed a programme
based on the Law on International Commercial
Arbitration, drafted in 1998 and 2002,24 by the
Working Group of the Higher Economic (or State
Arbitration) Court.25 When drafting the legis-
lation, the chairman of the court recommended
the international arbitration laws of Germany,
Canada, Austria, Russian Federation, Ukraine
and the UNCITRAL Model Law should be used as
examples.26 In the 1998 version of the law,
expert opinions were also provided by foreign aid
agencies, such as Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ) and the Dutch
Centre for International Legal Cooperation (CILC).27

On 15 June 2000, a seminar was held in the
Higher Economic Court on dispute settlement in
international contracts. Representatives of the
President’s apparatus, Oliy Majlis (the parliament),
the Constitutional Court, the Ministry of Justice,
the Ministry of International Affairs, the Economic
Courts and other scholars took part. 

In June 2002, the draft law on international com-
mercial arbitration was discussed in the seminar in
Tashkent entitled “The problems of organisation
and activity of treteyskiy sud in Uzbekistan”.28 

The seminar was organised by the Institute of
Open Society and by the Legal Research Centre
of the University of World Economy and Diplomacy.
The main topics of discussion were:

■ analysing the possible function of treteyskiy
sud in Uzbekistan; 

■ making recommendations for creating and
organising the activities of courts; and

■ comparing the draft law on international
commercial arbitration with the arbitration
laws of other CIS countries.

The participants stressed the necessity of
further revisions to the draft.

In October 2002, another international conference
relating to the recognition and enforcement of
foreign judgments and arbitration awards was 
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held in the Higher Economic Court.29 Procedures
for the execution of foreign arbitration awards
were discussed. It was decided that the state
procedures for recognising arbitration awards
and their mechanisms of enforcement should
follow internationally-recognised rules set out in
the UNCITRAL Model Law. It also ruled that the
state must legally recognise and enforce foreign
arbitration awards and can only refuse recognition
and enforcement on the grounds provided under
the law. 

Following a number of amendments to the draft
document, the Working Group of the Higher Econ-
omic Court introduced the amendments to the
Code of Commercial Procedure to parliament (Oliy
Majlis). The new code allows for the widening of
the economic courts’ jurisdiction to writ execution.30

The proposed provision also confirmed the courts’
jurisdiction to render a writ of execution on the
awards of the treteyskiy sud and foreign judge-
ments. The code represents a significant
breakthrough in enforcing foreign arbitration
awards in Uzbekistan.

Possibility of adopting the 
UNCITRAL model

The government of Uzbekistan has expressed
interest in establishing a dispute settlement
mechanism based on the UNCITRAL Model Law
(ML) on International Commercial Arbitration. In
adopting the ML, the historical and political pecul-
iarities of Uzbekistan must be taken into account. 

The main issues of conforming the draft Uzbek
Law on International Commercial Arbitration 1998
(herewith referred to as the “draft law”) with the
ML31 are examined below. In general, the draft
law adopts provisions of the ML, however, certain
amendments and additions have been made. 

Unified regime for domestic and
international arbitration

The draft law creates two regimes for arbitration:
domestic and international. However, as domestic
arbitration in Uzbekistan has not really existed to
date, one unified regime for domestic and
international commercial arbitration seems 

appropriate. Such a regime would avoid problems
over whether domestic or international proce-
dures apply. But, as arbitration is likely to be
used for domestic dispute resolution in the
future, special consideration should be given to
domestic applications.

Scope of the draft law

At present, the draft law provides a list of the
disputes covered under arbitration. However,
such a list might unnecessarily exclude some
disputes and, therefore, should be amended to
ensure the law remains flexible and open to any
disputes requiring arbitration.

Assistance by courts

Article 6, Paragraph 1 of the draft law states:
“The functions referred to in Paragraphs 2 and 3 of
Article 11; Paragraph 3 of Article 13; and Article 14
shall be performed by the Chairman of the Chamber
of Commerce of the Republic of Uzbekistan.” The
articles refer to: (a) the appointment of arbitrators,
if not already undertaken by the parties; and (b)
challenge procedures if the party is not successful
under the procedure agreed by the parties or the
procedure established under Article 13, Paragraph
2 of the ML. 

In contrast to this provision, the authors of this
article believe these decisions should not be the
responsibility of the Chairman of the Chamber of
Commerce, but should go to the Higher Econ-
omic Court as they require legal knowledge and
impartiality. Furthermore, to ensure decisions
are not delayed decision-making power should
be given to the regional economic courts and the
city of Tashkent. 

The provisions of Article 13 Paragraph 3 of the
ML, which state that the arbitration tribunal,
including the challenged arbitrator, may continue
proceedings and deliver a verdict while the
party’s request to go to court is still pending,
could also cause problems. 



Although arbitration is permitted by the Sharia,
it is not well-developed among Muslims as they
believe conciliation is the best course of action. 
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Criteria for an award based on criteria
other than legal

The draft law deviates from the provisions of
Paragraph 3 of the ML which deals with the
possibility of deciding ex aequo et bono or amiable
compositeur if the parties have expressly auth-
orised an arbitration tribunal to do so. The same
provision has been written into the Bulgarian and
the Russian Federation law. The authors believe
there is no reason to omit this provision from the
Uzbek law, with flexibility proving advantageous and
criteria other than law, such as business usage,
being useful for commercial dispute resolution.

Contribution of Islamic culture to the
future of arbitration

In order to make the new arbitration law actually
work in practice, the local settings and cultural
factors of Uzbekistan should be taken into account.
For example, Islamic law should be considered
when preparing legislation, given that a high
percentage of the population is Muslim. According
to Islamic law, the Sharia, parties can appoint an
arbitrator, known as “minsuf”, however both parties
should agree to the person appointed. Although
arbitration is permitted by the Sharia, it is not
well-developed among Muslims as they believe 

conciliation is the best course of action. This
could be one of main the reasons why domestic
arbitration is not popular among Uzbek business-
men. In modern Uzbekistan, although Sharia as
state law does not exist and Uzbekistan is a sec-
ular state, it is still influential in the lives of many
Uzbek Muslims. Uzbek businessmen try to avoid
“adversarial” dispute resolution preferring instead
conciliation and mediation.

This “conciliation culture” seems to be shared by
east Asian countries, such as Japan, Korea and
China.32 These countries promote conciliation or
mediation in conjunction with arbitration under
the new legislation on arbitration. Even common
law jurisdictions representing “adversarial culture”
are currently promoting various mechanisms of
combining mediation with arbitration, so-called,
“Med-Arb” for an effective business disputes
procedure.33 The UNCITRAL has released a new
Model Law on International Commercial Concili-
ation. Uzbekistan may also devise such a hybrid
dispute procedure that is more in line with its
own culture. Such an initiative will contribute not
only to the practical implementation of a new law
on arbitration, but also to the global harmoni-
sation of transnational commercial dispute
procedures in general. 
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Legal developments

Bankruptcy law

On 1 October 2002, a new law on bankruptcy
came into force, abrogating the previous law
on bankruptcy procedures of October 1995.
According to the new law, insolvency proceed-
ings may be initiated for assets owned by any
natural or legal person as well as by a simple
partnership. Proceedings may not be opened
for assets owned by the state or its agencies,
or by units of local governments and their bodies,
except where the state acts in the private sector
through a private company (state-owned enter-
prise). Different provisions apply to banks and
other financial institutions. 

Legal developments

Insurance law

A new law on insurance of (bank) deposits was
adopted in March 2002, which provides for the
establishment of the Supervising Authority and
the Agency for Insurance of Deposits.

Legal developments

Banking law 

A new law on banks, replacing the previous law
on banks and banking procedures, came into
effect in 2003. The new law fully complies 

with European standards and with the European
Council directives on banking laws. The new law
regulates licensing, regulation and withdrawal
from the banking market (procedures for bank
liquidation and bankruptcy). Special provisions
for insuring investments have also been included
in the new law. 

Legal developments

Telecommunications

On 21 October 2002, the High Representative
(the chief civilian peace implementation official
in Bosnia and Herzegovina) enacted a new law
on communications. This new law provides a
comprehensive modern framework for the com-
petitive provision of communications services
throughout the country and reflects relevant
European Union norms within the sector.

Legal developments

Banking law 

In 2002, parliament amended the banking law
in the area of banking secrecy. Under certain
conditions, banks must disclose information on
client accounts and deposits. The new provisions
are connected with the adoption of the classified
information law, dealing with state or official
secrets. In addition, similar amendments to the
Central Bank law were adopted. 

Legal developments

Banking law

A new law on banks came into effect on 
25 July 2002, replacing the earlier law on
banks dated 14 December 1998. However,
some of the provisions of the new law will only
enter into force upon Croatia’s accession to
the EU. The main reason for adopting the new
law was to introduce more detailed regulations
for certain matters previously regulated by the
old law and also to harmonise the banking
system with EU legislation. The scope of the
new law is, broadly speaking, to regulate the
establishment of banks, their business activities
and their supervision. The Croatian National
Bank remains the principal regulatory body.

Securities law

Croatia adopted a new securities law on 25 July
2002. The previous law on the issuance and
sale of securities (1995) was criticised for
lacking clarity on the objectives of securities
regulation and for not giving sufficient legal
authority (e.g. enforcement powers) to the
Securities Commission. The new law has tried to
tackle these issues and now regulates the issue,
trade and deposit of securities. It also regulates
the status and authority of different market
players (e.g. the Securities Commission, the
Central Depository Agency, authorised legal
persons, brokers) and the establishment and
operation of stock exchanges and other
organised markets. 

Croatia

Bulgaria

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Azerbaijan

Armenia

Albania
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Take-over law

On 25 July 2002, the new law on the take-over
of joint stock companies replaced the law on
procedures for the take-over of joint stock
companies of 13 November 1997. The new law
regulates a public offer to acquire the shares
of a public joint stock company. It was adopted
with the aim of expanding and clarifying certain
matters left either wholly or partially unregulated
under the old take-over law. However, there are
still areas that are not regulated by the new
law, for example, the defensive measures that
the management of a target company may
undertake either prior to, or following, the
announcement of a take-over offer and the
“squeeze-out rights” of a majority shareholder.

Legal developments

Lease and sub-lease of 
non-residential space

Effective as of 31 December 2002, a new
amendment to the law on the lease and sub-
lease of non-residential space significantly
reduces previous regulations limiting the lease
of non-residential property. For example, auth-
orities can no longer stipulate that the lease of
a property must go to a specific lessee and
those leasing property no longer have to seek
approval from the authorities for a subsequent
change of use.

Commercial code

On 12 July 2002, an amendment to the secur-
ities commission law was adopted with a number
of provisions taking effect upon the Czech
Republic’s accession to the EU. This amendment
includes important changes to the commercial
code, in the areas of company registration in
the Commercial Register (incorporation), com-
petencies of the general meeting of a joint
stock company, decisions on the issuance of
bonds and take-over of assets and liabilities by
a majority shareholder.

Legal developments

Anti-dumping law

On 1 September 2002, a new anti-dumping law
entered into force providing the basis for organis-
ing anti-dumping investigations and implementing
anti-dumping measures. Investigations of alleged 

dumping may be initiated by Estonian manu-
facturers and are carried out by the Ministry of
Economic Affairs. The new law aims to protect
Estonian industry against dumping and, thereby,
reduce the instability of the economic environ-
ment. The law will become invalid on Estonia’s
accession to the EU.

Commercial code

In July 2002, various amendments to the com-
mercial code came into force. The amendments
provide for the possibility of borrowing within a
corporate group so that a subsidiary may grant
a loan to its parent company or a parent com-
pany may grant a loan to its shareholders,
partners or members forming a group with the
subsidiary. This is, of course, unless such a loan
prejudices the company’s economic condition
or the interests of creditors. According to the
amendments, a subsidiary may grant a loan to
the parent company within the group and guaran-
tee borrowings by the parent company. However,
borrowing by shareholders, partners and mem-
bers who are sole proprietors is still prohibited.

Securities market law

In May 2002, the Minister of Finance adopted
a regulation, which entered into force on 
15 June 2002, establishing rules for take-over
bids on the basis of the securities market law.
The regulation sets out specific requirements
for take-over bids, including determination of
an equitable purchase price for shares of the
target company, time limit for take-overs, terms
of the bid and notification requirements.

Legal developments

Constitutional law 

On 6 December 2002, after months of stalled
negotiations, the Constitutional Commission,
whose members were delegated by the parlia-
ments of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
(FRY), Serbia and Montenegro, adopted a draft of
the constitutional charter. Following the agree-
ment between Montenegro and Serbia signed in
March 2002, which outlined a new framework of
mutual relations, FRY’s two republics reached an
agreement on transforming their federation into
a state union with a common market and joint
defence and foreign policies. It is envisaged that
the new state union will have a parliament and a
Council of Ministers. According to the draft con-
stitutional charter, both states will be allowed to
hold referendums to decide whether to continue
the union after three years. The new state union
is to be called “Serbia and Montenegro”. 

Legal developments

Electricity markets liberalisation

Following legislation passed at the end of 2001,
the Hungarian electricity markets are gradually
opening up to competition. From 1 January
2003, large industrial users of electricity are able
to obtain up to 50 per cent of their electricity
from foreign suppliers. Although electricity prices
for households and small consumers will con-
tinue to be regulated, centrally-regulated producer
prices for power plants will be abolished from
31 December 2003. 

Legal developments

Leasing and micro-finance laws

On 23 July 2002, the President signed new laws
on leasing and micro-finance that will significantly
improve the financing of small and medium-sized
businesses. The new laws will enable expansion
by improving access to credit, which is critical for
economic growth. The new leasing law will pro-
vide a legal framework for commercial leasing
activities and encourage leasing activities on a
much wider scale.

Legal developments

Company law

On 3 June 2002, the National Bank of
Kazakhstan issued a resolution approving the
rules for the issuance of licences to acquire
control over an insurance (reinsurance) organ-
isation. The new rules establish the procedure
for the National Bank to issue a licence granting
control over an insurance or reinsurance com-
pany. In accordance with the new rules, a legal
entity or an individual is deemed to “control” an
insurance company when such an entity or
individual directly, or through an affiliate, owns or
may dispose of more than 25 per cent of the
voting shares/interest in the company. A legal
entity or an individual intending to acquire control
over an insurance organisation should submit an
application to the National Bank requesting the
issuance of a control licence once the acquisition
documents have been finalised.

Kazakhstan

Kyrgyz Republic

Hungary

FR Yugoslavia 
(Serbia and Montenegro)

Estonia
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Environmental law

The new law on the protection of the atmosphere,
issued on 11 March 2002, replaces the previous
law dated 12 June 1981. The new law regulates
the emission of harmful substances into the
environment through a system of registration
and licensing and gives government agencies
the right to issue fines for non-compliance. The
Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment
Protection establishes the emission limits. The
new law also sets general requirements to busi-
nesses and operations having a harmful impact
on the atmosphere. In addition, the new law
establishes the rights and duties of the relevant
authorities of the Ministry of Natural Resources
and Environment Protection and those of physical
and legal entities in connection with the pro-
tection of the atmosphere.

Franchising law

The law on franchising was adopted on 24
June 2002 setting forth, among other things,
standard terms and conditions for franchising
agreements, measures involving state support
for franchising and measures relating to the
protection of registered exclusive rights.

Legal reform projects

Telecommunications

In November 2002, the EBRD began implemen-
ting phase III of its Kazakhstan telecommunica-
tions regulatory reform programme. Following the
successful completion of the two previous
stages, phase III aims to assist the Kazakh
government adopt a new legal framework for
telecommunications, as well as develop and
implement policy and mechanisms for tariff
rebalancing and universal service. Funding for
this phase of the Kazakhstan programme is
being provided from the EU Tacis programme.

Legal developments

Labour law

A new labour law entered into force on 1 June
2002 and imposed new requirements both as to
the form and content of employment contracts.

Legal developments

Financial institutions law

A new law on financial institutions has been
adopted by parliament and came into force on
1 January 2003. The new law sets out a general
system for bringing financial institutions in line
with EU requirements. The new law governs the
operations of all financial institutions ensuring
the state supervision of enterprises holding
licences for financial operations. A newly-
established commission will coordinate the
supervision of financial institutions and will
report to parliament.

Currency and foreign exchange law

In October 2002, parliament adopted amend-
ments to the law on foreign currency which
establish, among other things, that euros may
be used in both cash and non-cash payments
and settlements. Lithuanian residents must
notify the State Tax Inspection on bank accounts
opened or closed abroad. However, permission
is not required from the Bank of Lithuania for
opening a bank account abroad. These amend-
ments come into effect upon their promulgation
by the President of Lithuania and on publication
in the Official Gazette.

Money laundering

By a resolution adopted in September 2002,
the government approved the regulations on
the management of the register on monetary
operations and transactions concluded by the
client. These regulations apply to financial
institutions and notaries and require the
registration of any transaction payment in
excess of LTL 50,000 (or the equivalent in
foreign currencies) with a view to combating
money laundering.

Labour law

On 4 June 2002, parliament adopted a new
labour code, which came into effect in January
2003. The new code does not significantly
depart from the existing regulations but the
main changes concern the various types of
employment contract (temporary, permanent,
seasonal), the causes of termination and
employer liability.

Legal developments

Accession to the World 
Trade Organization

In September 2002, members of the World
Trade Organization (WTO) finalised the terms
for allowing FYR Macedonia to become the
trade body’s 145th member. The WTO’s working
party on Macedonian accession adopted the
accession protocol, working party report and
market access schedules for goods and services
that spell out the country’s rights and obligations
as a WTO member. The WTO’s General Council
approved the accession of FYR Macedonia in
October 2002.

Pension law

A new law on obligatory capital financed pension
insurance came into force in January 2003. The
new law serves as the legal basis for the second
pillar of the pension system and envisages the
creation of a state agency for capital financed
pension insurance supervision. 

Legal transition project

Improving leasing transactions and
related legislation

At the request of the government of Moldova, the
EBRD has approved a project to assist Moldova
improve its legal and regulatory framework
governing operational and financial leasing
transactions. Subject to the availability of grant
funding from donors, the project is expected to
commence in the first half of 2003. The project
is intended to help the government develop
legislative proposals and reform the existing
laws and regulations. The aim of the project is
to bring the relevant legal framework into line
with international sound practice in the area of
leasing law.
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Legal developments

Foreign exchange law

A new foreign exchange law became effective
on 1 October 2002. The law is intended to bring
Polish foreign exchange legislation in line with
EU requirements, in particular Articles 56 and
57 of the European Treaty. The law removes all
limitations on the movement of capital and
payment transfers between Poland and the EU
member states, the European Economic Area
and the Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development. However, limitations on the
free movement of capital will still apply to so-
called “third countries”.

Legal developments

Telecommunications

In an effort to harmonise the radio spectrum
with the European Frequency Allocation and
Utilisation Table, and to implement the decisions
and recommendations of the European Radio-
communications Committee, a new regulatory
framework in the field of telecommunications
entered into force on 25 September 2002.
The new regime provides for the creation of
two regulators. The National Communications
Regulatory Authority will apply the national
policy on electronic communications, whereas
the General Inspectorate for Communications
and Information Technology will manage the
frequencies of allocated strips for non-
governmental use. Right of way, co-location
and facility sharing are also regulated under
the new regime. 

Competition law

New regulations relating to the approval of econ-
omic concentrations, exemptions for categories
of vertical agreements, research and develop-
ment agreement exemptions and specialisation
agreement exemptions were approved by Order
No. 103/2002. Although the new regulation on
economic concentrations maintains the rule that
the Competition Council must be notified of any
concentration exceeding the established thresh-
old (currently ROL 65 billion, approximately
€2 million) if the combined market share of the
parties involved does not exceed 20 per cent
of the reference market, the new regulation 

simplifies the notification procedure. The new
exemption regulation for categories of vertical
agreements, based upon the European Com-
mission Regulation No. 2790/1999 on the
application of Article 81 (3) to categories of
vertical agreements and concerted practices,
removed the block exemptions for exclusive
distribution, exclusive purchase and franchising
agreements contained in the Competition
Council block exemption regulation. 

Legal developments

Investors protection law

Effective from 9 December 2002, amendments
to the federal law on the protection of the rights
and legitimate interests of investors on the
securities market have been introduced. The
amendments aim to protect shareholders from
a dilution of their shares in a company’s charter
capital. In particular, the amendments establish
a more stringent procedure for adopting decisions
to place shares and securities convertible into
shares by means of a private offering. They
also prohibit investors from making monetary
payments for securities in cases in which
the decision to place shares and securities
convertible into shares by means of a public
offering stipulates that they should be paid in
non-monetary assets.

Company law

Effective from 31 October 2002, amendments
have been made to the federal law on joint stock
companies to allow interim dividends. In 2001,
an amended version of the law cancelled the
right of companies to declare interim dividends.
This proved to be unpopular since it restricted
the flexibility of joint stock companies to dis-
tribute profits to shareholders. With the new
amendments, joint stock companies are once
again permitted to pay dividends quarterly. A
decision to pay interim dividends must be
passed within three months after the end of the
appropriate period. The amendments apply to
dividends to be paid from 30 September 2002.

Bankruptcy law

The new federal law on bankruptcy, dated
26 October 2002, was officially published on
2 November 2002 and came into force in
December 2002. The law introduces extensive
changes in the substance (including changing
the priority of secured creditors’ claims) and
procedure of insolvency. 

Arbitration law

On 1 September 2002 the new arbitration pro-
cedural code came into effect. The new code
introduces a number of significant changes in
commercial dispute resolution. The new legisla-
tion represents a long-awaited attempt to bring
all disputes relating to corporate relationships
under the jurisdiction of a single judicial body.
The aim is to end the practice of individuals
(e.g. shareholders) abusing their rights by
initiating frivolous law suits against corporations
in courts of general jurisdiction. The new law
requires all parties to apply to state arbitration
courts (not the courts of general jurisdiction)
for recognition and enforcement of arbitration
awards and international court decisions.

Law on money laundering

The Duma unanimously approved amend-
ments to the law on money laundering on
27 September 2002 in the third and final reading.
The amendments were requested by the Organ-
isation for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment’s Financial Action Task Force and included
a broadening of the list of organisations that
have to reveal suspicious deals.

Pension investments law

A resolution on approving rules for the invest-
ment of insurance premiums in state pensions
came into force on 15 September 2002. The
resolution establishes a framework for investment
of the so-called “accumulated” part of state
pensions, as required under the federal law on
investment of funds in pension accruals of July
2002. The resolution specifies that the manage-
ment company empowered to invest such
accumulated funds may make investments in
state securities, whether denominated in
roubles or foreign currency and in freely con-
vertible mortgage-backed securities issued under
Russian law and guaranteed by the state.

Central Bank instruction 

A new instruction, effective from 28 October
2002, has been issued by the Central Bank reg-
ulating the issue and registration of securities
(shares, bonds and securities convertible into
shares). The instruction determines the pro-
cedures for approving a new securities issue,
preparing the issue prospectus, the registration
and allotment of the issue and disclosing
information on the issue. Issues of shares for
credit institutions with a charter capital equal to,
or in excess of, Rb 700 million or with a foreign
participation in the charter capital exceeding 50 
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per cent, must be registered with the Central
Bank at its head office in Moscow. Bond issues
for amounts in excess of Rb 200 million and
issues of securities upon the reorganisation of
credit institutions must also be registered with
the Central Bank’s head office. All the other
securities issues may be registered with the
Central Bank’s regional branches.

Telecommunications

In October 2002, the government approved a
draft amendment to the 1995 federal law on
communications. This amendment will bring the
legislative framework for communications
services in line with EU standards and interna-
tional best practices. The amendment, if adopted
as planned in 2003, will provide a modern and
comprehensive framework for the development
of the telecommunications sector in the
Russian Federation.

Legal reform projects

Telecommunications

In October 2002, the EBRD successfully con-
cluded phase I of the Russia telecommunications
regulatory development project. The objective of
this phase was to assist authorities incorporate
EU standards and international best practice
into the existing federal law on communications.

The EBRD provided a comprehensive review of
the draft amendment, identifying legal problems
or issues requiring clarification, expansion or
revision and suggesting any necessary changes
or additions. Funding for this phase was provided
by the government of Canada.

Following parliament approval of the amendment,
the EBRD plans to provide further assistance in
developing the regulatory framework and mech-
anisms reflected in the amended law. This will
include the development and implementation of
policy to address the priority issues of inter-
connection, universal service and licensing.

Legal developments

Pledge law

With a view to introducing a long-awaited and
comprehensive reform of pledge law, parliament
recently passed the amendment to the civil
code and the law on voluntary public auctions.
Both became effective on 1 January 2003. The
main changes concern types of collateral, pledge
registration, priority of pledges, tax authority’s
pledge, secured creditors privileges, third-party
pledge and the enforcement of pledges. The
new pledge law was put in place with the EBRD’s
technical assistance.

Accounting law

A new accounting law came into effect on 
1 January 2003 (except for certain provisions
which will come into effect on 1 January 2004).
The law harmonises accounting standards with
EU regulations as well as with International
Accounting Standards. It introduces a new con-
cept of fair and true presentation of accounting
data and valuation of certain assets (e.g. secur-
ities or financial derivatives) at fair value. The
assets and liabilities of companies dissolved
without liquidation by merger or separation
should also be valued at fair value. 

Banking law

A new banking law came into effect on 
1 January 2002, except for certain provisions
that will become effective on the date of pub-
lication and/or the date of accession to the
EU. The law regulates the establishment, organ-
isation, management, business activities and
winding-up of banks with registered seats in
the Slovak Republic. It also regulates and
supervises foreign banking operations in the
Slovak Republic.

Competition law

The Slovak competition amendment law came
into effect on 1 October 2002 and introduced
some important changes to bring Slovak
competition legislation closer to EU legislation.
The most important change is the introduction
of a simplified procedure for mergers. The law
also provides for block exemptions from the
ban in the competition law on agreements
restricting competition.

Foreign exchange law

In June 2002, parliament passed an amend-
ment to the foreign exchange law, which will
further liberalise foreign exchange legislation.
As from 1 January 2004, residents will no
longer have to transfer to the Slovak Republic
funds acquired abroad. Residents will also be
allowed to open and maintain bank accounts
abroad, and to acquire, sell or exchange
foreign currency abroad without a foreign
exchange permit.

Legal developments

Commercial law

Slovenia adopted the payment transactions law
in March 2002 which is aimed at finalising the
reform of payment transactions and partially
adopting the relevant EU provisions.

Money laundering 

Amendments to the 2001 prevention of money
laundering law were introduced on 20 July 2002
to extend the obligations outlined in the law to
additional professions and to strengthen the
powers of the Office for Money Laundering
Prevention.

Banking law

A new law on the Bank of Slovenia was enacted
in June 2002. The new law regulates the Central
Bank’s independence and prohibits the bank
from directly financing the public sector. 

Legal developments

Securities market law

Following a decision on 6 July 2002, the Securi-
ties Commission of Ukraine adopted procedures
for registering joint investment funds in a unified
state registry. The Ministry of Justice approved
the decision on 14 August 2002. The state
registry is to be maintained by the Securities
Commission and will be publicly accessible.
Extracts, including certified extracts of a fund’s
registration, shall be issued upon the request
of any natural person or legal entity. Funds are
required to submit their statement of investment
policies for registration. For corporate investment
funds, the investment policies must be approved
by the general meeting of shareholders. For unit
investment funds, the investment policies must
be approved by the highest governing body of
the fund’s asset management company.

Legal developments

Leasing law

In August 2002, a presidential decree removed
all tax barriers to leasing in Uzbekistan. Leasing
payments are no longer subject to VAT. In add-
ition, customs fees and VAT have been removed
from all equipment imported for leasing. The
decree also requested changes in the overall
legislation for leasing and in particular for new
repossession procedures. These amendments
passed their first reading in parliament on 12
December 2002. 
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Meeting of the Pro-Bono Committee
on joint venture model contracts for
SMEs, Geneva

On 9 September 2002, the second meeting of
the Pro Bono Committee on joint venture model
contracts for small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) was held at the UN Palais des Nations in
Geneva, Switzerland. The meeting discussed model
contracts, launched by the International Trade
Centre (ITC), an international organisation affiliated
both with the United Nations Commission on Trade
and Development (UNCTAD) and the World Trade
Organisation (WTO). The ITC invited legal specialists
from around the world to participate in this initia-
tive, 60 of whom were present at the meeting.
Participants included lawyers in private practice,
academics and representatives of IFIs. EBRD
Senior Counsel, Michel Nussbaumer, participated
on behalf of the Bank, contributing details of the
EBRD experience in this area and adding support
to the development of a joint venture model con-
tract for SMEs. Such a model will greatly benefit
contractual practices in transition economies (such
as the EBRD countries of operations) by adopting
common standards reflecting international best
practices. Following the first meeting that took
place in January 2002, the committee prepared
two draft model contracts for discussion at its
second meeting: one for contractual joint ventures
and another for incorporated joint ventures. The
drafters took note of the committee’s comments
and recommendations and undertook to finalise
the model contracts. It will also prepare a users’
guide commenting on the contractual provisions
and on the various options available to users. In
particular, the differences between common law
and civil law approaches of such agreements were
stressed. The documents should be finalised in
the near future and will then be published in French,
English and Spanish.

UNCITRAL Working Group on 
privately financed infrastructure
projects, Vienna

The UNCITRAL Working Group on privately fin-
anced infrastructure projects held a meeting in
Vienna from 9 to 13 September 2002 to finalise
the revised draft of the Privately Financed Infra-
structure (PFI) Model Provisions. The Working Group
also considered a foreword and footnotes to the
model provisions, which will serve as background
information for legislators, and an explanatory
note with comments on the model provisions
and Concordance table showing the correlation
between the draft model provisions and the rele-
vant parts of the UNCITRAL Legislative Guide.
The Working Group discussed final revisions in
the draft and recommended that the commission
approve the model provisions at the thirty-sixth
UNCITRAL session this summer. EBRD Counsel,
Alexei Zverev, regularly participates in the
UNCITRAL Working Group on behalf of the Bank
as part of the Bank’s policy of promoting the
implementation of UNCITRAL Model Legislative
Provisions in the EBRD countries of operation.

Expert panel on e-strategy and 
e-policy development in transition
economies, Brussels

On 3 and 4 October 2002, the EBRD was part of
an expert panel on “e-strategy and e-policy devel-
opment in transition economies” organised jointly
by the United Nations Economic Commission for
Europe and the European Commission in Brussels,
Belgium. The objective of the panel was to review
national e-strategy initiatives and to prepare an 

inventory of e-policy development plans curr-
ently being undertaken by governments in the
region. The major goal of the panel was to
analyse the current development process of
national e-strategies and its interface with new
information and communications technologies
(ICT). By focusing on major existing e-initiatives
at the regional level, the aim is to understand
both the current state of national and regional
e-policies and future directions, as well as to
exchange views and instruments to overcome
the present difficulties. The panel brought together
participants from the United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe, several Directorates-
General of the European Commission, govern-
ment officials from member countries, academic
institutions, the business community and major
international organisations. The aim was to discuss
the major issues and set recommendations for
further work in this field. EBRD Counsel, Paul
Moffatt, participated on behalf of the Bank. 
He made a presentation on policy and regulation
in the telecommunications sector setting out 
the Bank’s experiences of regulatory reform
throughout its countries of operation. This
presentation highlighted the EBRD policy of 
promoting, throughout its countries of operation,
the adoption of a modern and investor-friendly
legislative and regulatory framework for communi-
cations capable of supporting the development
of the information society and e-commerce.

Legal transition
events
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Ministerial conference on
telecommunications for 
development, Belgrade

On 28 and 29 October 2002, the EBRD participated
in a ministerial conference on telecommunications
for development organised by the Stability Pact
eSEE Initiative in Belgrade, FR Yugoslavia (Serbia
and Montenegro). This conference was organised
for the countries of south-eastern Europe that
are part of the Stability Pact eSEE Initiative
(Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, FYR
Macedonia, Moldova, and Serbia and Montenegro).
It saw the signing of an international agreement,
the eSEEurope Agenda for the Development of
the Information Society, which will formally
associate these countries with the eEurope and
eEurope+ processes. The conference brought
together several hundred participants, including
ministers, heads of international and regional
organisations, government officials, non-
governmental organisations, businesses and
media. They reviewed the impact of policy,
regulatory framework and infrastructure on the
development of the Information Society, as well
as economic growth and European integration in
south-eastern Europe. EBRD Counsel, Paul Moffatt,
participated on behalf of the Bank delivering a
presentation on policy and regulation in the 
telecommunications sector and setting out the
Bank’s experiences of regulatory reform. He also
took part in a panel discussion on creating modern
EU/WTO compliant telecommunications
legislation. His participation in this conference
highlighted the EBRD policy of active support for
the adoption of modern, investor-friendly legislative
and regulatory frameworks for telecommunications
that enable the delivery of basic and advanced
services throughout EBRD countries of operation,
thereby facilitating the development of the
information society and e-commerce.

International Business Summit of the
CIS countries, Evian

The third International Business Summit of the CIS
countries took place on 1 to 3 October 2002 in
Evian, France. This “East–West” event targeted
those interested in doing business in, and with,
the CIS states and attracted some 300 represen-
tatives from various authorities, businesses, 

academics and analysts. The event’s agenda
included general issues such as investment and
political climate discussed at a plenary session,
as well as a few specialist roundtable discussions
focusing on particular sectors. EBRD Counsel,
Alexei Zverev, participated on behalf of the Bank,
moderating and making two presentations in the
Summit’s public private partnership session. His
contribution highlighted EBRD experiences of
the importance of alternative sources of finance
throughout central and eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union. The fourth International Busi-
ness Summit of the CIS countries is planned for
June 2003 in Berlin.

World Bank’s global forum on
insolvency risk management,
Standards & Strategies for the 
Next Decade, Washington, DC.

A global forum on insolvency risk management
entitled Standards & Strategies for the Next
Decade, organised by the World Bank, was held
on 28 and 29 January 2003 in Washington, DC.
The two-day conference first reviewed the existing
global standards that have been put forward
during the last year, in particular the World Bank’s
Principles and Guidelines for Effective Insolvency
and Creditor Rights Systems, which the EBRD
among others helped to develop, and their utility
as a global benchmark. It also examined the global
strategies put in place by various agencies aimed
at promoting credit access by establishing frame-
works and mechanisms that reduce credit and
investment risk, experimenting with corporate
restructuring and workout methods in emerging
markets. Finally, the conference explored the
ways to establish public and private sector col-
laboration that could promote crisis prevention
and find more effective resolutions. EBRD counsel,
Frederique Dahan, made a presentation on the
new Slovak secured transaction reform put in
place with EBRD technical assistance, highlighting
the essential approach to reform of EBRD of
insisting more on economic objectives than the
legal shape of the reform. EBRD Senior Counsel,
Michel Nussbaumer, participated in a panel on
Counting the cost and addressing the challenges:
public and private sector strategic alliance.

Seminar on Public Private
Partnerships, Budapest

In December 2002, the Ministry of Economy of
Hungary sponsored a one-day seminar on the topic
of Public Private Partnerships in Budapest, Hungary.
The seminar featured speakers from the EBRD,
international consultancy, PricewaterhouseCoopers
and international legal consultants, Lovells. EBRD
Senior Counsel, Walid Labadi, participated on behalf
of the Bank, delivering a presentation on the Bank’s
experiences in this area. The seminar programme
provided a strategic overview of public private
partnerships, focusing on the main issues to be
considered in the context of developing a public
private initiative, lessons to be learned from inter-
national experience and factors to be considered
in developing a plan for the introduction of public
private partnerships. Seminar participants included
a number of important representatives of the
Hungarian government and members of the
Hungarian business community.

Presentation of the EBRD Legal
Indicator Survey 2002 results, Taipei

To foster relations between the EBRD and Taipei
China, whose financial and other support has
contributed to the EBRD’s legal reform work, two
EBRD lawyers visited Taipei in November 2002.
Emmanuel Maurice, General Counsel, made a
presentation to a broad audience mainly from
the Taiwanese private sector. The topics of the
presentation included the Bank’s legal transition
programme and the results of the EBRD Legal
Indicator Survey 2002. Accompanied by EBRD
Counsel, Hsianmin Chen, Emmanuel Maurice
also spoke to a group of law students from the
National Taiwan University about the EBRD and
the Bank’s legal reform work. During their visit,
the EBRD lawyers also held meetings with the
officials from the Central Bank, the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Finance, to
share information on the state of the legal
environment in transition countries and to
explain the EBRD’s legal transition activities. 
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